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TAB ONE 

TAB TWO 

TAB THREE 

PARTICIPANT MATERIALS 
MODULE B 

SCHEDULE 

EXERCISES AND LECTURES 
A. Pre-Test (to be handed out in class) 
B. Outline Lecture No.1 (Overview of Election 

Systems) 
C. Exercise No.1 Worksheet (to be handed out in 

class) 
D. Outline Lecture No.2 (Types of Election 

Formuale) 
E. Exercise No.2 Worksheet (to be handed out in 

class) 
F. Outline Lecture No.3 (Seat Allocation 

Calculation) 
G. Quiz No.1 (to be handed out in class) 
H. Quiz Game (College Bowl) (to be done in 

class) 
I. Outline Lecture No.4 (Effect of District 

Magnitude) 
J. Outline Lecture No.5 (Ballots) 
K. Exercise No.3 Worksheets (to be handed ou} 

in class) 
L. Outline No.6 (Voter Registration Systems) 
M. Exercise No.4 Worksheet (to be handed out in 

class) 
N. Outline No.7 (Effect of Election Formulae on 

Political Parties) 
O. Kalabashse Simulation Exercise (to be done 

in class) 

REFERF.NCE MATERIALS 
A. IDEA Handbook on Election System Design 
B. Sample Ballots 
C. ACE Materials 

Electoral Svstems 
a. Overview 
b. Guiding Principles 
c. Administrative Considerations 
d. Cost Considerations 
e. Social and Political Context 
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TAB FOUR 

PARTICIPANT MATERIALS 
MODULE B 

REFERENCE MATERIALS 
f. Historical Review 
g. Practical Advice 
h. Parliamentary Size 

Boundary Delimitation 
9. Overview 
10. Guiding Principles 
11. Electoral Systems that Delimit 

Electoral Boundaries 
12. Designation of a Boundary Authority 
13. Establishment of Criteria for 

Delimiting Districts 
14. Equal Population 
15. Geographic Criteria 
16. Communities of Interest 
17. Tasks Involved in Drawing Electoral 

District Boundaries 
18. Information Required to Draw 

Electoral Boundaries 
19. Steps in Electoral District 

Delimitation Process 
20. Delimiting Voting Areas 

Parties and Candidates 
2l. Historical Review 
22. Social Influences versus Political 

Influences 

ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANT READINGS 
A. Plain Language Writing 
B. Comparing Democracies Chapter 
by Andre Blais and Louis Massicotte 
C. Module B Public Speaking Materials 
D. Module B Group Process Materials 
E. Module B Negotiation Materials 
F. Module B Media Information Materials 
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• AEOBIH ELECTIONS COURSE 
MODULE B: Characteristics of Various Election Systems 

SCHEDULE: DAY ONE 

8:30-9:00 Review Schedule. Objectives & Group Expectations 

9:00-9:10 Pre-Test 

9:10-9:55 Lecture NO.1: Overview of Election Systems 

9:55-10:45 Exercise No. 1(Purpose of Elections in Modem 
Society) 

,-• 10:45-11:00 Coffee Break 

11 :00-11 :45 Lecture No.2: Types of Election Formulae 

11:45-12:45. Exercise No.2 (Advantages and Disadvantages of 
Election Formulae) 

12:45-13:45 Lunch 

13:45-14:00 Reflection 

14:00-14:30 Lecture NO.3: Seat Allocation Calculation 

14:30-15:30 Quiz No.1 (Calculating Seat Allocations) 

15:30-15:45 Coffee Break 

• 15:45-16:00 Discussion 

16:00-16:15 Answer Pre-Test 

16:15-16:30 Reflection 
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• AEOBIH ELECTIONS COURSE 
MODULE B: Characteristics of Various Election Systems 

SCHEDULE: DAY TWO 

8:30-9:00 Discussion and Review of Schedule 

9:00-10:15 Quiz Game (College Bowl) 

10:15-10:45 Lecture No.4: Effect of District Magnitude 

10:45-11:00 Coffee Break 

11:00-11:15 Discussion • 11:15-11:45 Read 

11 :45-12:00 Reflection 

12:00-13:00 Lunch 

13:00-13:30 Lecture No.5: Ballots 

13:30-14:15 Exercise No.3 (Writing Instructions on Marking and 
Counting Ballots) 

14:15-14:30 Coffee Break 

·14:30-15:00 Lecture No.6: Voter Registration Systems 

15:00-15:45 Exercise No.4 (Analysis of Voter Registration Systems) • 15:45-16:15 Lecture No.7: Effect of Election Formulae on Political Parties 

16:15-16:30 Discussion 

16:30-17:00 Reflection 

SCHEDULE: DAY THREE 
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• AEOBIH ELECTIONS COURSE 
MODULE B: Characteristics of Various Election Systems 

8:30-9:00 Distribution of Roles for Simulation Exercise 

9:00-10:30 Group Session No. 1 

10:30-10:45 Coffee Break 

10:45-11 :00 Press Interviews No. 1 

11 :00-12:00 Group Session No. 2 

12:00-12:15 Television Report! Press Briefing No.2 

• 12:15-13:15 Lunch 
, 

13:15-15:15 Presentations to Constitutional Committee 

15:15-15:30 Coffee Break 

15:30-17:00 Presentations to Constitutional Committee 

17:00-17:30 Press Conference or Briefing No.3 

17:30-18:00 Reflection and Evaluation 

• 
., 
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Lecture No.1. Overview of Election Systems 

MODULE B 
OUTLINES 

. ~ . 

1. Over history freedom of citizens to choose their leaders (self-determination) has evolved to be the criterion for 
establishing legitimate governments. . 

2. International covenants and agreements impose elections as legally binding obligations on countries that have 
ratified them. 

3. These standards may apply to countries that have not ratified the covenants where customary international law is 
applied. 

4. The criteria used to determine whether elections are structured to permit self-determination have also evolved and 
are set forth in various international legal documents. Some of these standards have been voluntarily accepted by 
states. 

5. Standards used to evaluate elections involve basic human freedoms (speech, assembly, freedom of association) 
as well as other requirements, such as the use of secret ballots. 

6. Codes of conduct are a mechanism used to establish behavioral norms for various groups 
a. codes of conduct can be incorporated into legislation or not 
b. some groups have codes of conduct imposed by their professions (doctors, judges) 

7. Elections alone are not enough to make a democracy endure. 
a. orderly of transfer of power 
b. accountability to citizens 

c. oppo~ition parties and candidates (multi-party system) 
d. reduction of inequality 

8. Elections are an inextricable part of representa,tive democracy 
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MODULE B 
OUTLINES 

a. election results are analyzed to measure condition of democracy 
b. officialf adopt policies that are based on voter appeal 

9. Election system includes 
a. way votes are counted 
b. seat allocation calculation 
c. voter registration 
d. political parties 
e. election administration 
f. voter education 
g. review and resolution of grievances 

10. No ideal election system exists. What works for one country may not for another. Need a minimum of these two 
things to qualify as a democracy 

a. election system meets international standards 
b. citizens actually choose their leaders 
c. leaders are responsible! accountable to population 

11. Election systems change infrequently, but may to respond to social changes in the country or to promote 
stability. (see Japan, Italy, Canada, New Zealand) 

12. Election system is the set of rules used to determine how votes are cast and how seats are allocated. 
a. how votes are cast includes ballot and its structure 

b. how seats are allocated includes decisions about size of parliament and of the districts in which they will be 
elected 

c. each component of an election system has political consequences 
13. Election professionals must understand election rules and their political consequences. 

a. professionals have specialized knowledge 
b. need to master basic information to communicate effectively with colleagues in BiH and elsewhere 
c. need to have information to carry out responsibility for educating public and correcting misinformation 

." 
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• MODULEB 
OUTLINES 

14. Need to master definitions contained in the text. 
a. term election system used in lectures is broader than in text 
b. material in module appears difficult because it involves so many new terms and some of it is technical 
c. best way to approach the material is to think about the underlying principles and values of each 

component of the election system 
d. ask what problem each permutation in an election formula was meant to solve 
e. question whether problems can be solved outside the election rules. 
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Lecture No.2 . .Types of Election Formulae 

MODULE B 
OUTLINES 

1. Answer to question who won depends upon the election formula. 
a. Our definition of election formula is broader than the one used in the IDEA text. 
b. There are a number of favorable and unfavorable characteristics associated with different election 

formulas. 
c. Study of elections is not an exact science, despite attempt to quantify it and to produce theories and 

laws. 
d. This lecture will identify main election formulae and discuss the favorable and unfavorable attributes of 

each. 

2. Oldest and most widely used method used to determine who won is plurality formula. 
a. Means person with the most votes won. (Could mean that someone who only got 40% of all votes could 

win). 
b. Need to distinguish between terms used (simple majority, absolute majority and super majority) 
c. Absolute majority is generally meant to require more than 50%; Super majority means at least 2/3 

(66.66%). 
d. Plurality is also known as First Past the Post and also (but not as used in the IDEA text, winner take all). 

3. The positive characteristics of plurality election formula are: 
a. Accountability of elected officials to public. This attribute occurs because the plurality election formula 

generally is used in single-member districts. Single-member districts means there is only one seat for the 
area defined as the district. 

b. Independent candidates have better chance to be elected where plurality election formula is used 
in a single-member district. 

c. One party majority governments are more frequently associated with plurality election formulas used in 
parliamentary elections. One party majority governments are said to be able to govern (enact legislation 
and programs) more easily and to be more stable. 

d. Removal of unresponsive officials is said to be easier where a plurality election formula is used in single
member districts. 

" 
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OUTLINES 

4. The negative characteristics associated with the plurality formula are: 
a. Wasted votes are votes cast for a candidate or party that does not win. More wasted votes are 

associated with the plurality election formula because someone may win who has not received a majority 
of all the votes. This has consequences for electors who may be discouraged from voting. 

b. A party that has widespread support may not win any seats at all. This is an obvious consequence of the 
wasted vote syndrome. 

c. Minoritv parties and candidates are said to be disadvantaged. This is because the plurality election 
formula favors large, broadly based parties. 

d. May advantage political parties that are ethnically biased. This can happen where such parties are widely 
distributed throughout a country and are large. Or, it may also happen where there is a concentration of 
supporters in one geographical area. 

5. The majority election formula solves the problem of a candidate or party winning without the support of over 
half of the population. The value underlying the majority election formula is that anyone who wins should 
receive at least half the votes. It strengthens the legitimacy of the leaders who are chosen. 

a. This formula was first used in the early 19th Century. 
b. The majority election formula also is used primarily in single-member districts, so it has the advantage 

of promoting geographic accountability. 
c. A disadvantage of the majority election formula is that no one may win a majority and further elections 

may be necessary. This is costly. . 
d. The majority election formula is also known as the Two-Round System, because a second or 

perhaps third round of elections may be necessary for a winner to emerge. 
e. But an advantage of the majority election formula comes from the fact that cooperation and coalition 

building among parties and candidates that will probably take place between the first and second round 
of elections. 

f. Permutations of the majority election formula have been developed to address the disadvantage of 
cost associated with multiple rounds of elections. 

i. majority run-off limits the number of candidates participating in the second round 
ii. majority-plurality does not limit the number of candidates but allows whoever gets 

plurality of votes in the second round to win 
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OUTLINES 

. ~ 

iii. alternative vote combines two rounds of elections in one, by allowing voters to rank their 
candidates by preference (All election formulae that allow voters a preference result 
have ballot counting procedures that require a transfer of votes). But note that the 
alternative vote can result in a candidate winning with less than majority support. There are no 
problems of wasted votes with the alternative vote. 

6. The value underlying the proportional representation election formula is that each party should be awarded 
seats in proportion to the votes received. PR can only be used in a multi-member district. It was developed at 
the end of the 19th Century and has been used by 60% of the countries since. 

a. The PR election formula uses parties because it is used in multi-member districts where more than one 
seat is being contested. Cannot divide a single seat in a proportional manner. 

b. PR election formula uses Party Lists or Single Transferable Vote. Single Transferable Vote is a 
preferential vote, just like the Alternative Vote, but applied to multi-member districts. 

7. The advantage of the PR election formula is that it is said to be the most fair. Thus, it allows smaller and 
minority parties a chance to be represented. 

a. promotes strong political parties (parties select candidates and their place on the list) 
b. promotes coalition governments that are said to have a broad political appeal 
c. does not have any wasted votes 
d. effective in societies that have deep linguistic and ethnic divisions 

8. The disadvantages of the PR election formula are 
a. many small parties may win; some may not be democratic but may be extremist. They may polarize a 

country , . 
b. coalition governments result, which are thought to be less stable and more difficult to govern 
c. less geographic accountability 

d. political parties that are unresponsive may stay in power because they are part of a coalition 
9. There are many permutations to the PR election formula, because there are five major components involved 

in it. 
a. district magnitude involves the question how many seats are being contested? 

. ' 
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MODULE B 
OUTLINES 

b. seat allocation calculation involves the question how many seats does a party get? 
c. thresholds are always exclusionary. The higher the threshold the more difficult it is for smaller parties to 

gain a seat 
d. preferences are related to how ballots are structured and counted 
e. tiers are involved with mixed or parallel PR systems 

10. The mixed or parallel election formula uses both plurality or majority election and PR election formulae. 
10. The advantages of the mixed or parallel system are it combines accOuntability with proportionality 

a. may be corrective or not 

12.The disadvantages are that it is complicated for voters. 
a. Where high threshold exists may eliminate the advantage to smaller parties of the PR election formula. 
b. May cause internal problems for political parties 
c. Complicated to administer 
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Lecture No.3. Seat Allocation Calculation 

MODULE B 
OUTLINES 

1. Answer to who won depends on the kind of election formula used: plurality, majority, PR. 

2. Seat allocation calculation only applies where the PR election formula is used. It is concerned with how seats 
are distributed to parties. 

a. not every party wins a seat in an election using the PR election formula. 
b. before seats can be calculated, the number of seats being contested (district magnitude) must be known 

3. There are two methods used to calculate seat allocation. The largest remainder and the highest average 
method. 

a. the highest average method of seat allocation uses different divisors in calculating seat allocation 
i. D'Hondt uses sequential whole numbers (1,2,3,4,5) and gives a bonus to larger parties 
ii. Sainte-Lague uses sequential odd whole numbers (1,3,5,7,9,11) and gives smaller parties more 

chance to gain a seat 
iii. Modified Sainte-Lague uses sequential odd whole numbers EXCEPT for the first (1.4,3,5,7,9) and 

, makes it more difficult for smaller parties to gain a seat, but not as difficult as the Sainte-Lague. 
b. the largest remainder method involves two separate calculations. First, a quota is used to establish 

how many seats a party won initially THEN the unallocated seats (the REMAINDER) are 
awarded based on the party with the largest remainder. The quota used determines the size of the 
remainder. 

i. the Hare Quota is the number of seats to be allocated within the district and produces the more 
proportional result. 
ii. the Droop Quota is the number of seats to be allocated within the district plus one and produces the 
less proportional result. 
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Lecture No.4. Effect of District Magnitude 

MODULE B 
OUTLINES 

,~. 

1 ,District Magnitude answers the question how many seats will be allocated within a geographical district. 

2. Two issues are related to District Magnitude. Designating the geographical areas called electoral districts and 
determining the number of persons to be elected within the electoral district.. 

3. The term district can be used to refer to administrative districts, electoral districts, designated polling area. Be 
certain to ask the meaning of the term when it is used. 

4. The district magnitude in single-member districts is one. In multi-member districts it is greater than one. 

5, Elections using the PR formula use either multi-member districts or tiers (different levels of electoral districts in 
one election to achieve proportional resu;lts). 

6. Mixed or parallel formulas use tiers or a combination of single or multi-member districts, without the specific 
intent to achieve proportionality. 

7. Where different election formulas are used for different elections, several electoral districts will need to be 
created. -

8. How many persons should be eleded in a district depends on the nature of the election. 
a. Presidential election, entire country may be one district. 
b. Municipalities may be subdivided into single-member electoral districts to provide accountability. 
c. District magnitude is usually discussed in connection with parliamentary elections. 
d. Two questions must be answered in connection with district magnitude 

i. how many persons should be elected in total for a parliament? 
ii. assuming the entire country is not one electoral district, how many persons should be 

elected in each electoral district? There is a trade-off between size and accountability. 
iii. related to these is the question how should those boundaries be established? 
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• MODULE B 
OUTLINES 

9. Total parliament size effects political party representation, the legislative process and citizen perception of 
responsiveness. 

a. There is a formula for determining optimal parliament size, based on a country's active population of 
citizens that is included in the materials. 

10. The kind of election formula used and the number of persons to be elected within a district are related. 
a. Plurality and Majority election formulae tend to be applied in single-member districts. 
b. Once a decision has been made to use single-member districts, the important issue is deciding on the 
electoral district boundaries. 
c. In multi-member districts, the issue is how many people are to be elected within each electoral district. 
This is referred to as district magnitude. 

i. the greater the district magnitude (the more people to be elected in an electoral district) the 
more proportional the results 

ii. One way to set district magnitude is to create and apply some ·voter per representative" formula. 
This requires frequent adjustment of district boundaries to make sure the representative /population ratio 
remains equal. 

iii. More common is to use the existing administrative boundaries and assign a number of seats 
based on population. This method reguires that the number of seats be changed periodically to reflect 
the changes in population. 

iv. Research into district magnitude shows that between three to seven seats per district produces 
representative results. 

v. Underlying values in choosing district magnitude of one versus more than one are the same as 
those involved in choosing plurality/majority election formula over PR election formula. 
Accountabilitv versus representation. 

11. Single-member districts require special attention to be paid to electoral boundaries, which must be resized 
often if the equality of votes is to remain. Mixed and parallel election formula also requires resizing electoral 
boundaries because both single-member districts and multi-member districts are used for one election. 

i. who should draw the boundaries 
ii. should parliament approve final boundaries 
iii. should general public be consul~ed 
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iv. how often should boundaries be redrawn 
v. what criteria should be used in drawing boundaries 
vi. should district boundaries be open to challenge in court 

12. Most basic criterion in establishing district boundaries involves making sure the population is equal or 
approximately equal in each district. 

13. Equal representation is fundamental to democracy and is necessary to prevent vote dilution. 

14. Geographic factors must be taken into account. Include 
a. administrative boundaries (where coterminous, term used is communities of interest) 
b. natural boundaries, such as rivers, mountains 
c. remoteness of areas, population dispersal, accessibility to services, etc. 
d. contiguity is generally required 

15. Criteria used to establish communities of interest are intended to create cohesive units 
a. shared racial or ethnic background 
b. common history or culture 
c. common religion or language 
d. similar socia-economic status 

16. Certain countries prohibit diluting the strength of minority, ethnic or racial groups by redistricting. (USA, New 
Zealand) 

17. Frequency of redistricting is contained in the law. Often is required to be reviewed after a census is taken. 
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Lecture No.5. Ballots 

MODULE B 
OUTLINES 

1.The final decision to be made in connection with designing a PR list election formula is the ballot. How the 
ballot is marked depends upon how the nature of the lists. 

a. open lists 
b. closed list 
c. free (panachage) 

2. Which list is used is also directly related to how one counts the ballots to determine who won. 
a. cannot have single transferable vote with a closed list 

3. Voter may vote for party or person (candidate) 
a. generally, in PR election formulae votes are cast for parties 
b. generally, in plurality/majority election formulae, votes are cast for persons 

4. Deviation from these rules have been made to address certain problems 
a. the alternative vote as a way to resolve the costs involved in multiple elections where the majority 

formula is used. 
b. open lists to dilute the power of political parties in placing candidates on lists 

5. How ballots are marked and designed has implications for voter education programs. 
a. categorical ballots are marked for only ONE candidate or party. 
b. in PR election formula this is a closed list and it offers the voter the least amount of choice 
c. in plurality/majority election formulae, categorical ballots are generally used 
d. ordinal ballots allow voters to rank candidates or to choose a.candidate from among a party list 
e. preferential voting is the term reserved for ranking candidates, in either plurality/majority (alternative 

vote) election formulae or in a PR election formula (single transferable vote) 
6. Open list allows voter to express a preference for a candidate within a party list and to vote for the party. 
7. Free list or panachage allows voters the greatest amount of freedom by allowing them to cast as many votes as 
there are seats being contested and to vote across party lines. 
8. The underlying values about which ballot (and which election formula)to choose are whether the voter's 
opinion about the candidate is more important than the opinion about a party. (How much trust is given to political 
parties.) 

a. the greater the importance given to choosing individual candidates, the less appealing the PR list 
b. the more importance is placed on accountabilitv, the less appealing the PR election formula , 
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MODULE B 
OUTLINES 

c. the greater importance is given to having parliament be representative of the population as a whole, the 
less appealing the plurality/majority single-member district election formula 

9. Other considerations related to ballots are: 
a. literacy of population; complicated ballots may not be understood and many votes may be 

invalidated 
b. cost of multiple ballots or lengthy ballots 
c. cost of counting ballots (complicated ballots require better trained personnel to count properly) 
d. there is a trade-off between the factors of choice, cost, administrative capacity, literacy of population 
e. cost of loss of public confidence in electoral process is real, but difficult to quantify 

10. Issue of representation has not been discussed directly. It is inherent value in any election formula. 
a. what is the nature of representation 

i. geographical 
ii. diversity of population as whole 
iii. population whose interests being advocated by a political party 
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Lecture No.6. Voter Registration Systems 

MODULE B 
OUTLINES 

1.Most of the module has been spent determining who won, by analyzing the components of the election formulae. 

2. No one wins unless the citizens who are entitled to vote are in fact do. 

3. In Module A we saw that there is a binding legal obligation for states to make sure their citizens are allowed to 
vote and to stand for office. 

4. Voter registration is the mechanism (process) used to satisfy a country's legal obligation to make certain that 
all its eligible citizens are able to vote. 

a. this involves identifying and communicating with the eligible voters and results in the creation of a voter 
register or list 

i. A good voter's list will satisfy three requirements 
a. all eligible citizens should be included 
b. no eligible citizens should be exduded 
c. no ineligible persons should be induded 

b. where process of registration is flawed and the list is inadequate, it is questionable whether the 
election outcome reflects the will of the people 

c. countries whose elections are not conducted to allow the will of the people to be expressed in the choice 
of leaders are not considered to be democracies 

5. Choice of a voter registration mechanism reflects certain underlying values, as it is part of the election system. 
a. mandatory voter registration and mandatory voting reflect the value that citizenship carries certain 

responsibilities, one of which is voting. 
b. voluntary voter registration and voting allows the citizen freedom to participate or not 

i. passive registration 
ii. active registration 
iii. each reflects different underlying values. 

6. There is a relationship between voter registration mechanism and the election formula. , 
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OUTLINES 

--. 
a. where single-member districts are used (plurality/majority/parallel) the voter registration 

mechanism must be designed to include persons who are eligible to vote in that specific district 
b. this is also true where tiers are used 

7. Efficient voter registration mechanism must be: 
a. comprehensive (everyone should be registered) 
b. inclusive (all groups are included and no discrimination exists) 
c. accurate (information is correct and current) 

8. Voter registration mechanism will depend upon social reality 
a. mobility of population 
b. education and literacy of population 
c. available means of communication 
d. administrative infrastructure of country 
e. sensibility of population about privacy 
f. public trust in government institutions 
g. climate 

9. Voter registration is one of the most expensive aspects of an election because it reguires identifying and 
communicating with the entire population of eligible voters. 

where the process is flawed or the voter's list is inaccurate, there are serious problems 
i. voters are deprived of their vote 
ii. public trust in government is eroded 
iii. there is more friction between political parties 

10. Voter registration mechanisms produce three different kinds of voter's lists 

, 

a. periodic list (register voters anew just before each election) 
b. continuous list (a list that is continually updated and maintained) 
c. civil registry (a database of information about all citizens kept by the government from which a 

voter's list is created) 
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OUTLINES 

11. Each kind of voter's list has advantages and disadvantages 
a. periodic list is usually accurate and current and it does not require using high technology 
a. where elections can be called at any time (Westminster model), the periodic list requires 

mobilizing many people on short notice to create the voter's list. 
b. periodic list is useful where 

i. the election administration infrastructure is not well developed, 
ii. where the population is mobile, 
iii. where citizens have concerns about privacy and 
iv. where there is little confidence in the govemment's ability to maintain lists 

c. continuous list is cost-effective, accurate and current; it requires no "spike" in costs before an 
election 

d. use of technology is associated with continuous lists to ensure that changes of residency, 
death, duplicate names and so forth are up to date which makes it expensive to maintain 

e. continuous lists can be maintained at local, regional or national level by the government or by an 
independent body such as an election commission. 

f. civil registries are cost-effective because it allows data on citizens to be shared by the 
government. 

g. civil registries are accurate and do not reguire an "active" step to be taken by the citizens to 
register to vote. 

h. the disadvantages of civil registries are related to concerns that citizens have about privacy and 
their distrust of government maintaining databases containing citizen information. 

where government agencies are not cooperative and willing to share information, a civil registry may 
be inaccurate. 

12.Voter's lists help build public confidence in the election process by reducing voter fraud. 

13.Voter's lists can be used for special elections (where the election authorities conduct union elections, for 
example) 

14. Voter's lists may be used to draw electoral district boundaries and to establish the location of polling stations. 
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15. Voter's lists can be used to establish whether parties or candidates meet threshold levels of support to stand 
for office. 

16.Voter's lists can be used where an initiative or recall is allowed by law to determine whether a threshold level 
of public support exists. 

17.Voter's lists can be used for non-election related purposes, such as developing a jUry list, tracking persons 
who have defaulted on loans or other obligations, such as child support payments. 
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MODULES 
OUTLINES 

Lecture No.7. Effect of Election Formulae on Political Parties 

1. We have been speaking about the components of an election formula as if by engaging in 
electoral engineering we can control the outcome. Can we? 

2. In addition to the public, political parties are a critical part of any election system. They both 
affect the election formula and are affected by it. 

3. Scholars distinguish between psychological and mechanical effects of an election formula on 
political parties. 

a. psychological is how citizens and political parties react to an election system 
before the elections 

b. psychological involves such things as strategic voting, coalition building 
c. mechanical is the application of the election formula and seat allocation formula to 

the votes cast 

4. Do the incentives built into an election system for political party behavior actually predict how 
a pa rty will act? 

a. studies show that they will over the long term, but not automatically 
b. political parties can misjudge citizen support 
c. political parties can sacrifice short term goals for longer-term objectives 

5. Studies show that in elections using the plurality formula, new political parties are not formed 
often, 

a. supports general,conclusion that plurality election formula promotes two-party system 
b. there is not a great deal of difference between the number of political parties standing for 

election where a majority or PR election formula is used 

6. Studies show that large district magnitude combined with a PR election formula produce 
political parties that are more ideologically orientated 

, 
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• •• MODULE B 
OUTLINES 

a. where a preference ballot is introduced, party cohesion is weakened 

7. Voters also respond to the election system and the formula used 
., a. may use strategic voting to avoid wasted votes 

b. where majority election formula is used, voters seem to use strategic voting for the first 
vote 

c. where the PR election formula is used, voters may use strategic voting where there is a 
high threshold where a small party is fielding candidates in a small district 

8. The mechanical effects have been discussed earlier 
a. large parties have an advantage in virtually every election formula, but have less where a 

PR election formula is used 
b. district magnitude is the critical factor in determining the amount of bias in favor of large 

parties 
c. plurality election formula most frequently results in a majority government being elected 

in parliament 
i. where a PR election formula is used, the size of the threshold determines 

whether a majority government will be elected (if it is over 10% there is a thirty 
per cent likelihood that a one-party majority will be elected) 

ii. where a majority election formula is used, the likelihood of a one-party majority 
being elected is approximately 27 per cent 

d. the number of parties actually being elected is a affected by the size of a threshold 
(where it is 8% or more, it will decrease the number of parties being elected) 

e. the number of parties elected is greater where the electoral district is heterogeneous 

g. Where the plurality election formula is used, it is possible for a party to win a majority of 
parliamentarv seats without winning the most popular votes 

a. this can happen where the winning party Is concentrated In less populated areas or in 
cases where the party has a high concentration of supporters (this is another example of 
wasted votes) 

b. this can happen due to a process called gerrymandering 
.' 
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• • MODULE B 
OUTLINES 

i. gerrymandering is different from malapportionment 
ii. gerrymandering results from drawing district boundaries in such a way as to make 
sure there is a moderately high concentration of a party's supporters in the district 

iii. ma/apportlonment is the result of differences in population in electoral districts, 
resulting in vote dilution 

10. It is possible to ensure minority or ethnic representation by creating electoral district boundaries 
in such a way as to concentrate specific groups instead of "reserving" certain seats for specified 
groups. 

11. The relationship between an election system, the citizens and political parties is too complex to 
predict with any precision. 
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Form C (To be iniliallc:d on back by 
Presiding OUiccr berorc issue) 

Commonwealth of Australia 

BALLOT-PAPERS 

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY 

Referendums on Proposed 
Constitution Alterations 

J)JHI:Cf'lO:\S TO ,'O"l'(:I! 

\\lllll,' u\,I':S" 01 "NO" III till' 'pan' pitH idl'l! tlPPt1~atl' \'.11.:11 

"tt the "!u..:!>.ti,ln ........ rt m11 hdow. 

1. An Act to change the terms of senators so that they are no 
longer of fixed duration and to provide that Senate elections 
and House of Representatives elections are always held on 
the same day. 

DO YOU APPROVE this proposed alteration? D 

2. An Ac. '0 enable .he Commonwealth and the S.a.es 
volun.arily '0 refer powers '0 each o.her. 

DO YOU APPROVE this proposed alteration? D 
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BALLOT PAPER 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

ELECTORAL DIVISION OF 

BRAND 

IVumber the boxes from 1to 10 
in the order of your choice. 
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O HEARNE. Penny 
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Remember ... number every box~ 
to make your vote count 
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BALLOT PAPER 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

WESTERN f~TRALIA 
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F;~TNING 
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fRemember ... number every box· 
to make your vote count 

AustralIan Eleeto,.,' Coml1J1sslon AEC 
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FOld the ballot paper. place it in the envelope addressed to 
the Divisional Returning Officer and fasten the envelope. 

Remember ••• number every box to make your vote count. 

Australian Electoral Commission. 'AEe 
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Australian Capital Territory 
Referendum Ballot Paper 

Write the number 1 in one box only 
Please put the number '1' in one of the boxes 
below to show which electoral system you 
believe should be used to elect members to the 
Australian Capital Territory Legislative Assembly, 

member D 
electorates system 

A proportional representation D 
(Hare-Clark) system 

Number one box only 
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Overview 

The choice of electoral systems is one of the most important institutional 
decisions for any democracy, yet rarely is an electoral system consciously and 
deliberately selected. Often the choice is accidental, the result of an unusual 
combination of circumstances, of a passing trend, or of a quirk of history. The 
impact of colonialism and the effects of influential neighbours are often 
persuasive in choice of electoral systems. Yet in almost all cases the choice of a 
particular electoral system has a profound effect on the future political life of the 
country concemed. In most cases, electoral systems, once chosen, remain fairly 
constant as political interests congeal around and respond to the incentives 
presented by them. 

If it is rare that electoral systems are deliberately chosen, it is rarer still that they 
are carefully designed for the particular historical and social conditions of a 
country. Any new democracy must choose (or inherit) an electoral system to elect 
its parliament, but such decisions are often affected by one of the two following 
circumstances: 

• either political actors lack basic knowledge and information so that the 
choices and consequences of different electoral systems are not fully 
recognized or, conversely, 

• political actors use their knowledge of electoral systems to promote designs 
which they think will work to their own partisan advantage. 

In either scenario, the choices that are made may not be the best ones for the 
long-term political health ofthe country concerned, and at times they can have 
disastrous consequences for a country's democratic prospects. 

The background to a choice of electoral system can thus be as important as the 
choice itself. One should not have the illusion that such decisions are made in a 
political vacuum. In fact, the consideration of political advantage is almost always 
a factor in the choice of electoral systems-sometimes it is the only consideration. 
At the same time, the choices of available electoral systems are often, in reality, 
relatively few. It is equally the case, however, that calculations of short-term 
political interest can often obscure the longer-term consequences of a particular 
electoral system and the interests of the wider political system. Consequently, 
while recognising the practical constraints, we attempt to approach the issue of 
electoral system choices in as broad and comprehensive a manner as possible. 

The electoral system elemert of this publication is aimed in particular at political 
negotiators and constitutional designers in new, fledgling, and transitional 
democracies. However, as the crafting of political institutions is a critical task not 
only for new democracies but also for those established democracies seeking to 
adapt their systems to better reflect new political realities, the text also seeks to 
address the likely concerns of those persons in both emerging and established 
democracies who may be designing electoral systems. Given this target 
audience, we have necessarily had to simplify much of the academic literature on 
the subject, while at the same time address some of the more complex issues 
inherent in the area. If we appear to be sometimes overly simplistic and at other 
times unduly complex, the explanation will usually lie in our attempt to balance 
these two objectives of clarity and comprehensiveness. 

Ii le·lm·IM A fN\FNr.1 1<;:1-111"<;:110<;:](1 I-ITM .... , t 1 l"\r. 
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While the context in which emerging and established democracies make 
constitutional choices varies enormously, the long-term purposes of most 
democracies are usually the same: to adopt institutions which are strong enough 
to promote stable democracy but flexible enough to react to changing 
circumstances. Both emerging and established democracies have much to leam 
from the experiences of the other. Institutional design is an evolving process, and 
we seek to distil the lessons leamt from the many actual examples of institutional 
design around the world. 

Electoral Systems and Constitutions 

Much constitutional design has occurred relatively recently: the world-wide 
movement towards democratic govemance in the 1980s and 1990s stimulated a 
new urgency in the search for enduring models of appropriate representative 
govemment, along with a fresh evaluation of electoral systems. This process has 
been encouraged by the widespread realisation that the choice of political 
institutions can have a significant impact upon the wider political system-for 
example, it is increasingly being recognized that an electoral system can help to 
"engineer" cooperation and accommodation in a divided society. Electoral system 
design is now accepted as being of crucial importance to wider issues of 
governance, and as probably the most influential of all political institutions. 

Through providing this detailed analysis of choices and consequences, and 
showing how electoral systems have worked throughout the democratic world, we 
hope to achieve two things: 

• to expand knowledge and illuminate political and public discussions; 
• and to give constitutional designers the tools to make an informed choice, 

and thereby avoid some of the more dysfunctional and destabilizing effects 
of particular electoral system choices. 

At the most basic level, electoral systems translate the votes cast in a general' 
election into seats won by parties and candidates. The key variables are 1. the 
electoral formula used (i.e., whether the system is [majoritarianj or proportional, 
and what mathematical formula is used to calculate the seat allocation) and 2. the 
district magnitude, not how many voters live in a district, but rather how many 
mem~ers of parliament that district elects. 

Electoral system design relates strongly to the other more administrative aspects 
of elections dealt with on this web site such as the distribution of voting places 
(see Yotingj2gerations), the nomination of candidates (see Parties and 
Candidate~), the registration of voters (see '{oter RegjstratLon), who runs the 
elections and so on-see Electoral Management Index. These issues are of critical 
importance, and the possible advantages of any given electoral system choice will 
be undermined unless due attention is paid to them. Electoral system design also 
affects other areas of electoral laws: the choice of electoral system has an 
influence on the way in which district boundaries are drawn (see BoundarY. 
pelimitation Index), the design of ballot papers (see Voting.Qgerations), how 
votes are counted (see Vote Counting), along with numerous other aspects of the 
electoral process. 

Summary of Electoral System Types 

There are hundreds of electoral systems currently in use and many more 
permutations on each form, but for the sake of simplicity we have categorised 
electoral systems into three broad families: 

• the plurality-majority, 

le://D:\MAfN\FNGl .TSHIFSII'<;: 1 () J.fTM '"\ 1 t t "'''' 
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• the semi-proportional, and 
• the proportional. 

Within these three we have ten "sub-families": 

• First Past the Post (FPTP), 
• the Block Vote (BV), 
• the Alternative Vote (AV), and 
• the Two-Round System (TRS) are all plurality-majority systems. 

• Parallel systems, 
• the Limited Vote (LV) and 
• the Single Non-Transferable Vote (SNTV) are semi-proportional systems. 

• List PR, 
• Mixed Member Proportional (MMP), and 
• the Single Transferable Vote (STV) are all proportional systems. 

Every one of the 212 parliamentary electoral systems listed in The Global 
Distribution of Electoral Systems can be categorised under one of these ten 
headings, and this family tree, though rooted in long-established conventions, is 
the first to take account of all the electoral systems used for parliamentary 
elections in the world today, regardless of wider questions of democracy and 
legitimacy. We hope it offers a clear and concise guide to the choice among 
them. 

The most common way to look at electoral systems is to group them by how 
closely they translate national votes won into parliamentary seats won; that is, 
how proportional they are. To do this, one needs to look at both the vote-seat 
relationship and the level of wasted votes. For example, South Africa used a 
classically proportional electoral system for its first democratic elections of 1994, 
and with 62.65% of the popular vote the African National Congress (ANC) won 
63% of the national seats (see South Africa: Election Systems and Conflict 
Management). The electoral system was highly proportional, and the number of 
wasted votes (i.e., those which were cast for parties which did not win seats in the 
Assembly) was only 0.8% of the total. In direct contrast the year before, in the 
neighbouring nation of Lesotho, a classically majoritarian First Past the Post 
(FPTP) electoral system had resulted in the Basotho Congress Party winning 
every seat in the 65-member parliament with 75% of the popular vote; there was 
no parliamentary opposition at all, and the 25% of electors who voted for other 
parties were completely unrepresented. This result was mirrored in Djibouti's 
Block Vote election of 1992 when all 65 parliamentary seats were won by the 
Rassemblement Populaire pour Ie Progr s with 75% of the vote. 

However, under some circumstances, non-proportional electoral systems (such 
as FPTP) can accidentally give rise to relatively proportional overall results. This 
was the case in a third Southern African country, Malawi, in 1994. In that election 
the leading party, the United Democratic Front won 48% of the seats ·with 46% of 
the votes, the Malawian Congress Party won 32% of the seats with 34% of the 
votes, and the Alliance for Democracy won 20% of the seats with 19% of the 
votes. The overall level of proportionality was high, but the clue to the fact that 
this was not inherently a proportional system, and so cannot be categorized as 
such, was that the wasted votes still amounted to almost one-quarter of all votes 
cast. 

For more information see !;leC:;!9.r.al syst~ms and Constitution . 
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Guiding Principles 

Electoral system design should engineer a system that encompasses the 
following characteristics (these principles are elaborated in Design PrinciR!es): 

1. Ensuring a representative parliament, see j;nsuriD9 a 8epr~seD!atlY.e 
Pa rl ia_l)'l_eJ)! 

2. Making elections accessible and meaningful to the average voter, see Making 
~1~ctiQns_~cc;:.e_~siP~_aJ)sUIo1~aningfuJ 

3. Providing incentives for conciliation between previously hostile parties, see 
Providing Incentives for Conciliation 

4. Foster the perceived legitimacy of the legislature and government 

5. Help facilitate stable and efficient government, see Facilitating Stable and 
Efficient Gov~rnment 

6. Give rise to a system that holds the government and its representatives 
accountable to the highest degree possible, see Holding Government and 
ReRresentatives Accountable 

7. Encourages "cross-cutting" political parties, see Encouraging Cross-Cutting 
Political Parties 

8. Helps promote a parliamentary opposition, see Promoting a Parliamentary 
Opposition 

9. Is realistic concerning a country's financial and administrative capacity, see 
Cost Considerations 

In Practical Advice for Electoral System Designers_we elaborate on the following 
points that apply to electoral system design: 

1. Keep it simple, but 

2. Don't be afraid to innovate 

3. Pay attention to contextual and temporal factors 

4. Do not underestimate the intelligence of the electorate 

5. Err on the side of inclusion 

6. Acknowledge that the process by which an electoral system is chosen can be 
as important as the final result 

7. Try to build legitimacy and acceptance for the system among all key actors 

8. Try to maximize voter influence, but 
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9. Balance that against the need to encourage coherent political parties 

10. Note that long-term stability and short-term advantage are not always 
mutually compatible 

11. Don't think of the electoral system as a panacea for all ills, but 

12. Conversely, don't underestimate its influence 

13. Be mindful of the electorate's willingness to embrace change 

14. Avoid being a slave to past systems 

Page 2 of2 

15. Assess the likely impact of any new system on societal conflict, and finally 

16. Try to imagine unusual or unlikely contingencies. 
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Administrative Considerations 

Political institutions shape the rules of the game under which democracy is 
practised, and it is often argued that the easiest political institution to be 
manipulated, for good or for bad, is the electoral system. This is true because in 
translating the votes cast in a general election into seats in the legislature, the 
choice of electoral system can effectively determine who is elected and which 
party gains power. Even with exactly the same number of votes for parties, one 
electoral system might lead to a coalition govemment while another might allow a 
single party to assume majority control. The two examples below illustrate how 
different electoral systems can translate the votes cast into dramatically different 
results. 

But a number of other consequences of electoral systems go beyond this primary 
effect. The type of party system which develops, in particular the number and the· 
relative sizes of political parties in parliament, is heavily influenced by it. So is the 
internal cohesion and discipline of parties: some systems may encourage 
factionalism, where different wings. of one party are constantly at odds with' each 
other, while anotlier system might encourage parties to speak with one voice and 
suppress dissent. Electoral systems can also influence the way parties campaign 
and the way political lites behave, thus helping to determine the broader political 
climate; they may encourage, or retard, the forging of alliances between parties; 
and they can provide incentives for parties and groups to be broad-based and 
accommodating, or to base themselves on narrow appeals to ethnicity or kinship 
ties. In addition, if an electoral system is not considered "fair" and does not allow 
the opposition to feel that they have the chance to win next time around, an 
electoral system may encourage losers to work outside the system, using nOI)
democratic, confrontationalist and even violent tactics. And finally the choice of 
electoral system will determine the ease or complexity of the act of voting. This is 
always important, but becomes particularly so in societies where there are a' 
substantial number of inexperienced or illiterate voters. 

However, it is important to note that a given electoral system will not necessarily 
work'the same way in different countries. Although there are some common 
experiences in different regions of the world, the effects of a certain electoral 
system type depends to a large extent upon the socio-political context in which it 
is used. Electoral system consequences depend upon factors such as how a 
society is structured in terms of ideological, religious, ethnic, racial, regional, 
linguistic, or class diviSions; whether the country is an established democracy, a 
transitional democracy, or a new democracy; whether there is an established 
party system, whether parties are embryonic and unformed, and how many 
"serious" parties there are; and whether a particular party's supporters are 
geographically concentrated together, or dispersed over a wide area. 

Electoral System Impact On the Translation of Votes Into Seats 

Let us take a hypothetical election (of 25,000 votes contested by two political 
parties) run under two different sets of electoral rules: a plurality-majority First 
Past The Post system with five single member districts, and a List PR election 
with one large district. 
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Constuencies II Seats Won I 
DEJ~~~ Total I~EJEJ Party A ~~12551 11 2551 I~ 10802 I@:]~~ 

Party B ~EJ12449 11 2449 I~ 14198 I~~~ 
EJ~EJ~~ 25000 IEJCJD 

. . 
Key: P-M= Plurality-MaJonty system (FPTP), PR = Proportional Representation 
system. 

In our example, Party A with 43% of the votes wins far fewer votes than Party 8 
(with 57%) but under a Plurality-Majority system they win four out of the five seats 
available. Conversely, under a proportional system Party 8 wins more seats (three) 
against two seats for Party A. This example may appear extreme but similar 
constituency results occur quite regularly in plurality-majority elections. 

In our second example the distribution of the votes is changed and there are now 
five parties contesting the election, but the two hypothetical electoral systems 
remain the same. 

Districts II Seats Won I 
Du~~DITotalll% IIp-MIEJ 

Party A 13000112000112000 I ~ ~ 17250 I ~ ~ El 
PartyB ~~~137501~15750 I@JEJEl 
Party C ~~ ~ 11000 11 3000 11 5500 I@]EJEl 
PartyDIEJ~117001~11025114000 1~~El 

l·partyE IEJI1750IEJ~~12500 1~~El 
I 11 5000 11 5000 11 5000 11 5000 11 5000 1125000 I ~ U ~ 

. . 
Key: P-M= Plurality-MaJonty system (FPTP), PR = Proportional Representation 
system (using the Largest remainder method of seat allocation with a Hare quota). 

In the second example five parties are competing. Under the PR system, every 
party wins a single seat despite the fact that Party A wins nearly three times as 
many votes as Party E. Under a FPTP system the largest Party (A) would have 
picked up a majority of the five seats with the next two highest polling parties (8 
and C) winning a single seat each. The choice of electoral system thus has a 
dramatic effect on the composition of the parliament and, by extension, the 
government 
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The choice of electoral system has a wide range of administrative consequences, 
and is ultimately dependent not only on a nation's logistical capacity to hold 
elections, but also on the amount of money that the country can spend. Simply 
choosing the most straightforward and least expensive system may well be a 
false economy in the long run, since a dysfunctional electoral system can have a 
negative impact on a nation's entire political system and its democratic stability. 
The choice of electoral system will affect a wide range of administrative issues set 
out in the following paragraphs. 

The Drawing of Electoral Boundaries (see 8.o_ufl.da_ry D(!limitation Index) 

Any single-member district system requires the time-consuming and expensive 
process of drawing boundaries for small constituencies defined by population 
size, cohesiveness, "community of interest," and contiguity. Furthermore, this is 
rarely a one-time task since boundaries are regularly adjusted to reflect 
population changes. FirstPast The Post (FPTP), Alternative Vote (AV), and Two
Round System (TRS) systems provide the most administrative headaches on this 
score. The Block Vote, Single Non-Transferrable vote (SNTV), Parallel, Mixed
Member Proportional (MMP), and Single-Transferrable Vote (STV) systems also 
require electorates to be demarcated; but are easier to manage because they use 
fewer and larger multi-member districts. 

At the other end of the scale, List PR systems are often the cheapest and easiest 
to administer. This is because they either use one single national constituency 
requiring no boundaries to be drawn, or they use very large multi-member districts 
that dovetail with pre-existing state or provincial boundaries. Transitional elections 
in Sierra Leone in 1996 had to be conducted under a national List PR system. 
The country's civil war and the consequent displacement of citizens meant that, 
even had they wanted to, electoral authorities did not have the population data 
necessary to draw smaller single-member districts. 

-
The Registration of Voters (see Overview of voter registration J 

Voter registration is the most complex, controversial, and often least successful 
part of electoral administration. This was demonstrated by the 1996 Zambian 
elections, where less than half the voting-age population was registered, despite 
the efforts of a high-profile registration campaign conducted by a private 
company. Any system that utilises single-member districts usually requires that all 
voters must be registered within the boundaries of the district. The natural 
movement of voters thus requires a continual updating of the electoral roll. This 
means that Parallel and MMP systems join FPTP, AV, and TRS as the most 
expensive and administratively time-consuming systems in terms of voter 
registration. The fewer, multi-member districts of the Block Vote, SNTV and STV 
make the process a little easier, while large-district List PR systems are the least 
complicated. The simplicity of regional List PR in this context was a contributing 
factor in its adoption in Cambodia's UN-sponsored transitional elections in 1993 
and in South Africa's first democratic elections in 1994, see South Africa: Election 
§},sterns an.d Conflict Manag!,!ment. It should be emphasised, however, that 
variations in electoral systems have only a minor impact on the often extremely 
high cost of voter registration, see DefinitiQn of Ql_~thods .Ql.Ygjer r~g[§tration .. 
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The Design of Ballot Papers 

Ballotpapers (see Voting_ OJ:!eration~) should be as friendly as possible to all 
voters, to maximize participation and reduce spoilt or "invalid" votes. This often 
entails the use of symbols for parties and candidates, photographs, and colours; 
a number of interesting ballot paper examples are illustrated in this handbook. 
FPTP and AV ballot papers are often easiest to print and, in most cases, have a 
relatively small number of names. TRS ballots are similarly easy, but in many 
cases new ballots have to be printed for a second round of voting, thus effectively 
doubling the production cost. Similarly, Parallel and MMP systems usually require 
the printing of at least two ballots, even though they are both for a single election. 
SNTY, Block Vote, and STY ballots are slightly more complex than FPTP ballots 
because they will have more candidates, and therefore more symbols and 
photographs (if these are used). List PR ballot papers can span the continuum of 
complexity. They can be very simple, as in a closed list system, or quite complex 
as in a free list system such as Switzerland's, see Switzerland. 

Voter Education (see .'!..9J.er...E;;.rJ..!!c~!i..on) 

Clearly, the nature of and need for voter education, (see Voter:..l;du<;:ation In(:t~~) 
will vary dramatically from society to society, but when it comes to educating 
voters on how to fill out their ballots, there are identifiable differences between 
each system. The principles behind voting under preferential systems such as AV 
or STY are quite complex if they are being used for the first time, and voter 
education must address this issue, particularly ifthere are compulsory numbering 
requirements, as is the case in Australia, see The Alternative Vote in Australia. 
The same is true of MMP systems: after over 50 years of using MMP, many 
Germans are still under the misapprehension that both their votes are equal, 
when the reality is that the second "national PRo vote is the overriding 
determinant of party strength in parliament, see Germany: The Original Mixed 
Member Proj:!ortional System. By contrast, the principles behind categorical, 
single-vote systems such as FPTP or SNTY are very easy to understand. The 
remaining six systems in Table Five fall somewhere between these two extremes. 

The Number and Timing of Elections 

FPTP, AV, Block, SNTY, List PR, and STY electoral systems all generally require 
just one election on one day, see However, Parallel and MMP 
systems essentially mix two very electoral systems together, 
and therefore have logistical for the training of election officials and 
the way in which people vote. Systems are perhaps the most costly 
and difficult to administer, because they often require the whole electoral process 
to be repeated a week or a fortnight after the first try. 

The Count 

FPTP, SNTY, and simple closed-list PR systems are easiest to count, see Vote 
Couo.ti.f)g, as only one vote total figure for each party or candidate is required to 
work out the results. The Block Vote requires the polling officials to count a 
number of votes on a single ballot paper. The Parallel and MMP systems nearly 
always require the counting of two ballot papers. AV and STY, as preferential 
systems requiring numbers to be marked on the ballot, are more complex to 
tount, particularly in the case of STY, which requires continual re-calculations of 
surplus transfer values and the like . 

Primarily history, context, experience, and resources will determine the stresses, 
which any electoral system places on a country's administrative capacity. In the 
abstract, the table below offers some clues to the potential costs of various 
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systems. If equal weight is given to each of the six factors examined in the table 
(which, it must be said, is unlikely to be the case), a cursory glance at the totals 
for each system shows that List PR systems, especially national closed-list 
systems, are the cheapest to run and require fewest administrative resources. 
Next come FPTP and SNTV systems followed by the Block Vote, AV, STV, 
Parallel systems and MMP. According to our calculations, the system, which is 
most likely to put pressure on any county's administrative capacity, is the Two
Round System. 
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Social and Political Context 

Electoral system design consultants rightly shy away from the "one-size-fits-all" 
approach of recommending one system for all contexts. Indeed, when asked to 
identify their 'favourite' or 'best' system, constitutional experts will say "it depends" 
and the dependants are more often than not variables such as: 

• What does the society look like? 
• How is it divided? 
• Do ethnic or communal divides dovetail with voting behavior? 
• Do different groups live geographically inter-mixed or segregated? 
• What is the country's political history? 
• Are they an established democracy, a transitional democracy, or a re

democratising state? 
• What are the broader constitutional arrangements that the legislature is 

working within?· 

When assessing the appropriateness of any given electoral system for a divided 
society, three variables become particularly salient: 

• Knowledge of the nature of societal division is paramount-the nature of 
group identity, the intensity of conflict, the nature of the dispute, and the 
spatial distribution of conflictual groups. 

• The nature of the political system, Le., the nature of the state, the party 
system, and the overall constitutional framework. 

• The process which led to the adoption of the electoral system, Le. was the 
system inherited from a colonial power, was it consciously designed, was it 
externally imposed, or did it emerge through a process of evolution and 
unintended consequences? - see The Process of Choice. . 

The Nature of Group Identity 

Appropriate constitutional design is ultimately contextual and rests on a nation's 
unique social nuances. Division within a society is revealed in part by the extent 
to which ethnicity correlates with party support and voting behavior. That factor 
will often determine whether institutional engineering can dissipate ethnic conflicts 
or merely contain them. There are two dimensions to the nature of group identity: 

• one deals with foundations-is the society divided along racial, ethnic, ethno-
nationalistic, religious, regional, linguistic, lines? . 

• while the second deals with how rigid and entrenched such divisions are. 

Scholarship on the later subject has developed a continuum with the rigidity of 
received identity (primordialism) on one side and the malleability of constructed 
social identities (constructivist or instrumentalist) on the other. 

Intensity of Conflict 

A second variable, in terms of the nature of any given conflict and its susceptibility 
to electoral engineering, is simply the intensity and depth of hostility between the 
competing groups. It is worth remembering that, although academic and 
international attention is naturally drawn to extreme cases, most ethnic conflicts 
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do not degenerate into all-out civil war. While few societies are entirely free from 
multiethnic antagonism, most are able to manage to maintain a sufficient degree 
of mutual accommodation to avoid state collapse. There are numerous examples 
of quite deeply divided states in which the various groups maintain frosty but 
essentially civil relations between each other despite a considerable degree of 
mutual antipathy-such as the relations between Malays, Chinese and Indians in 
Malaysia. There are other cases (e.g., Sri Lanka)-where what appeared to be a 
benign inter-ethnic environment and less pronounced racial disputes nonetheless 
broke down into violent armed conflict- but where democratic government has 
nonetheless been the rule more than the exception. There are also cases of utter 
breakdown in relations and the 'ethnic cleansing' of one group by another typified, 
most recently and horribly, by Bosnia. 

The Nature of the Dispute 

Electoral system design is not merely contingent on social issues but also, to 
some extent, on cultural differences as well. The classic dispute is that of group 
rights and status in a multiethnic democracy-a system characterised both by 
democratic decision-making institutions and by the presence of two or more 
ethnic groups. This is defined as a group of people who see themselves as a 
distinct cultural community; who often share a common language, religion, 
kinship, and/or physical characteristics (such as skin colour): and who tend to 
harbour negative and hostile feelings towards members of other groups, see 1. 
The majority of this paper deals with this fundamental division of ethnicity. 

Other types of disputes often dovetail with ethnic ones, however. If the issue that 
divides groups is resource-based, for example, then the way in which the national 
parliament is elected has particular importance since disputes are managed 
through the central government allocation of resources to various regions and 
peoples. In this case, an electoral system, which facilitated a broadly inclusive 
parliament, might be more successful than one, which exaggerated majoritarian 
tendencies, or ethnic, regional, or other divisions. This requirement would still 
hold true if the dispute was primarily cultural, such as protecting minority '. 
languages and culturally specific schools. Other institutional mechanisms, such 
as cultural autonomy and minority vetoes, would be at least as influential in . 
alleviating conflict. 

Disputes over territory often require innovative institutional arrangements that go 
well beyond the positive spins that electoral systems can create. In Spain and 
Canada, asymmetrical arrangements for respectively, the Basque and Quebec 
regions, have been used to ease calls for secession, while federalism has been 
promoted as an institution of conflict management in countries as diverse as 
Germany, Nigeria, South Africa, and Switzerland. 

Spatial Distribution of Connictual Groups 

When looking at different electoral options, a final consideration concems the 
spatial distribution of ethnic groups, particularly their relative size, number, and 
degree of geographic concentration or dispersion. The geographic location of 
conflicting groups is often related to the intensity of conflict between them. 
Frequent inter-group contact from geographical intermixture may increase mutual 
hostility, but it can also act as a moderating force against the most extreme 
manifestations of ethnic conflict. Familiarity may breed contemQt, but it also 
breeds a certain degree of acceptance as well. Intermixed groups are therefore 
less likely to be in a state of civil war than those that are territorially separated 
from each other. Conversely, territorial separation is sometimes the only way to 
manage the most extreme types of ethnic conflict-that which requires some type 
of formal territorial devolution of power or autonomy. In the extreme case of 
'ethnic cleansing' in Bosnia, areas which previously featured highly intermixed 
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populations of Serbs, Croats, and Muslims are now predominantly monoethnic . 

Understanding of the demographics of any ethnic conflict is particularly important 
for attempts at institutional remedies. The number and distribution of ethnic 
groups is a key variable for both the consociational and centripetal models of 
electoral engineering for divided societies. According to Lijphart, the optimal 
number of 'segments' for a consociationalist approach to work is three or four, 
and conditions become progressively less favourable as more segments (or 
groups) are added. The centripetal approach, by contrast, requires a degree of 
proliferation of ethnic groups (or, at least, ethnic parties) to present the essential 
preconditions for vote-pooling to take place. Chances for success will typically 
improve as the number of segments increase. Another factor is the relative size of 
ethnic groups: consociationalism favours groups of roughly equal size, although 
'bicommunal systems', in which two groups of approximately equal sizes coexist, 
can present one of most confrontationalist formulas of all. For centripetal ism the 
crucial variable is not size so much as the geograQhic concentration or dispersion 
of ethnic grouQs. When ethnic groups are geographically concentrated in one or 
two areas, any electoral strategy for conflict management should be tailored to 
the realities of political geography. Territorial prescriptions for federalism or other 
!YQes of devolution of Qower will usually be a prominent concern, as will issues of 
grouQ autonomy. Indigenous and/or tribal groups tend to display a particularly 
strong tendency towards geographical concentration. African minorities, for 
example, have been found to be more highly concentrated in single contiguous 
geographical areas than minorities ill other regions. This means that a single 
ethnopolitical group will control many electoral constituencies and informal local 
power bases. This has considerable implications for electoral engineers: any 
system of election that relies on single-member electoral districts (such as the 
alternative vote favoured by centripetalists) will likely produce 'ethnic fiefdoms' at 
the local level. Minority representation and/or power sharing under these 
conditions would probably require some form of multi-member district system
particularly Proportional Representation (PR). 

Contrast this with colonial settlements or labour importation such as the vast. 
Chinese and Indian diasporas found in some Asia-Pacific-Singapore, Fiji, 
Malaysia; and Caribbean-Guyana, Trinidad, and TObago-countries, in which 
ethnic groups are more widely inter-mixed and, consequently, have more day-to
day contact. Here, ethnic identities are often mitigated by other disputes, and 
electoral districts are likely to be ethnically heterogeneous. Therefore, centripetal 
electoral systems, which encourage parties to seek the support of various ethnic 
groups, (the alternative vote), may well break down inter-ethnic antagonisms and 
promote the development of broad, multi-ethnic parties. After a year-long review 
of their Constitution, Fiji has just adopted the Alternative Vote (AV) as part of a 
new, non-racial constitution for this very reason. 

Another scenario is where there are so many ethnic groups that some types of 
electoral systems are naturally precluded. Such a social structure typically 
revolves around small, geographically-defined tribal groups-a relatively unusual 
composition in Western states, but common in some areas of central Africa and 
the South Pacific. This typically requires Single-Member Representation to 
function effectively. In the extreme case of Papua, New Guinea, there are several 
thousand competing clan groups speaking over 800 distinct languages. Any 
attempt at proportional representation in such a case would be almost impossible, 
as it would require a parliament of several thousand members (and, because 
parties are either weak or n.on-existent in almost all such cases, the list-PR 
system favoured by consociationalists would be particularly inappropriate). This 
dramatically curtails the range of options available to electoral engineers . 

Nature of the State 

Institutional prescriptions for electoral engineering need to be alert to the different 
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political dynamics that distinguish transitional democracies from established ones . 
Transitional democracies, particularly those moving from a deep-rooted conflict 
situation, typically have a greater need for inclusiveness and a lower threshold for 
the robust rhetoric of adversarial politics, than their established counterparts. 
Similarly, the stable political environments of most Western countries-where two 
or three main parties can often reasonably expect regular periods in office via 
alternation of power or shifting governing coalitions-are very different from the 
type of zero-sum politics which often characterise divided societies. This is one of 
the reasons that 'winner take all' electoral systems such as First-Past-The-Post 
(FPTP) have so often been identified as a contributor to the breakdown of 
democracy in the developing world: such systems tend to lock out minorities from 
parliamentary representation and, in situations of ethnically-based parties, can 
easily lead to the total dominance of one ethnic group over all others. Democracy, 
under these circumstances, can quickly become a situation of permanent 
inclusion and exclusion, a zero-sum game, with frightening results. 

For this reason, many scholars see a need for some type of power-sharing 
government featuring all significant groups as an essential part of the transition 
from authoritarian rule to democracy. The power-sharing model is usually 
associated with PR, as this is the surest way of guaranteeing proportional results 
and minority representation. It is instructive to note that almost all of the major 
transitional elections in recent years have been conducted under some form of 
PRo In fact, recent transitional elections in Chile (1989), Namibia (1989), 
Nicaragua (1990), Cambodia (1993), South Africa (1994), and Mozambique 
(1994) all used a form of regional or national list PR for their founding elections'" 
Some scholars have identified the choice of a proportional rather than a 
majoritarian system as being a key component of their successful transitions to 
democracy. By bringing minorities into the process and fairly representing all 
significant political parties in the new legislature, regardless of the extent or 
distribution of their support base, PR has been seen as being an integral element 
of creating an inclusive and legitimate post-authoritarian regime. 

There is also mounting evidence that while large-scale list PR is an effective , 
instrument for smoothing the path of democratic transition, it is less effective at 
promoting democratic consolidation. Developing countries, in particular those 
which have made the transition to democracy under list PR rules, have . 
increasingly found that the large, multi-member districts required to achieve 
proportional results also create difficulties with political accountability and 
responsiveness between elected politicians and voters. Democratic consolidation 
requires the establishment of a meaningful relationship between the citizen and 
the state, and many new democracies-particularly those in agrarian societies
have much higher demands for constituency service at the local level than they 
do for representation of all ideological opinions in the legislature. It is therefore 
increasingly being argued in South Africa, Cambodia, and elsewhere that the 
choice of a permanent electoral system should encourage a high degree of 
geographic accountability, by having members of parliament who represent small, 
territorially-defined districts who service the needs of their constituency, to 
establish a meaningful relationship between the rulers and the ruled. While this 
does not preclude all PR systems-there are many ways to combine single
member districts with proportional outcomes-it does rule out the national list PR 
systems often favoured by consociationalists. 

Nature of Party System 

The conventional wisdom amongst electoral scholars is that majoritarian electoral 
rules encourage the formation of a two-party system (and, by extension, one
party government), while Proportional Representation leads to a multi-party 
system (and coalition government). While there remains agreement that majority 
systems restrict the range of legislative representation and PR systems 
encourage it, the conventionalwisdom of a causal relationship between an 
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electoral system and a party system is becoming dated. In recent years, FPTP 
has facilitated the fragmentation of the party system in established democracies 
such as Canada and India, while PR has seen the election of what look likely to 
be dominant single-party regimes in Namibia, South Africa, and elsewhere. 

One of the basic precepts of political science is that politicians and parties will 
make choices about institutions such as electoral systems that they believe will 
benefit themselves. Different types of party systems will thus tend to produce 
different electoral system choices. The best-known example of this is the adoption 
of PR in continental Europe in the early years of this century. The expansion of 
the franchise and the rise of powerful new social forces, such as the labour 
movement, prompted the adoption of systems of PR that would both reflect and 
restrain these changes in society. More recent transitions have underlined this 
'rational actor' model of electoral system choice. Thus, threatened incumbent 
regimes in Ukraine and Chile adopted systems which they thought would 
maximise their electoral prospects: a two-round runoff system which over
represents the former Communists in the Ukraine, and a unusual form of PR in 
two-member districts which was calculated to overrepresent the second-placed 
party in Chile. An interesting exception that proves the validity of this rule was the 
ANC's support for a PR system for South Africa's first post-apartheid elections. 
Retention of the existing FPTP system would almost undoubtedly have seen the 
over-representation of the ANC as the most popular party, but it would also have 
led to problems of minority exclusion and uncertainty. The ANC made a rational 
decision that their long-term interest would be better served by a system which 
eni'lbled them to con.trol their nominated candidates and bring possibly 
destabilising electoral elements 'into the tent' rather than giving them a reason to 
attack the system itself. 

Overall Constitutional Framework 

The efficacy of electoral system design should be judged in the broader 
constitutional framework of the state. This paper concentrates on elections that 
[constitute) legislatures. The impact of the electoral system on the membership' 
and dynamics of legislatures will always be significant, but the electoral system's 
impact upon political accommodation and democratization more generally is.tied 
to the amount of power beholden in the legislature and that body's relationship to 
other political institutions. The importance of electoral system engineering is 
heightened in centralised, unicameral parliamentary systems, and is maximised 
whel1 the legislature is constitutionally obliged to produce an executive cabinet of 
national tinity drawn from all significant parties that gain parliamentary 
representation. 

Similarly, the efficacy of electoral system design is incrementally diminished as 
power is eroded away from the parliament. Thus, a number of constitutional 
structures will proportionately distract attention away from elections to the 
legislature and will require the constitutional deSigner to focus on the inter
relationships between executives and legislatures; between upper and lower. 
houses of parliament; and between national and regional and local government. 
This is not to diminish the importance of electoral systems for these other 
institutions (how to elect presidents and federal legislatures); rather, it highlights 
how constitutional engineering becomes increasingly complex as power is 
devolved away from the centre. Each of the following institutional components of 
the state may fragment the focal points of political power and thus diminish the 
significance of electoral system design on the overall political climate: 

• a directly elected president; 
• a bi-cameral parliament with a balance of power between the two houses; 
• a degree of federalism and/or regional asymmetrical arrangements. 
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Historical Review 

Liberal democratic elections can trace their lineage to ancient Athens and the 
Demos gathering in the town square but modern electoral system design is traced 
back to the mid to late 19th century in Western Europe. Until the First World War 
democratic parliaments were either elected using embryonic forms of list PR 
(much of Scandinavia and the Low Countries), the Two Round System (TRS) 
(France and Germany), or First Past The Post (FPTP) (Britain, the United States, 
Canada, and New Zealand). Australia was unique in her replacement of colonially 
inherited FPTP with the Alternative Vote (AV) in 1918, see The Alternative Vote in 
Australia. 

The table below illustrates the spread and dispersion of electoral systems in 
nation states between 1945 and 1995 and is based on data from International 
IDEAs Handbook of Voter Turnout 1945-1997: A Global Report on Political 
Participation. This covers not merely 'democracies,' but all nation states that have 
experienced 'multi-party' competitive elections. 

In 194580% of the 'democratic world' predominantly elected its parliaments by 
Proportional Representation (PR) methods. Most used forms of list PR bufthe . 
Republic of Ireland and Malta used the Single Transferrable Vote (STV) form of 
PR. Only Britain, the U.S.A., Canada, and New Zealand elected their parliaments 
by FPTP. By 1950 Indian independence and the independence of two smaller 
Caribbean countries increased the number of FPTP systems to 6, but PR 
systems remained hegemonic with nearly three-quarters of the total. In 1950 
Japan used Single Non-Transferrable Vote (SNTV) and Germany had adopted 
Mixed-Member Proportional (MMP) representation after the Second World War. 
In 1960, with increasing numbers of Caribbean and African states gaining 
independence from Britain, the number of FPTP cases rose, but PR still 
accounted for nearly two-thirds of all cases, while FPTP was merely a quarter. 

The tide of colonial independence through the 1960's led many African states to 
experimept with multi-party elections, and the Anglophone African countries 
almost all used FPTP electoral systems. By 1970 a third of all countries were 
using single member district FPTP systems while the number using list PR had 
fallen to less than half. Between 1980 and 1995 the real growth systems were 
parallel systems and the French Two-Round system. By 1995 these two relatively 
rare systems made up nearly one-quarter of the electoral systems of over 150 
nation states. 

T~e Historical Evolution of Electoral System Use 
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Practical Advice for Electoral System Designers 

One of the clearest conclusions to be gleaned from the comparative study of 
electoral systems is simply the range and utility of the options available. Too 
often, constitutional drafters simply choose the electoral system they know best in 
new democracies. This is the system of the former colonial power if there was 
one-rather than investigating the most appropriate alternatives. The major 
Rurpose of this Web site is to provide enough knowledge for electoral system 
designers to make informed decisions. This does not mean we would necessarily 
advocate wholesale changes to existing electoral systems; in fact, the 
comparative experience of electoral reform to date suggests that moderate 
reforms, building on those parts of an existing system which work well, are often a 
better option than jumping to a completely new and unfamiliar system. 

There is much to be learned from the experience of others. For example, a 
country with a First Past The Post (FPTP) system that wished to move to 
something more proportional while retaining the geographic link to constituents 
should consider the experience of New Zealand, which adopted a Mixed Member 
Proportional (MMP) representation system in 1993, see The Alternative Vote in 
Australia. A similar country.that wanted to keep single-member districts but. 
encourage ihter-group accommodation and compromise should look at the 
experience of Alternative Vote (AV) in the Oceania region, see paRua New 
Guinea. Any deeply-divided country wishing to make the transition to democracy 
would be well advised to consider the case of South Africa's 1994 List-PR 
elections, see South Africa: Election Systems and Conflict Man~gement, and the 
multi-ethnic power-sharing government elected as a result. A country that simply 
wants to reduce the cost and instability created by a Two-Round System (TR~) 
should examine the Sri Lankan, see Sri Lanka: Changes to Accommodate . 
Diversi!y, or Irish preferential vote option, Ireland: The ArchetYRal Single 
Transferable Vote Sy~tem. In all of these cases, the change from one electoral 
system to another has had a clear impact upon the politics of that country. 

Some practical guidelines for electoral system designers follow. . . 

Keep It Simple 

Effective and sustainable electoral system designs are more likely to be those 
that can be easily understood by the voter and the politician. Too much 
complexity can lead to misunderstandings, unintended consequences, and voter 
mistrust of the results. 

Don't be Afraid to Innovate 

Many of the successful electoral systems used in the world today themselves 
represent innovative approaches to specific problems, and have been proven to 
work well. There is much to learn from the experience of others. 

Pay Attention to Contextual and Temporal Factors 

Electoral systems do not work in a vacuum. Their success depends on a happy 
marriage of political institutions and cultural traditions. The first point of departure 
for any would-be electoral system designer should be to ask: 
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• what is the political and social context that I am working within? 

The second question might be: 

• am I designing a permanent system or one that needs to get us through a 
transitional period? 

Do Not Underestimate the Electorate 

While simplicity is important, it is equally dangerous to underestimate the ability of 
voters to comprehend and successfully use a wide variety of different electoral 
systems, Complex preferential systems, for example, have been used 
successfully in developing countries in the Asia-Pacific region {such as Papua 
New Guinea and Sri Lanka, see PaRua New Guinea, while the experience of 
many recent elections in new democracies has emphasised the important 
distinction between ''functional'' literacy and "political" literacy. Even in very poor 
countries, voters often have, and wish to express, sophisticated political 
preferences and choices. 

Err on the Side of Inclusion 

Wherever possible, whether in divided or relatively homogenous societies, the 
electoral system should produce a parliament that errs on the side of including all 
significant interests. Regardless of whether minorities are based on ideological, 
ethnic, racial, linguistic, regional or religious identities, the exclusion of significant 
shades of opinion from parliaments, particularly in the developing world, has often 
been catastrophically counter-productive. 

Process is a Key Factor in Choice 

The way in which a particular electoral system is chosen is also extremely , 
important in ensuring its overall legitimacy. A process in which most or all groups 
are included, including the electorate at large, is likely to result in Significantly 
broader acceptance of the end result than a decision perceived as being 
motivated by partisan self-interest alone. Although partisan considerations are 
unavoidable when discussing the choice of electoral systems, broad cross-party 
and publi~ support for any institution is crucial to it being accepted and respected. 
The reform of the New Zealand electoral system from FPTP to MMP, for example, 
was preceded by a series of public plebiscites that served to legitimize the final 
outcome, see New Zealand: A Westminster Democracy Switches to PRo By 
contrast, the French Socialist Govemment's decision in 1986 to switch from their 
existing Two-Round System {TRS)to PR was widely perceived as being 
motivated by partisan reasons, and was quickly reversed as soon the government 
lost power in 1988. 

Build Legitimacy and Acceptance among All Key Actors 

All groupings that wish to playa part in the democratic process should feel that 
the electoral system to be used is "fair" and gives them the same chance as 
anyone else to be electorally successful. The paramount aim should be that those 
who "lose" the election cannot translate their disappointment into a rejection of 
the system itself, nor use the electoral system as an excuse to destabilize the 
path of democratic consolidation. In 1990 in Nicaragua, the Sandinistas lost 
control of the government but they accepted the defeat, in part because they 
accepted the fairness of the electoral system. Like South Africa, Sierra Leone and 
Mozambique were able to end their bloody civil wars through institutional 
arrangements that were broadly acceptable to all sides, see ~outh Africa: 
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Try to Maximize Voter Influence 

Voters should feel that elections provide them with a measure of influence over 
governments and government policy. Choice can be maximized in a number of 
different ways. Voters may be able to choose between parties, between 
candidates of different parties, and between candidates of the same party. They 
might also be able to vote differently when it comes to presidential, upper house, 
lower house, regional, and local government elections. They should also feel 
confident that their vote has a genuine impact on government formation, and not 
just on the composition of the parliament alone. 

Balance Against Encouraging Coherent Political Parties 

The desire to maximize voter influence should be balanced against the need to 
encourage coherent and viable political parties. Maximum voter choice on the 
ballot paper may produce such a fragmented parliament that nobody ends up with 
the desired result. There is widespread agreement among political scientists that 
broadly-based, coherent political parties are among the most important factors in . 
the promotion of effective and sustainable democracy. 

Long-Term Stability and Short-Term Advantage 

When political actors negotillte over a new electoral system they often push. 
proposals which they believe will advantage their party in the coming elections. 
However, this can often be an unwise strategy, particularly in developing nations, 
as one party's short-term success or dominance may lead to long-term political 
breakdown and social unrest. For example, in negotiations prior to the transitional 
1994 election, South Africa's African National Congress (ANC) could have 
reasonably argued for the retention of the existing FPTP electoral system, which 
would probably have given them, as by far the largest party, a seat bonus over 
and above their share of the national vote. That they argued for a form of '. 
proportional representation, and thus won fewer seats than they could have under 
FPTP, was a testament to the fact that they saw long-term stability as more' 
desirable than short-term electoral gratification. 

Similarly, electoral systems need to be responsive enough to react effectively to 
changing' political circumstances and the growth of new political movements. 
Even in established democracies, support for the major parties is rarely stable, 
while politics in new democracies is almost always highly dynamic. This means 
that a party that benefits from the electoral arrangements at one election may not 
necessarily benefit at the next. 

Don't Think of the Electoral System as a Panacea for AI/Ills 

While it is true that if one wants (b change the nature of political competition the 
electoral system may be the most effective instrument to do so, electoral systems 
can never be the panacea for the political ills· of a country. The overall effects of 
other variables, particularly a nation's political culture, usually have a much 
greater impact on democratic prospects than institutional factors such as electoral 
systems. Moreover, the positive effects of a well-crafted electoral system can be 
all too easily submerged by an inappropriate constitutional dispensation, the 
domestic dominance of forces of discord, or the weight of external threats to the 
sovereignty of the state . 

But Conversely Don't Underestimate its Influence 

While accepting that throughout the world the social constraints on democracy 
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are considerable, such constraints still leave room for conscious political 
strategies which may further or hamper successful democratization. Electoral 
systems are not a panacea, but they are central to the structuring of stability in 
any polity. Deft electoral system engineering may not prevent or eradicate deep 
enmities, but appropriate institutions can nudge the political system in the 
direction of reduced conflict and greater governmental accountability. In other 
words, while most of the changes that can be achieved by tailoring electoral 
systems are necessarily at the margins, it is often these marginal impacts that 
make the difference between democracy being consolidated or democracy being 
undermined. 

The Electorate's Willingness to Embrace Change 

Electoral system change might seem like a good idea to political insiders who 
understand the flaws of the existing system, but unless proposals for reform are 
presented in an appropriate way, the public may well reject tinkering with the 
system, perceiving reform to be nothing more than a case of politicians altering 
the rules for their own benefit. Most damaging are situations when the change is 
seen to be a blatant manoeuvre for political gain (as was the case in France in 
1986, in Chile in 1989, and in Jordan in 1993, see Jordan - Electoral S~stem 
Design in the Arab World and Chile: Proportionality or Majoritarianism ~. When 
the system alters so frequently the voters do not quite know where they are, as 
some have argued is the case in Bolivia, see Bolivia: Electoral Reform in Latin 
America. 

Avoid Being a Slave to Past Systems 

All too often electoral systems inappropriate to a new democracy's needs have 
been inherited or carried over from colonial times without any thought as to how 
they will work within the new political realities. Almost all the former British 
colonies in Asia, Africa, and the Pacific, for example, adopted FPTP systems. In 
many of these new democracies, particularly those facing ethnic divisions, this 
system proved utterly inappropriate to their needs. It has been similarly argued 
that many of the former French colonies in West Africa that retained the use of 
the francophone TRS system, such as Mali in 1992, see Mali: A Two-Round. 
~stem in Africa suffered damagin~ polarization as a result. Similarly, many post
communist regimes continue to utilize mandatory turnout or majority requirements 
inherited from the Soviet era, see Ukraine: Peril of Majoritarianism in New 
Democrag(. 

Assess Impact of Any New System on Societal Conflict 

Electoral systems can be seen not only as mechanisms for choosing parliaments 
and presidents, but also as a tool of conflict management within a society. Some 
systems, in some circumstances, will encourage parties to make inclusive 
appeals for support outside their own core support base. Unfortunately, it is more 
often the case in the world today that the presence of inappropriate electoral 
systems serve actually to exacerbate negative tendencies which already exist; for 
example, by encouraging parties to see elections as "zero-sum" contests and 
thus to act in a hostile and exclusionary manner to anyone outside their home 
group. When designing any political institution, the bottom line is that even if it 
does not help to reduce tensions within society, it should, at the very least, not 
make matters worse. 

Try to Imagine Unusual or Unlikely Contingencies 

Too often, electoral systems are designed to avoid the mistakes of the past, 
especially the immediate past. Care should be taken not to overreact and create 
a system that goes too far in terms of correcting previous problems. Furthermore, 
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electoral system designers would do well to pose themselves some unusual 
questions to avoid embarrassment in the long run: 

• What if nobody wins under the system proposed? 
• Is it possible that one party could win all the seats? 
• What if you have to award more seats than you have places in the 

legislature? . 
• What do you do if candidates tie? 
• Might the system mean that, in some districts, it is better for a party 

supporter not to vote for their preferred party or candidate? 

For further information see greaJiQ!lJ!nd_~!T1endmEinJJ~rocess and Proc;:~ss Qf 
!;j~c;:lQ!qLR~fo!m· 
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Parliamentary Size 

How large should a country's representative assembly be? The question is not 
trivial. Assembly size has measurable effects on the representation of political 
parties. Especially, in smaller magnitude systems (such as single-member 
districts, but also small multimember districts) having more seats means more 
districts in which smaller parties with localized support have greater chances for 
representation. An assembly that is too small for the Country may thus shut out 
important interests. Regardless of district magnitude, a small assembly may 
create a feeling of "distance" between representatives and voters, even voters 
who favor large parties. On the other hand, an assembly that is overly large may 
create an unwieldy legislative process and generate a need for more complex 
intra-assembly committee structures or encourage the delegation of more 
legislative authority to the executive branch. Thus the question arises of what is 
the "optimal" assembly size for a given country of a given population. 

One of the most important activities of a legislator is communication. A legislator 
is engaged in communication with both constituents and other legislators. 
Obviously, there are other persons with whom legislators communicate and there 
are other activities in which legislators are engaged besides communication. 
Nonetheless, a crucial feature of the working life of a legislator is to perform the 
representation function-communicating with constituents-and to perform the 
lawmaking function in which a legislator must communicate with other legislators. 
Assembly sizes that are small for a given country will minimize communication 
channels among legislators, and hence streamline the lawmaking function, but at 
the expense of multiplying the communication channels with constituents. 
Conversely, assembly sizes that are large for a given country will reduce . 
communication channels with constituents-hence, other things equal, "improving" 
representation"-but will make the lawmaking process less effective due to 
multiplication of communication channels involving other legislators. In between 
assemblies that are ''too small" and those that are ''too large" for a given country, 
there is an optimal size that minimizes the total number of communication 
channels. 

Actual Assembly Sizes and Nations' Populations 

The reasoning above would suggest that there would be a systematic relationship 
between assembly size and population. A study of actual assembly sizes for 
established democracies in the advanced industrial states revealed the following 
cube-root relationship between population and assembly size: 

• S = P1/3 

where S is the number of seats in the lower or sole house of the assembly, and P 
is the total population of the country. However, it was also found that for countries 
in the developing world, this appealingly simple relationship overpredicted the 
size of assemblies. The reason appears to be that what is relevant is not the total 
population, but the "active" population, Pa. The active popUlation-that portion that 
can be assumed to be actually involved in market exchange and therefore in 
seeking political representation-can be estimated as: 

• Pa = PLW, 
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where L is the literacy rate and W is the working-age fraction of the total 
population. Thus, if a country had a population of ten million, with a 90% literacy 
rate and 55% of the population of working age, its active population would be Pa 
= 10,000,000 x .90 x .55 = 4,950,000. If a country had a population of ten million, 
55% of which was of working age, but its literacy rate was only 75%, then its 
active population would be Pa = 10,000,000 x .75 x .55 = 4,125,000. In 
developed countries, there is little difference between active and total population, 
but in developing countries, there may be a difference. When all countries with 
assemblies were investigated, the following relationship between active 
population and number of seats in the assembly was revealed: 

• S = (2Pa )1/3 

Thus to take our two examples above, the country with the active population of 
4,950,000 would be predicted to have an assembly of 215 members, while the 
country with the active population of 4,125,000 would be predicted to have an 
assembly of 202 members. 

Very few countries have assemblies that are larger than twice the size predicted 
by this equation and only a few have assemblies that are smaller than half the 
predicted value. So, the equation may be thought of as a useful predictor of the 
suitable size of a country's assembly, once the active population of the country 
can be ascertained. 

A Theoretical Model 

Now the question that remains is whether this relationship is purely empirical, or if 
it can be given a theoretical foundation. There is indeed a theoretical basis for the 
equation: The "communications channel" model, alluded to above, allows us to 
derive the relationship. 

If 8 is the number of assembly seats and Pa the total active population, then the 
average constituency of one assembly member consist of PaIS active citizens. 
Because the assembly member is both a sender and receiver of information; the 
total number of constituent communication channels, cc, is 2Pa/S. 

Inside th~ assembly, every member communicates with S-1 other members, 
again in a dual capacity as both sender and receiver of information. He also 
monitors the channels connecting the other 8-1 members to one another. The 
total number of channels inside the assembly, cs, is: 

• cs = 2(s-1) + (S-1)(S -2)/2 = S2/2 + S/2 -1, 

which may be simplified to S2/2 for any value of S large enough to be a realistic 
national assembly size (because the term, S/2 -1, will haye negligible effect) . So 
the total number of channels making demands on the assembly member is: . 

• c = cs + cc = S2/2 + 2Pa/S. 

The assembly size that is optimal is the one that minimizes the total number of 
communication channels for a given active population. That number may be 
determined by calculating the derivative dc/dS and making it zero: 

• dc/dS = S- 2Pa/S2 = O . 

The result is 2Pa = S3, which then gives us the model: 
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• S = (2Pa )1/3 

Obviously, as with any theoretical model, much detail is left out. Yet the empirical 
fit is quite good, and so the model tells us that we might expect pressures to 
change assembly size if a given country's assembly falls too far above or below 
the model's prediction. If a country were to set its assembly size according to this 
model, and to adjust its assembly size periodically according to the model as 
active population grows, pressures to change the size of the assembly would be 
less likely to result than if other methods are used, or periodic adjustments are not 
permitted. 
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.!'~ol!.!:!~tarv Delimitation: 

Overview 

The term Boundary Delimitation is usually used to refer to the process of 
drawing electoral district boundaries. However, it can also be used to 
denote the process of drawing voting areas (also called polling areas, 
districts or election precincts) for the purposes of assigning voters to 
polling places. Occasionally, the term has been employed to describe the 
process of demarcating administrative boundaries such as state, county or 
municipality lines. 

Because the focus of this project is on election administration, the 
Boundary Delimitation section of the Administration and Cost of Elections 
(ACE) Project discusses only the delimitation of electoral districts and 
voting areas. Furthermore, because the delimitation of electoral districts is 
far more complicated and much more controversial than the delimitation of 
voting areas, the vast majority of this section will be devoted to the 
delimitation of electoral district boundaries. '. 

Delimiting Electoral Districts 

• The periodic delimitation of electoral boundaries, or redistricting, is 
C. necessary in any representative system where single-member districts or 

uniformly small multimember districts are used. If electoral boundaries are 
not periodically adjusted, population inequities develop across districts. 

• 

Adjusting district boundaries can have major consequences not only for 
the legislators who represent the districts, but also for the individual and 
community constituents of the districts. Ultimately, election results and the 
partisan composition of the legislature are affected by the selection of 
district boundaries. But the importance of the redistricting process is 
seldom recognised outside of political circles. 

Countries have adopted various methods for delimiting districts. In some, 
the choice of methods is simply a matter of historical tradition. In others, 
methods for delimiting districts have been borrowed from a colonial power 
or an influential neighbouring country. In still other countries, .conscious 
decisions based on the geographic size of the country, its physical 
features, or its financial resources were made. Recently, countries have 
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taken their political and social context into account when making decisions 
on which redistricting practices to adopt. Clearly, there is a broad range of 
possibilities. Redistricting practices that work well in some countries will 
not work in others. Informed decision-making is the best approach to 
selecting or reforming a redistricting process. 

Electoral Systems that Delimit Electoral Districts 

The delimitation of electoral districts is most commonly associated with 
plurality or majority electoral systems. Both systems rely heavily, if not 
exclusively, on single-member districts. These districts must be redrawn 
periodically to reflect changes in the population. 

Plurality and majority systems, however, are not the only types of 
electoral systems that require the periodic delimitation of electoral 
districts. One proportional representation system, characterised by the 
single transferable vote, also must delimit electoral districts occasionally. 
This is because the single transferable vote requires districts that are 
uniformly small in magnitude. Another electoral system, the "mixed" 
electoral system, also requires the delimitation of electoral districts. This is 
because a mixed system combines party list proportional representation 
with single-member districts. 

The importance of the delimitation process varies, depending on the type 
of electoral system. Because plurality and majority systems can, and do, 
produce election outcomes that are disproportional with regard to the ratio 

• of legislative seats to partisan votes, the delimitation process is very 
l... important. It is less important in mixed systems or proportional 

representation systems. 

• 

Structure and Rules for Delimiting Electoral Districts 

Countries that delimit districts must establish a formal structure and a set 
of rules for carrying out the redistricting process. Because different sets of 
districts can produce different election outcomes, even if the underlying 
vote patterns remain constant, the choice of redistricting practices is 
important. Electoral legislation outlining the formal structure and rules for 
redistricting should address the following issues: 

.• Who will draw the district lines or boundaries? And who will have the 
ultimate responsibility for selecting the final redistricting plan? 

• Should the persons who draw the districts be independent from the 
legislature? 
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• Should they be politically neutral? 

• Should the legislature have any formal role at all in the process? 

• Should some mechanism exist for public input into to the redistricting 
process? 

• Should redistricting criteria be adopted for the line drawers to follow? 
If so, what should those criteria be? 

• How often should districts be redrawn and how long should the 
redistricting process take? 

Redistricting practices vary markedly across countries. In the United 
States, for example, legislators are usually responsible for drawing 
electoral district lines. Partisan politics and the protection of incumbent 
legislators playa large role in the redistricting process. By contrast, 
politicians in many Commonwealth countries have opted out of the 
redistricting process. The process is left to independent commissions with 
neutral redistricting criteria for guidance. The reasons for these differences 
are best explained by the social, political and cultural norms. 

Tasks Involved in Drawing Electoral District Boundaries 

Although redistricting rules vary markedly across countries, the tasks 
involved in drawing districts are generally very similar. Drawing district 

• boundaries entails: 
\, 

• allocating seats to sub-regions of the country, such as states or 
provinces 

• creating a database minimally composed of maps and population data 

• assigning geographic units to districts until all geographic units within 
the territory have been assigned 

• summarising and evaluating the redistricting plan 

This can be a complex, time-consuming and expensive process. 

D-elimiting Voting Areas 

• Most countries, regardless of the type of election system employed, delimit 
voting areas. Voting areas are contiguous geographic areas in which all the 

" 
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voters are assigned to the same polling place or polling station. 

Because voting areas are used for election administration purposes only, 
the boundaries of these areas tend to be less controversial, and the 
delimitation of these areas is usually left to the discretion of election 
administrators. However, because the data required and the tasks involved 
in the delimitation of voting areas are similar to those involved in drawing 
electoral district lines, the delimitation of voting areas is discussed under 
the Boundary Delimitation section. 

Conclusion 

The Boundary Delimitation section of the Administration and Cost of 
Elections (ACE) Project discusses the types of electoral systems that 
require periodic electoral district delimitation and the advantages and 
disadvantages of various districting alternatives (see Deiimiting Electoral 
.o.i.~tricJ~). It considers the formal structure and rules that countries use to 
conduct electoral district delimitation, or redistricting (see Structure and 
gLJL~s.Jor Delimiting Electoral Districts). It outlines each step of the district 
drawing process, from the creation of a redistricting database to describing 
and evaluating redistricting plans (see Tasks Involved in Drawing Electoral 
QLstrict Boundaries). In addition, the delimitation of voting areas for 
election administration purposes is discussed (see Special Considerations: 
Delimiting Voting Areas). 

It is hoped that this discussion will help countries to make informed 
decisions on whether to delimit electoral districts and, if so, which 
boundary. delimitation practices to adopt. 
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Guiding Principles 

Because delimitation, or redistricting, practices vary greatly around the 
world, there are few universal principles to guide the delimitation process. 
Countries disagree on fundamental issues, such as how impartial and 
independent the process can and should be from the legislative and 
political concerns. But there are three generally accepted principles: 

• equality of voting strength 

• reciprocity 

Representativeness 

Electoral district boundaries should be drawn such that constituents have 
an opportunity to elect candidates they feel truly represent them. This 
usually means that district boundaries should coincide with communities of 
interest as much as possible. Communities of interest can be defined in a 
variety of ways. For example, they can be administrative divisions, ethnic 
or radal neighbourhoods, or natural communities delineated by physical 
boundaries (such as islands). If districts are not composed of communities 
of interest, however defined, it may be difficult for a single candidate to 
represent the entire constituency. 

Regardless of a representative's characteristics or political beliefs, 
however, a representative who performs constituency services and works 
to protect constituency interests in the legislature may be rewarded with -'. 
re-election if the constituency views this as effective representation. 

Equality of Voting Strength 

ELectoral district boundaries should be drawn so that districts are relatively 
equal in population. Equally populous districts allow voters to have an 
equally weighted vote in the election of representatives. If, for example, a 
representative is elected from a district that has twice as many voters as 
another district, voters in the larger district will have half the influence of 
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voters in the smaller district. Electoral districts that vary greatly in 
population--a condition referred to as "malapportionment"--violate a 
central tenet of democracy, namely, that all voters should be able to cast a 
vote of equal weight. 

Reciprocity 

The procedure for delimiting electoral districts should be clearly spelled out 
in legislation so that the rules regulating the process are the same, 
regardless of who is drawing the district boundaries. If the redistricting 
process is to be non-partisan, then all political parties must refrain from 
attempting to influence the outcome. If political concerns are permitted to 
playa role in the process, then all political parties must be given access to . 
the process. If the legislature is to draw electoral district boundaries, then 
any political party that garners a majority in the legislature will have an 
opportunity to control the process. These r"lJles must be clearly understood 
and must be acceptable to all major political parties and partiCipants in the 
redistricting process. 

Feedback, 
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Electoral Systems that Delimit Electoral 
Districts 

Traditionally, three broad categories of electoral systems have been 
described: plurality systems, majority systems, and proportional 
representation systems. The most important element that differentiates 
these electoral systems from one another is the means by which seats in 
the legislature are allocated: 

• to candidates receiving a plurality of the vote 

• to candidates obtaining a majority of the vote 

• proportionally on the basis of votes cast for political parties or 
candidates 

A recent addition to these three broad categories of electoral systems is 
the mixed electoral system, which combines elements of both proportional 
representation and plurality or majority voting systems. . 

Delimiting Districts: Plurality or Majority Systems 

The delimitation of electoral districts is most commonly associated with 
plurality or majority electoral systems. Both systems tend to rely heavily, 
if not exclusively, on single-member electoral districts. These districts 
must be redrawn periodically to reflect shifts in the population. Both 
systems also share one fundamental element because of their reliance on 
single-member districts--the number of seats that a political party receives 
depends not only on the proportion of the votes it received, but also on . 
where those votes were cast. Under plurality and majority systems, 
minority political parties whose supporters are not geographically 
concentrated usually obtain fewer seats than their proportion of the vote 
would suggest they are entitled. The multimember districts of proportional 
systems can rectify this distortion in the equation of seats to votes 
because the larger the magnitude of the electoral districts, the more 
proportional the results. 

Delimiting Districts: Proportional Representation 

• . II •.• •. ~ ... ; .... , .~ I I I .... In., 
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There are two major types of proportional representation systems--the 
party list system and the single transferable vote. (The mixed member 
proportional system also produces proportional results, but this system will 
be discussed under the "mixed system" category.) The party list system is 
the far more common of the two. Under the party list system, electoral 
districts rarely, if ever, require delimitation. If electoral districts are 
employed, they are relatively large multimember districts whose 
boundaries generally correspond to administrative divisions. To 
accommodate shifts in population, the number of seats allocated to 
individual multimember districts is adjusted, rather than redrawing the 
boundaries of the districts. 

The single transferable vote, used in Ireland and Malta, is the other type of' 
proportional representation. Because voting is on the basis of candidates, 
not parties, these countries employ small multimember districts with only 
three to five members elected per district. Electoral district boundaries 
must therefore be redrawn periodically in these two countries. 

Delimiting Districts: Mixed Electoral Systems 

Mixed electoral systems are becoming increasingly popular. They employ 
both party list proportional representation and single-member electoral 
districts with plurality or majority vote requirements. The German electoral 
system is the prototypical mixed electoral system. 

Because mixed systems incorporate single-member districts, the· 
delimitation of electoral districts must occur periodically to adjust for shifts 
in the· population. The importance of the delimitation process and the 
influence that district configurations have on the outcome of elections is 
dependent on whether party list seats are used to correct any distortions 
in the relationship between seats to votes produced by the single-member 
districts. In countries such as Germany, seats allocated under the party list 
system are used to compensate for any distortions in the seats-to-votes 
ratio produced at the electoral district level. Mixed systems that use party 
list seats in a compensatory manner are sometimes called Mixed Member 
ProRortional systems because the election results are proportional. 

In countries such as Russia, party list seats are not used to compensate 
for any disproportionality ariSing from elections in single-member districts. 
R9ther, seats allocated to the parties under the party list component of the 
election are simply added to the seats won at the electoral district level. 
The partisan seats-to-votes ratio may therefore be distorted. In this type 
of mixed system, sometimes called a Parallel system, the district 
delimitation process is more important because it can have a more 
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pronounced effect on the partisan composition of the legislature. 
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Two important factors to be considered when contemplating electoral 
districting alternatives are: (1) district magnitude and (2) the alignment of 
electoral district boundaries with existing administrative and/or political 
boundaries. District magnitude refers to the number of legislative seats 
assigned to a district~. A district can be either a single-member district or 
a multimember district, where the number of seats may range from two to 
one hundred or more. With regard to alignment, administrative divisions 
within a country can be used as electoral districts, or electoral districts can 
be specially drawn with little regard for administrative divisions, usually to 
meet equal population criteria. 

These two factors form a matrix~. The first dimension, district magnitude, 
focuses on the issue of single-member versus multimember districts. The 
second dimension focuses on alignment or nonalignment of electoral, 
districts with administrative or political boundaries. 

, •• /I 

. 
Most single-member districts fall into the nonalignment category. The 
districts tend to be artificial pieces of geography that have no meaning 
outSide the electoral context. Some single-member districts, however, 
particularly those in proportional representation countries, are small, 
highly distinctive communities. For example, a few small cantons in 
Switzerland form single-member districts. 

Countries with multimember districts often use existing administrative 
divisions as electoral districts. Each district is assigned the appropriate 
number of legislative seats for its population, with individual districts . 
having as few as two representatives and most districts having far more 
than two representatives. These countries usually employ some form of 
proportional representation. The more artificially constructed multimember 
districts are found in countries such as Ireland and Malta, which use 
districts that are uniformly small in magnitude because elections are 
conducted using the single transferable vote. 

Feedback 
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Structure and Rules for Delimiting Electoral 
Districts 

Countries that delimit electoral districts must establish rules and a formal 
structure for carrying out the process. Because different sets of districts 
can produce different election outcomes, even if underlying voting patterns 
remain constant, the choices involved in the design of the redistricting 
process are important. Included among those decisions are the following: 

.• Who shOuld draw the district lines? 

• Who should decide on the final districting plan? 

• Should the legislature have a role in drawing the districts or deciding 
on the final plan? 

• Should the general public have input into the redistricting process? 

• How often do districts need to be redrawn? 

• How long will the redistricting process take to complete? 

• Should formal criteria be established for line drawers to consider? If 
so, what criteria should be established? 

• Should the plan be subject to challenge in the courts? 

The task of drawing districts must be assigned to some boundary 
authority. The composition of the boundary. authority and the degree of 
independence granted to this authority vary considerably from country to 
country. Traditionally, legislatures have been allowed to draw their own 
districts. Increasingly, however, countries are turning the process over to 
independent commissions. This is part of an international movement to 
eliminate "politics" from the redistricting process. 

Reforms that have replaced legislatures with redistricting commissions 
have also included provisions for increased public access to the 
redistricting process and formal criteria for commissioners to consider 
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when drawing districts. These redistricting criteria are usually listed in the 
electoral laws of the country. The criteria often include factors such as 
equality of population, respect for regional and local administrative 
boundaries and other geographic features such as natural (physically
defined) boundaries, and recognition of communities of interest. 

Countries usually have not adopted redistricting criteria pertaining to the 
actual outcome of the redistricting process--for example, fair 
representation for political parties or minority groups. This is because 
single-member districts, used by almost all countries that delimit electoral 
districts, cannot guarantee results that are proportional, or even minimal, 
for minority political parties or minority racial, ethnic, religious or special 
language groups in the population. A few countries, however, have 
adopted special provisions designed to modify the distorting effects of 
single-member districts and to ensure some degree of representation for 
minority groups. Mixed systems, of course, provide more proportional 
results by electing some seats by party list. 

This section examines the choices countries have made for rules and a 
structure to carry out redistricting, including: 

• the composition of the authority charged with drawing the district 
boundaries, the degree of independence from legislative or partisan 
considerations granted to that authority, and which entities have 
input into the selection of the final districting plan (see Designation of 
a Boundary Authority) 

• the frequency of redistricting and the deadlines that have been 
established for completing the redistricting process (see Freguency. of 
Electoral District Delimitation and Length of Time Permitted for the 
QgJjmita1iQ!lJ~_[9_cess.) 

• provisions for public input into the redistricting process (see p_ublic 
Access to the Delimitation Process) 

• various redistricting criteria (see Establishment of Criteria for 
Delimiting Districts) 

• the role of the courts, if any, in the redistricting process(see Role of 
the Courts in Electoral District Delimitation) 

Feedback 
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Designation of a Boundary Authority 

Countries that delimit electoral districts must designate a boundary 
authority and establish some machinery for carrying out the task of 
redistricting. The task assigned to the boundary authority is the same in all" 
countries--divide the country into districts for the election of 
representatives. 

The composition of the boundary authority and the degree of 
independence from the legislature or partisan concerns granted to this 
authority, however, vary considerably from country to country. Some 
countries allow legislators to draw their own districts. Other countries, in 
an attempt to remove "politics" from the process, assign the task of 
redistricting to an independent boundary commission. In some countries, 
redistricting is centralised under a single redistricting authority. In other 
countries, states or provinces draw their own districts, with or without a 
uniform set of rules. In many countries, the boundary authority is gra"nted 
the power to choose the final districting plan. But in some countries .with 
non-legislative boundary authorities, the legislature or the government 
must approve the final districting plan before it can be implemented . 

The types of boundary authorities countries have established and the 
degree of independence countries have accorded these authorities cover a 
broad spectrum. At one end of the spectrum is the United States, where 
the redistricting process is very political and decentralised. The 
responsibility for drawing districts for the United States Congress rests 
individually with the fifty states. There are few limitations on the states, 
and the boundary authorities are almost always political entities, i.e., state 
legislatures. 

At the other end of the spectrum are many of the Commonwealth 
countries, where politicians have opted out of the redistricting process and 
granted the authority to neutral or independent commissions. A central 
agency may draw districts for the entire country. If the central agency 
does not actually draw the districts, it establishes guidelines for regional 
commissions and oversees the redistribution process. The final decision as 
to which district boundaries should be implemented rests with the 
commission and not with the legislature. 
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This section will examine alternative approaches to the designation of a 
boundary authority. It will discuss the composition of the boundary 
authority, whether the authority should be partisan or non-partisan, and 
whether a central authority or regional authorities should perform the task 
of redistricting. Who has the authority to make the final decision as to 
which set of district boundaries are to be implemented will also be 
considered. 
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Equal Population 

The most widely accepted rule for redistricting is that districts should be 
relatively equal in population. This is because representation by population 
is a central tenet of democracy, and, in countries that employ single
member districts, this rule translates into the principle of equal populations 
across districts. Equally populous districts are necessary if voters are to 
have an equally weighted voice in the election of representatives. If, for 
example, a representative is elected from a district that has twice as many 
voters as another district, voters in the larger district will have half as 
much influence as voters in the smaller district. 

The degree to which countries demand population equality varies. The 
United States is unique in its adherence to the doctrine of equal 
population. No other country requires deviations as minimal as the "one 
person, one vote" standard that has been imposed by U.S. courts since the 
early 1960s. New Zealand comes closest to that strict standard, but . 
deviations of up to five percent from the electoral quota are permitt~d. 

In Australia, federal electoral districts must fall within 10 percent of a 
state's electoral quota, as forecast by population projections three and 
one-half years into the future. Australia aims for equality of population 
halfway through its seven-year redistricting cycle to avoid wide 
discrepancies at the end of the cycle. Australia's close attention to 
population equality is relatively recent. Thirty years ago, the practice of 
heavy rural loading--creating rural districts that were much smaller in 
population than urban districts--was quite common. (For more information 
on Australian redistricting practices, see the case s~udy on Australia, 
Federal Redistribution in Australia.) 

In Canada, the independent commissions charged with creating federal 
electoral districts are allowed to deviate by up to 25 percent from the 
provincial quotas. But since 1986, commissions have been permitted to 
e)!:ceed the 25 percent limit under "extraordinary circumstances." This 
provision was used to create five of the 295 seats in the Canadian House 
of Commons in 1987, and two of 301 seats in 1996. In 1996, one Quebec 
seat was created with a population 40.2 percent below the provincial 
average, and one Newfoundland district was created with a population 
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62.5 percent below the provincial average. (For more information on 
Canadian redistribution, see the case study on Canada, B..~Rresent9tion in 
the. C~lla.dJao_p_Cl[U9-'ItenJ.) 

In Germany, as in Canada, districts are not to deviate from the electoral 
quota by more than 25 percent. It is not until a district deviates by more 
than 33 percent, however, that the law requires that a district be redrawn. 
The German legislature, which must approve any proposed federal 
redistricting plan before it can be implemented, often refrains from 
adopting district modifications recommended by the Electoral Districts 
Commission until a district deviates by 33 percent or more. 

The United Kingdom allows even larger deviations in district populations .. 
The original standard was set at 25 percent in 1944. But the standard was 
repealed only two years later. The current rule requires that constituencies 
be "as equal as possible," but this rule must be balanced against the 
principle of respect for local boundaries as much as possible. Equally 
populous districts can also be disregarded for "special geographic 
Circumstances." Allowances for natural communities prompted English 
boundary commissioners in 1983 to leave the Isle of Wight with 95,000 
electors as a single constituency, while respect for local London boundaries 
left suburban Surbiton with only 48,000 electors. Likewise, recognising the 
difficulties of island travel, the commissioners in Scotland granted the· 
Western Isles (population 24,000) and Orkney and Shetland (population 
31,000) their own representatives. . 

The degree to which a country adheres to strict equality of population is 
related to· the significance attached to individual political equality. The 
United States is strongly committed to individual rights and equality, so 
perhaps it is not surprising that it developed the strictest population 
deviation standards of any country using single-member districts. Other 
countries, while recognising the importance of population equality, have 
chosen to balance this factor against other redistricting criteria perceived 
as equally valid. In the United Kingdom, respect for local administrative 
boundaries is given precedence over exact equality of number. In many 
African countries, the need to recognise individual tribes may take 
precedence over population equality. Each country must determine how 
much variation from the ideal of exact population equality will be tolerated 
to accommodate other redistricting goals. 

Eeedback 
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Geographic Criteria 

In many countries, the electoral laws specify that geography, or certain 
geographic factors, be taken into account when delimiting electoral district 

• lines. Geographic criteria can be divided into two categories--criteria 
l.. relating to geographic boundaries and criteria relating to geographic size 

and/or shape. A boundary authority may be asked to consider factors from 
either or both criteria. 

Criteria Related to Geographic Boundaries 

Respect for clearly established boundary lines is often specified as a 
criterion for those redistricting to consider when drawing electoral district 
lines. These boundaries can include administrative boundaries such as 
county and municipality lines and/or natural boundaries created by 
dominant topographical features such as mountain ranges, rivers or 
islands. ' 

Geographic redistricting criteria such as respect for administrative 
boundaries and physically defined natural communities are a higher 

• priority in some countries than in others. In the United Kingdom, for 
l '- example, 'respect for local administrative boundaries and natural 

• 

communities is the most important concept guiding boundary 
commissioners. Large population disparities are tolerated as a result. 

Criteria Related to Geographic Size and Shape 

Factors such as the remoteness of a territory, the sparseness of 
population, or geographic accessibility are sometimes listed as criteria to 
consider when drawing district lines. These factors are particularly 
important in countries which have large, sparsely populated territories, like 
Canada, Australia or Russia, or countries with islands or other isolated 
constituencies that are more difficult to serve. 

Two other factors that are sometimes listed as redistricting criteria relate 
specifically to the geometric shape of a district--contiguity and 
compactness. Advocates of these criteria hold that districts should not be 
oddly shaped and that all pieces of a district should be inter-connected. 
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The latter criterion seems to have been taken for granted by redistricting 
authorities almost everywhere and is specifically mentioned as a rule in a 
number of countries. For example, many state constitutions in the United 
States list contiguity as a requirement for legislative districts. Recently, 
this issue has led to disagreements in some states in the United States as 
to whether a district connected by a single point is, in fact, contiguous. 

The issue of district compactness, like contiguity, is often taken for 
granted and mayor may not be specifically listed as a criterion to 
consider. When it is listed, compactness is rarely defined. Like contiguity, 
the issue of compactness has led to disagreements, and even court 
challenges, in a number of states in the United States. The U.S. Supreme 
Court has recently ordered the redrawing of a number of oddly shaped 
"majority minority" congreSSional districts. Although the shape of these 
districts was not the basis for the Court's decision, the fact that the 
districts were not compact was considered evidence of an impermissible 
motive in creating the district boundaries. (For additional discussion of 
these court cases see Role of the Courts in Electoral District Delimitation.) 
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Communities of Interest 

Because of requirements that single-member districts be relatively equal in 
population, single-member districts often do not reflect distinct geographic 
communities as signified by municipal, county or other administrative 
boundary lines. This does not mean, however, that political representation 
has been divorced from the notion of "community" in countries that delimit' 
single-member districts. 

Many countries that delimit single-member districts continue to emphasise 
the importance of creating districts that correspond as closely as possible 
to pre-existing communities, defined as administrative divisions and/or 
"communities of interest." The rationale for recognising communities in 
redistricting is that electoral districts should be more than conglomerations 
of arbitrary, random groups of individuals. Districts should, as much as 
possible, be cohesive units with common interests related to , 
representation. This makes a representative's job of articulating the . 
interests of his or her constituency much easier. 

Defining Communities of Interest 

A "community of interest" is rarely defined by statute but it is generally 
thought of as a group of individuals united by shared interests or values. 
These shared interests may be the result of a common history or culture, a 
common ethnic background, or a variety of other ties that create a 
community of voters with distinct interests. 

Although the perimeter of a community of interest may correspond to the 
boundaries of an administrative division, this is not necessarily the case. 
For example, a river may form a boundary' between two administrative 
divisions, but the entire river valley may comprise a unified community of 
interest. In this instance, an electoral district that follows the 
administrative boundary would divide a community of interest. 

In general, criteria related to communities of interest can be divided into 
three categories: (1) criteria related to administrative or geographic 
boundaries; (2) criteria related to common interests or common 
characteristics; and (3) criteria related to patterns of interaction. Criteria 
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related to administrative or geographic boundaries are discussed under 
GeograQhic Criteri?! (see ~_eQgr..QQhiccri.t~Ijg). 

Some of the criteria related to common interests or characteristics are: 

• Shared racial or ethnic background 
• Common history and/or culture 
• Common religion or language 
• Shared socio-economic status 

• Some of the criteria related to patterns of interaction are: 
( 

• 

• Transportation patterns 
• Economic ties 
• Communication networks (media markets) 

Countries specifying that communities of interest be considered for 
redistricting have adopted a variety of approaches. Some countries regard 
communities of interest as the basic redistricting criterion, with all the 
other criteria subsumed below it as components of communities of 
interest. Other countries regard communities of interest more as a residual 
concept, filling holes left in a list of more speCific redistricting criteria,. such 
as the consideration of administrative boundaries and geographical 
features. 

Despite the ambiguity inherent in the term "communities of interest," 
redistricte;rs in many countries take communities of interest into account 
when drawing electoral boundarie·s. Redistricters knowledgeable about 
local conditions can sometimes identify communities of interest, but more 
often these communities are identified through a public hearing process. 

Conclusion 

Redistricting criteria inevitably conflict with one another. One possible 
means to resolve a conflict between criteria is to determine the most 
salient or most important "community of interest" in a given instance. 
Public hearings are essential to this process. For example, a redistricting 
plan that follows ethnic community boundaries rather than administrative 
boundaries may prevail if members of the public assert that the ethnic 
community boundaries are more relevant to them than administrative 
boundaries . 
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Tasks Involved in Drawing Electoral District 
Boundaries 

The process of drawing electoral district boundaries is time consuming and 
labour-intensive. The delimitation, or redistricting, process usually begins 
with an allocation of seats to sub-regions of a country, such as states or . 
provinces. Seats are almost always allocated to regions on the basis of 
population. But under special provisions, certain regions may receive more 
or fewer seats than population alone would dictate. 

Once seats have been allocated, the process of drawing district lines within 
a region commences. A redistricting database is created using population 
data and, in some countries, political data as well. Maps are collected. 
After all of the necessary information has been gathered, the process of 
assigning geographic units to electoral districts can begin. Each geographic 
unit--whether a county, city, town or village, or some smaller geographic 
census unit or voting area--is assigned to a specific district. After all . 
geographic units in the region have been assigned, the plan is complete 
and ready to be evaluated. 

The process for evaluating a redistricting plan depends in large part on the 
redistricting criteria that have been adopted. A statistical summary of 
population or other demographic data by district is straightforward as long 
as the requested data has been included in the redistricting database. The 
plan may require a more sophisticated or subjective assessment, as well, 
depending on the criteria adopted. For instance, are communities of 
interest intact? Do minority voters have an opportunity to elect candidates 
of their choice? 

Computers can be used to make the drawing of district boundaries more 
accurate and efficient. Consultants can be brought in to assist in any 
aspect of the redistricting process. A decision on whether computers or 
consultants should be employed depends on the need for them and what 
they will cost. 

This section discusses the information needed to conduct redistricting: 
population data, maps and political data (see InfQrm.a.tion ReglJired to 
Draw Electoral District~). It outlines steps in the line drawing process, 

hf.t"'.II"" ......... ,.. .............. :.,.,.; ,.... .. r.I ......... : • ..,' ..... ~~l:~t...IL..JfL..J_ 1. 
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including the allocation of seats, the preparation of a database, the 
drawing of district boundaries, and the summary description of the plan for 
evaluation (see SJ~R.$.jD_t!Je_.£!g!=t;Ql:91 Distri~J2!'!limitatjp_n Pr:oJ;~_s..?). And it 
considers the possible use of computer technology and/or consultants (see 
.cl>JnRuter-Assj~Jed DelimitaJJ.pn and Use of Consultants). 
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Delimitation, or redistricting, requires the collection of several different 
types of information. The two essential pieces of information are 
population data and maps. The population data, which may be in the form 
of census enumeration data or voter registration data, provide the only 
means of creating districts that are relatively equal in population. The 
population data must be associated with a specific geographic area and 
must be as accurate and up-to-date as possible. Maps are needed to 
ensure that only contiguous geographic population units are assigned to 
districts. 

A third piece of information that mayor may not be utilised for 
redistricting is political data. Political data may consist of statistics on the 
political party affiliation of electors, if available, as well as election results
-tabulations of votes for candidates and ballot measures from previous 
elections by voting area. Including political data in the redistricting . 
database allows line drawers to produce a political profile of proposed 
districts and to predict, to some degree, the partisan implications of a 
redistricting plan. 

Election results can easily be entered into the redistricting database if they 
are reported for the same geographic unit as the population data. This will 
likely be the case when the population units for redistricting are based on 
voter registration data. If, however, the population units are based on a 
census enumeration, the geographic units for population and political data 
may not be the same. In that case, census geography and election 
geography may have to be matched in some manner to create geographic 
units that can be associated with both population and political data. 

In the United States, for example, electoral districts are usually created 
using census geography (census blocks or tracts), but election results are 
reported at the voting area (election precinct) level. These two units of 
geography--census blocks and election precincts--are not equivalent . 
States that wish to use political data in conjunction with population data 
must develop some method of matching political data with the 
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Steps in the Electoral District Delimitation 
Process 

file info 

There are usually two phases in the electoral district delimitation process. 
• The first phase is the allocation, or apportionment, of seats in the 

\: legislature to regional entities such as states or provinces. This is usually a 
very mechanical process, with the number of seats assigned to each state 
or province usually dependent on the relative population of that state or 
province. In countries that do not delimit single-member districts, 
reapportionment is the only step taken to equalize population across 
electoral districts. 

• 

In countries that do redistrict, the second phase of the process is usually 
the adjustment of the boundaries of current districts and/or the creation of 
new districts within the states or provinces themselves. In countries that 
do not allocate seats regionally, this is the only phase in the process: 

Drawing electoral district boundaries is much less mechanical and much 
more time consuming than allocating seats. It proceeds in three stages: 

• preparation of a redistricting database 

• assignment of geographical units to districts until all units have been 
assigned and the boundaries of all districts established 

• production of a summary description and maps for evaluating and 
implementing the redistricting plan 
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Special Considerations: Delimiting Voting 
Areas 

Page I of 4 

Voting areas are administrative units that are used only for conducting 
elections. They are contiguous geographic areas where all voters within 
the circumscribed territory are assigned to the same polling place. Voting 
areas are known by a variety of different labels, depending on the country. 
In Commonwealth countries, for example, they may be referred to as 
polling areas, voting or election districts, or election precincts. . 

Voting areas are necessary for the technical implementation of an election. 
A given territory must be subdivided in such a way as to enable voters to 
travel as conveniently as possible to a polling site and cast their ballots. In 
addition, assigning electors to voting areas allows election administrators 
to keep track of who is voting. This ensures that no one casts more than 
one ballot. 

Most countries, regardless of the type of electoral system employed,. 
delimit voting areas. Unlike electoral districts, where the type of electoral 
system determines how crucial delimitation is to the outcome of an 
election, the delimitation of voting areas has a minimal effect on election 
outcomes. Voting areas are used merely to collect votes; they are not 
used to translate votes into seats in a legislative or parliamentary body. 

Because voting areas are used for election administration only, the 
delimitation of voting areas is not controversial and is normally left to the 
discretion of election administrators. Electoral laws or regulations, 
however, may specify certain criteria for delimiting voting areas. 

Authority for Delimiting Voting Areas 

The delimitation of voting areas is often performed by local election 
officials, but the delimitation may be carried out by federal election 
administrators. For example, the election commission in Ghana is 
responsible for drawing all political boundaries, from constituency 
(electoral district) boundaries to voting area boundaries . 

In some countries, the same voting areas are used for all elections. In 
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other countries, different voting areas are created for different elections. 
For example, in the United States, county election officials delimit voting 
areas for all elections: federal, state, and local. In Canada, a federal 
agency, Elections Canada, draws voting areas for federal elections, while 
provincial election administration authorities draw voting areas for 
provincial and local elections. 

Criteria for Delimiting Voting Areas 

Election administrators usually consider the following criteria when 
delimiting voting areas, even if no criteria are specified by law: 

• population size 
• pre-existing administrative and electoral district boundaries 
• convenience and accessibility for voters 

Although voting areas differ dramatically in size of population--within a 
country as well as in different countries--there is a minimum and a 
maximum number of voters that can be efficiently and effectively served 
by a single polling site. It may not be feasible to establish a polling site for 
only a handful of voters. On the other hand, assigning too many voters to 
a single polling site can result in long lines of frustrated voters waiting to 
cast their ballots at an election. The optimal minimum and maximum " 
numbers vary, depending on local conditions and available resources and 
technology. . 

Administrative and electoral district boundaries should be taken into 
account when creating voting areas because these boundaries determine 
who votes for a particular set of offices and candidates at an election. If 
the boundaries of voting areas cross administrative or electoral district 
boundaries, election administration will become more complex. Different 
ballot styles listing different offices and candidates will be needed for 
voters within a single voting area. ProdUCing and disseminating several 
different ballot styles within a Single voting area can be complicated and 
expensive. ',' 

Convenience and accessibility are also important factors to consider when 
drawing voting areas. The boundaries of a voting area should be drawn 
around a polling site that is centrally located, easy to travel to, and 
a~cessible to all eligible voters assigned the polling site, Factors such as 
the time needed to travel to the polling site and accessibility to public 
transportation should also be taken into account. Some countries, for 
example, specify by law the maximum distance that voters can be 
expected to travel to cast their ballots. 

http://www ,aceoroiect.orll./mainleno I i <hllvllM..l h._ 
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The Need to Redraw Voting Areas Periodically 

Voting areas may need to be redrawn because of population changes or 
changes to administrative or electoral boundaries. For example, it may be 
necessary to redraw a voting area if the area's population has grown too 
large for a single polling site or, alternatively, the voting area has lost 
population and it is no longer cost effective to keep the polling site 
operational. After redistricting, a voting area may need to be redrawn to 
realign its boundaries with the boundaries of the new electoral districts. If 
not redrawn, a voting area may be divided between two or more districts, 
complicating election administration. 

Many countries redraw voting areas on a regular basis, for example, after 
the redistricting of electoral districts or the completion of a voter 
registration campaign. Some countries redraw voting areas on an ad hoc 
basis, for example, whenever the voting areas become too large or too 
small. 

Tasks of Delimiting Voting Areas 

Two essential pieces of information for delimiting voting areas are: 

• population data 
• detailed local maps 

Population data for delimiting voting areas usually consists of voter 
registration data. A reliable count of the number of eligible voters in the 
territory to be delimited is needed as well as information on the residential 
location of each voter. Accurate and up-to-date maps are also needed to 
delimit voting areas. The maps should clearly delineate local features and 
indicate the boundaries of administrative and electoral districts. 

The first step in the process of delimiting voting areas is to obtain maps 
and mark relevant administrative and electoral boundaries. The next step 
is to generate a list of registered voters by location--by a street address, if 
pOSsible. The number of voters on each side of the street, or at each 
location, is then counted and recorded on the map. After the voter counts 
have been recorded, election officials can begin to create or adjust voting 
area boundaries, tallying and re-tallying the counts with the assignment of 
each new piece of territory. Defining new voting area boundaries requires 
some experimentation to determine where boundaries must be moved to 
most closely match criteria such as population size and distance from a 
polling site. The process is similar to redistricting electoral boundaries, 
except that the territories involved are usually much smaller. 

http://www.aceproiect.org/mainlenglishlbdlbdd.htm 0/1"'/(\1 
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Conclusion 

Voting areas are required to implement elections efficiently and effectively. 
Although the delimitation of voting areas is rarely a controversial process, 
it is an important one for the administration of elections. 
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Draft Only 

In the nineteenth century elections and political parties developed the 
form that is recognizable today. It was during that time that the franchise
-the right to vote--steadily expanded in a number of (mainly European and 
North American) countries. See also Political Organisations. 

There had, of course, been elections before that time, but the number of 
voters had usually been so small that candidates could appeal to them on 
a more or less individual basis, and without the necessity of party 
organizations. Also, there had been political parties before the nineteenth 
century, but normally they had conSisted of factions within the legislature. 
It was only with the growth of electorates that the need arose for extra
parliamentary party organizations to help to run the new, extended 
election campaigns. The widening of the franchise also meant that it '. 
became more difficult for candidates to campaign as independents; ~ party 
label became a key to success at the polls. 

The Spread of Democratization 

Since the nineteenth century, democracy has spread in two main ways. 
First, it has spread within those countries that were already partly 
democratic. Second, it has spread to a large number of new countries. It is 
nevertheless a mistake to view the flow of recent history as a simple 
progress towards a democratic nirvana. Democracies have been destroyed 
as well as created. Noble experiments in popular self-government have 
been accompanied by the worst tyrannies in history, and by some of the 
most pernicious doctrines of all time--most notably those popularized in 
Hitler's Germany from 1933 to 1945. 

Richard Katz cites statistics to illustrate the deepening of democracies 
within the countries' from which democracy initially emerged. He shows 
that, even in countries where competitive elections already existed, it took 
a succession of developments during the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries to establish the principle of the United Nations of a universal 
right of adult citizens to the vote. In most countries, voting rights were 

htto://www.aceoroieCi.or,,/main/enl!ii.h/n('/nr(;11 ht~ OJ,..,/fll 
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initially restricted to male property-owners. In Britain, a series of Reform 
Acts extended the franchise in 1832, 1867, 1884, 1918, 1928, and 1948. 
The percentage of the total population entitled to vote in some of the 
pioneering democracies is shown in the following table (the figures do not 
approach 100 percent since they include children as well as adults). 

1 118401119001119301119501119801 
1 Belgium 00000 
1 Britain 000~0 
1 France ~0000 
1 Netherlands 00000 
1 Norwav [TI0000 
1 Sweden 10[TI0~0 
(Richard S. Katz, Democracy and Elections. New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1997, table 13.3.) 

As far as the geographical spread of democracy is concerned, Joshua 
Muravchik has traced 'a gradual and ragged advance of 
democracy.' (Exporting Democracy: Fulfilling America's Destiny . 
Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Institute, 1991, p.73.) When 
'modern democracy' was born in the United States in 1776, the right to 
vote was restricted to less than one million white males who, in some 
states, were also required to be property owners. It took some time for 
democratic constitutionalism to spread. Beside the developments in Britain 
and its (mainly white) Dominions, the revolutionary spasm in Europe in 
1848 led to a spread of democracy in much of Europe. In Latin America, 
too, there was some notable democratic progress in the decades before 
the First World War. 

After a shaky period between the two World Wars, democracy resumed its 
advance from the time of the defeat of Hitler and his allies in 1945. Not 
o.nly was democracy restored in Germany, Austria, and Italy, but it was 
created in Japan. The widespread breakdown of colonial rule, most notably 
in India, led to the creation of a new wave of democracies, although in 
some newly-independent states, one party rule and military dictatorship 
became all too common. In Latin America, too, dictatorships destroyed 

http://www.aceproiecLonz/mainlen!!lish/nc/ncIiO hI'" 011 .., In, 
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democracies in many countries in the 1960s and 1970s. 

In the 1970s the emergence of democratic government in Portugal and 
Spain heralded what has come to be known as a 'third wave' of 
democratization. This includes the re-emergence of elective democracies in 
many Latin American, and some Asian and'African countries, as well as the 
fall of the Soviet Union and its replacement by states committed to 
competitive elections, According to the New York research institute, 
Freedom House, 61 of 167 of the world's sovereign states, comprising 
about 39 percent of the world's population, lived in free, democratic 
states. (Muravchik, p. 80.) 

The Development of Elections and Political Parties 

The growth of political parties was, according to a conventional view of 
political scientists, a result of the spread of elections. Extra-parliamentary 
organizations became necessary to make elective democracy work. 
Political parties, at least those in Western democracies, came to fulfil at 
least six functions. These were: 

• Structuring the vote: 

Voters came to base their voting choices less on the qualities of individual 
candidates and more on the image of the party under whose label or 
banner they presented themselves. . 

• The integration and mobilization of the mass public: 

Membership of political parties and participation in their activities came to 
provide an important form of civic involvement by citizens, and thus 
helped to strengthen civic values; political parties also played the main 
role in the organization of election campaigns. 

• The recruitment of political leaders: 

The selection of candidates for parliament and, if a party won office, for 
the top government positions was a party function. 

• The organization of government: 

When a party won power, it could normally expect its supporters in the 
legislature to vote on party lines to ensure that its policies were accepted. 

• The formation of public policy: 

httn:llwww ~r~nroiect.om/mainlen"lishlnc/nrhO ht~ QJl '7 In 1 
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Party organizations, especially their research departments, were a 
significant source of new policy ideas that then became government policy . 

• The aggregation of interests: 

In order to win votes, parties had to persuade voters to support them on a 
variety of issues. In this respect, parties differed from 'single issue' 
pressure groups. 

It is vital to bear in mind that this list refers to the roles of parties 
belonging to mUlti-party systems. Organizations called 'political parties' 
also existed in non-democratic systems--the Nazi Party, and the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union were examples. 'Parties' were 
prominent, too, in the one-party states common in Africa following 
independence from colonial rule. Non-democratic parties have sometimes 
fulfilled one or more of the above functions. Yet, they are essentially 
different from democratic parties: they are much closer to the apparatus 
of the state, and they do not have to compete against other parties in free 
and fair elections. 

The Growth of Media-Centred Electioneering 

Since the 1960s, observers have remarked ever more frequently on the 

t . I 

gradual decline in the importance of political parties in competitive . 
democracies. The 'decline of party' thesis need not mean that parties have 
become unimportant. However, it does suggest that they have become 
considerably less important than before. The decline of party is evident in 
their decreasing memberships in many countries. There is evidence too 
that voters are no longer as loyal to party labels as they once were; the 
qualifications and images of individual candidates have become more 
significant. This is especially the case in some countries with a majoritarian 
electoral system. 

Social and technological reasons have been given for this apparent decline 
of party loyalties. When a high proportion of voters worked in factories, 
the divide in the work place between workers on the one hand, and 
owners and managers on the other hand, led naturally to a divide of 
political loyalties along class lines. While class loyalties remained the main 
basis of allegiance to political parties, voters were likely (it is argued) to 
r~main loyal to a single party. However, social changes have meant that 
ever fewer people work in heavy industry. Class lines have fractured and, 
with them, automatic party loyalties. These social changes have affected 
much of the industrialized world. Ethnic factors are strong determinants of 
party allegiance in many developing countries and in some economically 
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Introducing Plain Language 

Plain language Is an iIJlIlroildllD axnmunIGItion that begins with the needs of the 
reader. When you use plain language: 

What you write Is determined by your purpose for writing 
How you write Is cimmlned by your audience's reasons for reading and their reading 
stalls 

PlaIn language matdles the needs of the reader with you"' needs as a writer, resulting In eIfedIve and 
efI!cIent alI1IITlUnIcati It Is effedive betause the reader can urdel sl"arld the O'es5alJE!. It Is efficient 
because the reader can read and undei stat Id the message the first time. 

Unfess you write dearly arid directly, with the needs of your audience In mind, your readers may be left 
with more questiOIls than answers. 

DIfIiaJIt texis cause more: 

• misunderstandings 
• errors 
• oornpIaJnts 
• enquiries 
• staff time lost 10 problem soMng. 

There are many mIsalI K:eptl0I1S about plain IangI oage. PIaln language Is not a sImpIIfled style of writing. It 
Involves more than repIadng jargon and oompIex language with shortEr 5elltei ICeS arid famirJar words. 
PlaIn language looks at the whole me,ss age - from.the reader's point of view. Cear writing, effedIve 
organization arid Invitlng PI e~elltaUon are all keys 10 creating readable, I~ doa.ments. 

PlAIN LANGUAGE WRrTING: 

• reaches people who can not read well or who don't have time 10 read wen 
• helps all readers understlnd bd'uillnatlon 
• avoids misunderstandings and errors 
• saves time, because It gets the Job done well the first time. 

Your Reader and Your Purpose 
Plain language writing focuses on the needs of the reader. Instl!ad of canvnlng In every 
bit of InformaUon the writer wants 10 shane, the plain writer oonslders: 

what needs the reader has 
what informatloo is essential 
how It can be organized and expi essed most dearly. 

The focus on the reader Is central 10 plain language writing. EverythIng - from the lone you use 10 your 
chokE of vocabulary, from document style 10 document testing and revision - flows from the belief that 
you must write for the reader. 

PuttIng the readers' needs first can be hard when you are used to writing from your own perspective. Ask 
yourself a series of questions that will help you focus your writing and get your message across most 
effectively . 

• Who Is your audience? 

http://www.web·nett~plain.lPlalnTrain.lDlgest.html 11/29/00 
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Your doaJrnent may have only one reader, for example a supervisor. Or, your doaJment may have many 
readers. For exaJl1lIe, they may be eIllJIoyees with diffel ent jobs who work In one department, or the 
general public. , 

Your audience may be made up of readers of all ages, or of one age group. A pamphlet for, teens for 
example, may be read I7f 13 to 19 year oIds. 

yOU" document may be read by SOllleOlle waiting In line or I7f someone who is annoyed with you. Your 
reader may be very busy or emotionally upset. 

Are you writing only for professionals? Is your document h ,tel ided for working 0InadIans, seniors, or 
nil!l1lber.i d specific C1JIturaI ~? Is English or French their seoond language? Are their reading skills 
UlIversaI/y low or high? 

Look at the charadelistk:s most of your readers share. Dedde on the most Impor Iai It audieJ ICe for your 
0Xl.ment. Do some resean::h to find out more about your readers. 

An advantage to all this work early on In the writing process is that It can help you darIfy how you should 
dIstrfbuIe your doa.ment. 

PJso "., .Iembei that your readei 5 are probably less familiar wfth your subject than you are. Keep this in 
mind as you write. n will help your decide what the reader needs to knoIN Instead of what you want to 
write. 

Whyare pi wdtIng W. dot:ument? 
Are you writing about something alii IpIete/y reN7 GIve your reader all the bac:kgroI.nf information 
lIeeded to Ulideo .. talld. Try to link the new brl"Olllllltion to things the reader may aJready know. 

Are you tJyIng to change peoples behavior? MaJce sure you mention how even small changes can bring 
beneliis that' are Impa tallt to your reader. 

Is the doa.ment II "how-to" !Ext? Be sure it Indudes any badqJound information needed to unda stalld 
'flU instructions. 

n may be hard to single out one purpose. But:. a doa.ment with one primary focus is more likely to 
IXIITlI11UI1k:a Its me s sa ge effectively. 

Here are some examples of the purposes documents can have: 

• to report 

• to ask 
• to Inform 
• to Influence 
• to explain 

What do you want to ., 
Focus un 'llhat your reader wants and needs to know. Don't try to say more than you have to. Your 
readers' needs and wants should determine what Information gets the must emphasls In your doa.menl 

How will your I8iIder use th;s/nfonnation? 
How people use your document will help you dedde how to organize the Infonnation In it 

• Will your document be II quick refererore tool? 
• Will your reader find your document In II display? 
• Is your reader supposed to do something after reading the document? 
• Is the reader supposed to remember tert.ain Information? 
• Is the reader supposed to agree with your point of view? 
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The answer to these cp Ie5tIons affects how you pi esent Information. If you want your reader to come to a 
meeting, !hen the date and time of the meeting might be the first thing In the docu'nent. information 
about the agellda and the other participants might be of secondary Importance. 

Try this: 

consider the dlaradet I!otics of the readers In the following scmario. 

Their department has been IrIdeI going some 1 eO! !Jill dzatiUi L Some people In their sedor will 
be moving to a new sedDr. Some new people wiD be joining their sector and some others 
will be laid off. 

You have been asked to write a note to staff explaining these changes. How will these dliIIac.te Islits 
affect what you write? 

Organizing Ideas 
1IP .... ¥1'r Oear organized thinking pmd!res dear, logical writing. Some 0JI'1'III1IM1Ic plobIeill5 

may be solved by c:hai iQb 19 words or se ate a:: sIn.id1re, others Involve the Wi!l'f words 
-ltiJ:P...tl or thoughts are arranged. The organIz:ation of your document Is an essential part of 
'" CIlI1W!yIng your n Ie' S39El dearty. 

What does your reader most want to know? What Is your main " ge or theme? 
Oedde what InfunnatIon must be Inch ided and what can be left au:. T1len. divide your 

information Into main and semldaly points. 

DeYeIop a sb'ucture for your document that will make It easy and enjovabIe to use. For exalilple, 
ch'onoIogIc:aI 'Order might be the most logical appi oach for describing proc:eclJres. 

If people already know SOl lething about the subject and you are shat 1119 new Information, start with the 
old, then Irboduce the new. 

If you are desoiblng SOIllettoing oompIeteIy new, start: with gelle .. allnformatIon about the objec:tNes or 
1 easOOIS for the new, then deal with the specifics. 

Try Including a good table of CXli dI!i Its and dear headings throughout the doaJment. In shorter 
documents, explain how you have organized the 1nfoIliliitIorlin an "IntrodudIon' Instead of using a table 
of CXli dI!i Its. 

Here are a few ways to organize your Information: 

• from general to specific 
• from specific to general 
• from positive to negative 
• step by step 
• from most important to least important 

Try this: 

Use the following Srenario. 

You have just rome from a staff meeting at which people had a heated diSOJSSlon about 
some office management problems. You were asked to write a memo to your supervisor 
right away. telling her about the problems and ~ her to come to a meeting with the 
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group. You had some ideas about how the problem could be solved but the other people at 
the meeIiJ IQ didn't agree with you. You are worried that your supervisor will feel that your 
group Is gallglllg up against her and that she will oome to the meeting angry. You promised 
to draJIate the note to everyone who aItei Ided the meetIIlQ. 

How will you organize the information in the merm7 Who is VOU" "reader" - your supervisor or your CD
\'IOIt(ers7 

How will your reader IUIei sta.1d your organization and what the merm's purpose 1s7 

Using Appropriate Words 
Words are symbols fur what we pera!ive with our senses. They commmicate what we 
think, feel and do. The more complex the Idea or thought. the more diflIaJIt It Is to 

,:J=~ express It pi edse/y In words. 

PlaIn language writing emphasizes the use of the dearest words possible to desaibe 
actions, objeds and people. That often means choosing a two-syIlabie word aver a 
ItYee-sylJabIe one, an old familiar term Instead of the latest IueaucratIc expesslon and 

sometimes, seveaI dearer words Instead of one oompIlcated word. 

Y04I dloIce of words should be based on what wiD be dearer for your reader. If you're not SIR,. ask.. Test 
out your doaJment with some of the people who are likely to use It. To help you draft easy to u dastard 
cIoaJments, here are some guidelines on Your dloIce d words. 

Use Simple, &ajdJij Wont. 
Use simple, famiJlar words Instead d unfamiliar words. 

\/Vrite as If someore Is asking you what you mean. If you are writing fur a diverse audience, 'sometimes 
you must be an h.!bpi ete as well as a writer. 

Here are a few examples d simple words and p/1nIs es you m~ substitute: 

fnsteadof: Use: 

acmmprlSh do 
ascertain find out 
disseminate send out, distribute 
endeavor try 
expedite hasten, speed up 
facilitate make easier, help 
formulate wort out, devise, form 
In lieu of Instead of 
locality place 
optimum best, greatest, most 
stJateglze plan 
utilize use 

cut out unnecessary words 
Here is a sample list of some alternative words fur rommon, wordy expressions: 
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Avoid using ja'T/DII 

Instead of: 

with regard to 
by means of 
In the event that 
until such Ume 
during such Ume 
In respedof 
In view of the fact 
on the part of 
S\Ibseq1Ie1'1t to 
under the provisions of 
with a view to 
It would appear that 
It Is probable that 
notwIthsIandIng the fad that 
adequate number of 
excessive runber of 

Use: 

about 
by 
If 
until 
while 
for 
because 
by 
after 
under 
to 
apparenUy 
probably 
although 
enotl!tI 
too many 

UsIng jargtn can cause problems becat ISe your reader may not U"Jde!OWld It. Also be wary of trendy, 
fashionable e:xp essIons such as "IeIIeI playing fieId", "downUme" and "touch base". The fad: that they are 
trendy will also mean that they will 50011 date your wrfUng. Avoid them. 

Instead of: 
You will rec:eIve reaclIvatIon and assistance mnsIstent with your requhenellts. 
Use: 
You will get the amount of help you nee:I. 

AWlid Dr IDtpIaIn I1t!Jt:hnk:IIJ _lis 
Whe IEtie' possible, avoid words that your readers do not know. Evey 0<nJpatI0n and ",ta est group has 
special terms. These terms become a problem only when you can't dlsUnguish betO'h~ I terms that are 
necessary work tools and terms that are jargon. 

U you must use a tedlnlalllErm define It - either by giving a deflnlUon or by giving an example. 

GlossarIes are more dIffiaJIt to use If they are pIaa!d at the end of a book or booklet. Try placing a box 
defining the words on the same page as where the word Is first used. 

• Instead of: 

• 

EOlIIOI11Ic espionage may be defined as the Illegal or clandesUne acquIslUon of a1tIcal 
canadian emnomIc Infurmatlon and te:hnology by foreign governments or their SI.II'I"O!JiIIE 
<.anadJan Securfty Inre///gena! ~ PublIc Repott, 1992 
Use: 
EOlIIOI11Ic espionage means foreign governments or their agents Illegally obtaining mUcaI 
CanadIan economic and te:hnologlcal se::rets. 

Don't m.nge IIeI6s I"", _11$ 

Nouns created from verbs are hard for the reader to I.Iide staiid and give the 5eI ote ICE an Impesonal 
tone. When you wrtte a noun that Is derived from a verb, see If you can tum It back Into a verb. 

Instead of: 
The requlrementof the department Is that employees work seven and one-half hours a day. 
Use: 
The Department requires employees to work seven and one-half hours a day. 

Instead of: 
You will work on the establ/slunentof goals for the hiring, training and promotion of 
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designated group employees. 
Use: 
You will esIIJIXlsh goals for hiring, training and promoting employees from designated 
groups. 

Aroid dIaIns Df nouns 
ChaIns of notr6 are strings of two or more nouns used to name one thing. They are oftEn difficult for a 
reader to U'Idei staid. 

Noun dlains take some effort to lI'lIangIe. They Iadt all U ledlllQ words such as of, for, about,. In and the 
pcssesslve, 's, that would clarify how the nouns relate to each other. 

InsI&Id of; 
World pop dation Is InaeasIng faster than world food production 
Use: 
The wcrId's population is InaeasIng faster than its food procIudIon. 

Choose yrIfIT __ DDIISistIIJntIy 
Be consIstEnt In what you call SOl nethlng. Avoid using two or more narres for the same thing. 

• 00 not be afrakl to repeat the same word or the same Idea If It Is Important. 

• 

• 

Use IJIa'DIIIlIU t:areI'rdIy 
Aaonyms are formed from the first letter of WOItis which they I epI asent. Rerllelllb:o that not everyone 
~ know what the letters stand for. Put the aaonyms In bIi:Ickds the first time you use the proper term. 
Then you can use the acronym In the rest of your text. 

Some acronyms nice U.S.A. or R.C.M.P. may be so well known that they need no explanation. 
B~ when in doubt., spell it out. 

Try this: 

In the foIlowb IQ ~ drde the words that you think wOOd create pobleollS for readers and then 
rewrite the 5el1tei ICe using the principles of plain language just reviewed. 

1. Prior to aIIlljlIetb IQ the appIklatIon the applicants should detI3i II~ne If their qualificatioi IS meet the 
reqIiIellelils of the pOQiam. 

2. The acquisition, opei atlon and disposal of vehicles can be significantly Improved. 
3. In our P sent dra.il11Stai1CeS, the l:Jui¥taiy aspect Is a factor which must be taken Into 

CDI'ISIderatIon to a QI eata degree. . 
4. Tlllll!liness of response, which usually depeI ids on the proximity of rest\Je resources to b iddei Its, Is 

a aitIcaI factor In saving people In distress. 
5. Where a cheque Is lEI ideI ed In payment, the name of the mrporatIon must be elite ed on the fate 

of the cheque. 

Clear and Simple Sentences 
Because $elite ICeS nap esent ideas, it is the sentence that builds the rressage for the 
reader. A dear message requires dear sentences. 

Here are some guidelines: 

Don't overload sentences. 
Use active sentences. 

• Keep sentences short. 
• Keep sentences simple. 
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• Avoid ambiguity In your sentences. 
• En1lhas1ze the positive. 
• Avoid double negatives. 

Good writers build Ideas from seiter ICE to se Ita ICE. The simple, declarative senter ICE Is the easiest way 
ID process 1nfonnatIon. sentences that cflffer from that simple stnJct\.re may cause readability problems. 

write In the IIdIIIe IIfIke 
If you leave out the subject, the senter ICES are harder ID understand. UsIng the active voIre clarifies the 
sentence and the readers' understanding. 

Instead of: 
atlzenshIp cannot be renouna!d merely by making a personal declaration to this effed. 
Use: 
You cannot renounre your citizenship merely by making a personal declaration. 

Instead of: 
In early AprIl, all applications will be reviewed by the OlII1I1littee. 
Use: 
The cnmrnittee win review all applicatlOllS In early April. 

KBtIp It SIJtHt 
Readers can only take In so much new InfonnatIoI. at one time. Some people I emnmet id that se itellCES 
should lJOerage 15 vvords In length arid that no se itellCe should be longer than 2S words. 1Hs rule Is not 
hard arid fast, howeIIer. Readers can uncle staI id longer se itellCES If they are IoYeII CDnStrudlld and use 
familiar terms. A variety of see ICE lei igths make your writing most "Iter estIllg. 

Instead of: 
This policy does not appear to be IoYeII LnCIei stood by line management In the region, even 
. though this group has primary • espoi iSlbility for In!plerre itIJ 19 the poIky; 
Use: 
The regional managers who are most lespoilSlbie for c:anylfIg out this poIky do not seem to 
UIiCIei!>tal id It 1oYeI1. 

Instead of: 
The parc!I.1dB 5 of your respoi iSlbIIlty are indt ided In the job desaiptlon you rec:eIved on 
your initial day of WO/1( at the association. 
Use: 
Your responsibIrities are listed In your job desa1ptIon. You received your job desaiption the 
first day you wor1ced here. 

Unk yourld_ 
Don't shorten M2 itellCES by leaving out words such as that, which, arid who. Use these words to link 
the Ideas In a se\terlce arid make the meanlflg clearer for your reader. 

Instead of: 
The driver of the trudc passing by IDId the officer In the CJ\J1ser the car he saw hit the little 
glt1 In the Intersection was red. 
Use: 
The driver of the trud< told the officer In the CJ\Jlser that as he was passing by, he saw a red 
car hit the little git1ln the intersection. 

Aruid ambiguity 
When a pronoun Is used there should be no doubt as to which noun it represents. 

Instead of: 
Ml<TeIle researched and wrote the speed1 herself, which everyone thought was impressive. 
Use: 
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EvefYOIlE! ~ Imp! ess e i:I with the speed! tf1at Michelle researched and wrote herself. 

Adverbs and adverbial ptvases also need to be placed propeI1y to avoid oonfusIon. If Improperty pJiIa!d, 
the adver1ls only, even, botfI, merely, Just, also, mainly, In particular and lit least can cause 
amfusIon. 

JnsIeadof: 
SupeMsor.i and staff are required to both partldpate In orieIltaUoo sessions and department 
seminars. 
USe: 
!qlerVIsors and staff are required to participate both In orientation and In department 
seminars. 

Emplusize the PosIIhRI 
PosIUve salle ICeS are Inviting and E!I1CDUTiIge people to read on. NegatIve sa dB ICeS can seem bossy or 
hostile. They can cause your readers to mistrust your words and often discourage people from reading 
on. 

Instead of: 
If you fall to pass the examination, you will not qualify for admission • 
Use: 
You must pass the exan WIilUon to qualify for admission.. 

HoweIIer, negaUve phrasing Is appropriate for emphasizing dangers, legal pitfalls, or other wamIngs. You 
can also use negatfYe phrasing to allay fears or dispel myths. 

Arold double negatI_ 
It Isn't enough to remember that a double negatIYe makes a pos/Uve. We avoid writing, "I don't know 
ndhIng about It. " If we mean that we know nothing about It But, watch out for two or more negative 
IXlIIStrudIons In a 5el1b:i Itt:. 

InsIeacI of: 
He was not absent. 
The pnx:ecbe will not be lneffedtve. 
It was never illegitimate. 
Use: 
He was pi e:s : It. 
The proa:dI..re will be effective. 
It was always 1egltlmatJ: • 

AVDId un,. ass."" preambles 
Un"" ary preambles can weaken or hide the point they Introduc:e. 

HEre Is a list of some unnen:ssary preambles: 

" It Is Important to add that... 
" It may be recalled thal •. 
• In this regard it Is of significana: thal .. 
• It Is Interesting to note that .. 

Try This 

0" 

Review the following senrenc:es. Identify the problem or Issue from the point of view of dear and effective 
sentences. Then, rewrite the sa rt:et lOS. 

• 1. Illiterate adults are not able to read most worX written for adults. Most illiterate adults are, 
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however, adult thinllers. Nevertheless, they are often unable to cany out dentoa atlc tasks like 
voting. They are, hc7.vever, fuUy capable of making dedslons required for such tasks. 

2. It Is hoped that this directory wID provide a valuable resourt2 for aD our business people 
3. At the same time, the eammIc aprxuach pursued by this study to highlight the ImpoitaslC2 of 

volunteer MJrt does not Imply that OIgalllzed voIu1teer MJrt should be regarded as a conDledal 
economic activity, as this IBm Is nonnally not mIsundei:.1Dod. 

Clear and Effective Paragraphs 
Clear and simple are the goals for paragaphs to make sure you ~ what you really 
mean. 

Unlit each paragraph to one Idea IBlIess you are linking related points. If you are 
axnparing old and new, for example, It makes sense to bring them togetIe In one 
pai agI ap •. ComplIcated b tOi II oatIool, or a dlsa ISSkln of 5e"ib aI Ideas, generally needs to 
be broken t.p Intoseparale paragraphs to be easily u-der:.1Dod • 

. ' Keep It JmpIe 
SometIi lIeS you need to use a paraQi aph Instead of just a few 5ei itellC2S to make your mmll!SSal9Jele dear. The 
dtai est Isn't always the stlOitesL 

Illstillad of: 
f'IatEa! *l9 or career b/od."age refers to structural barrfers to career advcii iCelleit arising due 
to a cornbInatlon of • Imbalao IC2S and a static or 00i Ib ac:ting WOIIcfOi ceo 
Use: 
"PIaIeauIng" or "career bIodage" refers to the lack of opportlJnItIes for public servants to be 
pi OIliOted to the emallM!leveI.ThIs problem arises becallSP there Is a large rurber of 
public servants who have many years to wortc before they retire and becat lISe the size of the 
pt.tilc service Is being redllCEd For these reaso.-..s there are fewer openings ·avaIIabIe. at . 
higher levels. 

Another way to break up blocks of 1nfui111Clt\on and draw the readers' atb;:i'ltion to h lipOItlIi It eIemei ItS Is to 
use a qlll!stlOll-and·answer format. ThIs win help your reader, find 1III"00111i1t1oo that Is blipUitalit to them. 

IJstIInInsItIt1ns 
A transition Is a word, p/vase, 5ei Itei ice or paragraph that shows the relationship betwea. two or more 
parts of your writing. They help your writing move smoothly from Idea to Idea, SE:i1te1C2 to senleitee, 
satIon to sedlon. Transitions help the reader undei stand the relationshiPS that are familiar to you • 

If you find that you have one or two fiMllrIte trar5ItIon words, you may be trying to 00i I ipI!I6ilte for 
poorly organized tExt. Use transition words when you need them, but awId overusing them. 

Put p;lndlel Ideas In pandlel wnstIuct/ons 
Whenever a paragraph includes a saies of similar Items, make SI.I'I! that all the Items are in the same 
form. Deso1be each item using similarly oonstnJdEd phrases. For example, use the same tense for all 
verbs that describe listed items. 

Inst2ad of: 
Going on vacation? 

Inform a neighbour of your departure ... 
JOUr neighbour should pick up your newspapers ... 
small valuables should be stored ••. 
use dock timers that activate lights .•. 
before leaving, ensure all entries are sec:ured ... 

Use: 
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sentences you use to present that Information. A well written doaJment can be hard to 
a.\t!~od.& read If It Is poorly laid out. How your document looks can make the diffet et ICe betWOOI I 

your message being 1.I"Idt:i:>tood or lost. 

o Keep paragraphs no more than four or live 5elltet ICeS. 
o Leave 5piiQ! bettleenparagraphs. 
• DIvIde ~-documents Into sectiot IS of related information. 
• Don't prlht on f!M!r'( Inch of space on your page. 
o Be genelous with margin space. 
• Use left J~ and right ragged margins. 

IIeiIdlngs 
Use dear and CXlI'ISistent style for headings and Slti1eadIngs. 

• Use boxes to separate key Information from the rest of your text 
• Use bullets for point form lists. 
• Use italics to emphasize a phrase or word. 
• Underline titles. 
• Use mfor or shaded areas to set text apart. 

TiIbIe ", t»IItad5 
Make a table d CIlCXIIl'Itilet...,1ts1t<: for long documents. Use an Ir1trOIlJdIon sedIon In shoi tet doo.ments. ThIs 
helps readeI s find the ~ they are fooIdng for. R is especially helpful for people with low reading 
sIdIls. 

Tfpe style 6IId 6Ize 
0100se a solid, plain ty""'JleI"'area...,. which Is easy to read. Don't CXII1lbIne more than three dIlfeelit typefaces 
011 the same page because It will give a busy, mnfusIng appeaiilliCe. 

Make swe the typeface Is big enough for your readers. Ten point is the mlnfnun size to use. ConsIdei 
that some people may prefer a /aqJer type size. TWelve point Is iI good size for most writing. 

Coo't use aD a!pIta/ fetters as they are harder to read. 

A serif t1Pefac:e makes text easier to read because It leads YfXI f!!(e from fetter to letter. A sans serif 
typeface Is good for titles because it draws your f!!(e down Into the body of the text SOme examples of 
serif fonts are: 

o New York 
o Pafatfno 
o Tlmes Roman 
• SdlooIbooIc 
o CourIer. 

CtJIor'" Ink and paper 

o Use dart Ink (blue or black) on fight paper - white or cream. 
o Avoid CDlar CXIil1binations with low contJast like yellow on white. 
o Avoid large passages of light print on a black background. 

Graphics and Dlustralions 
Use graphics with caution. Make sure that they mean the same thing to your reader as they do to you. 
Ask people -who would be USing your document to look over the choice af graphics and illustrations. Don't 
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use too many graphics. 

Place all graphics and Illustrations as dose as possible to the text they refer to. Plare them on the page In 
• a Wlrf that does not Interrupt nonnaJ reading patterns. 

• 

• 

• 

Malee sure all graphics and IIIusb atloi IS are dear and the captions are easy to read. Be wary of using 
dlarts to explain tnrormatIon. People with poor math skills can find charts hard to UI del staild. 

Try tills: 

CoIled: several sarl1lles of doc.uments used within yoor 0IgiIIIizatI0n. Look at the material and identify 
examples of effedfve and /rJeIfecUve plCSU ,tallon of Information. ~ these against the ~nes 
pi = e: ,ted here. 

Testing 
n Is Inrportant to get feedbadt from people who are nkely to use your doa.ment. We 
often write doalments which are more suitable for 0IJI!EM!s than for our readers. Make 
sure !hilt you test what you write. Always have someone else read and W.I.1el1t on 

'110:1-'::i<1'4 what you write. If you are piepailngdoaJments thatwl/I be widely dradatPd, conduct a 
field test among people who 'Et»: It YtU audience. ThIs plca:ss will tell you: 

If your audiente wants to read your work. 
• If they can read It,. or 
• If they can make use of It. 

If your draft does not pass the test, the results will give you valuable . Information on how to revise YtU 
waX for you- audiellCe. 

Tty field te6IIng . 
Ask 5elieral of the people whom you expec1to read the doclA'nent to assess Its value. Ask them If It Is 
something they would enjoy reading, If they would read It and If It makes sense to them. Once you have 
Inca jJOI CIted their CXIII1iTleIlIs, test yoc.r doc1Jment with a larger group. n-e time and effort spent fteId 
testing Is worth the effort. Only you- readers can 11211 you If YtU WritIng Is useful, reIevai It and reertaHe. 

CtJmpuI.rr PaclGrgeJ~ 
If you use a word plca:ssing progam to write, by using the available granmar and style software 
padages to en!Ue you have followed grammar roles. These grammar check plOgl'arRS can help you spot 
writing errors such as: 

• incDmpIete 5eI itellCeS 
• passive vola: 
• jargon 
• long sentellCeS and paragraphs 
• negatNe 5eI itellCeS 

Some also suggest dlanges to mrred these problems. However, CllnSider this a handy tool - don't use It 
as the final assessment of your wr1tJng. UltImately the reader Is the best judge. 

Try this: 

Oloose a document or form that already exists In your area. Condud: a mini field test with several of the 
users of the document. Then, think about how you would revise the document based on the test results. 
If possible, il'lCXllpOiClte your revisions . 

http://WWW.web.net:.f~p1aln.lPlainTrain.l[)jgest.html 11/29/00 
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CHAPTER 

2 

Electoral Systems 

ANDRE BLAIS 
lOUIS MASSICOTTE 

"'-
Electoral rules have fascinated politicians and political scientists for decades, 
because they arc commonly assumed to condition the chances of success of 
competing parties or candidates. This chapter covers one important set of 
elcctoral rules, namely, the electoralsystcm, which defines how votes arc cast 
and scats arc allocated. Other sets of rules, such as those concerning the 

. fu1aoci~g of political parties, the control of election spending, and the regu
of political broadcasting, arc dealt with in otha chliptcrs. 

We fJlllt document the great divasity of electoral systems presently ellist
among democracies. This raises the question of whether e1cctora1 systems 

. of what concrete effect they have on political life. The sccood section thus 
the political consequences of cIcctoraIlaws. Once these consequences 

we arc in a position to tacIdc the crucial nonnalive question of which 
~ best elcctoral system. The third section reviews the debate and identifies 

trad ... offs involved in the choice of an electoral system. 

NOT!!: w. thaul:1bc Social SciCIICC.I and HlIIIWIicies R ........ Coanc:iI or Canada 
"'pport and Agnicszb Dobrzynsb r ........... assistanco. 

49 
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Diversity of Electoral Systems 

Even scholars specialized in the field are amazed by the diversity and 

complexity of contemporary electoral systems. The rules that govern how 

votes are cast and seats allocated differ markedly from one country to another. 

Selecting an electoral system is not a purely technical decision. It may have 

huge consequences for the operation of the political system. As discussed in the 

second section, applying two different formulas to the same distribution of votes 

will produce quite different outcomes in terms of members elected for each party. 
To give a concrete example, let us look at the critical British election of 

1983, the fust election in a major nation where voters were passing judgment 
on the record of a ne()-(;onservative government. As the ruling Tories were 

reelected with more seats than in the previous election, many observers 
concluded that Mrs. Thatcher's policies had been strongly endorsed. The fact 

is, however, that the actual vote for the Tories decreased slightly between 1979 
and 1983, and the ouleome of the election would have been quite different if 
Britain had had proportional representation. 

The first necessary step for undcrstanding-llle consequences of an electoral 
system is to have a good grasp of the kinds of electoral systems that exist, 
hence the need for classification. 

1Ypologies of electoral systems can be based on the electoral formula, 
which determines how votes are to be counted to allocate sea~, On dislriet 
InIlgnllude. which refers to the number of seats per district, or on ballot 
slruclure. which defines how voters express their choice (Rae 1967; Blais 
1988). We follow the classical approach and describe electoral formulas first, 
while taking into account district magnitude and ballot structure. 

There are three basic electoral formula.. corresponding to as many criteria 
of le~tim~y is to ,..;ru;t is required to beelectcd: SupPC;rtcrS ofpb.iality are 
satisfied when a candidate gets more votes than each individual opponent, 
whereas others feel that one should be declared the willDCl" only if he or she can 
muster more than half of the vote, that is, a majority. Advocates of proportiDnQ/ 
represeolalioll (PR) feel that political parties should be represented in Parlia
ment in exact (or nearly euct) proportion to the vote they polled. 

It is convenient to examine electoral formulas in chronological order (from 
the oldest to the more recent) and in the order of their complexity (from the 
simplest in its application to the most sophisticated). Although plurality in 
English parliamentary elections dates back to the Middle Ages and majority 
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began to be applied to legislative elections in the early 19th century, PR was 
imagined during the first half of the 19th century and began to be used for 
national legislative elections at the end of that century. 

Before the FlISt World War, Joseph BartMlcmy (1912) confidently pre
dicted that the day would come when PR would become as widespread as 
universal suffrage. So far, he bas not been vindicated. The proportion of 
democratic countries using PR has remained more or less constant since the 
early 1920s, hovering around 60 percent. The only significant trend is the 
increasing popularity, lately, of mixed systems, where different formulas arc 
used simultaneously in the same election. 

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 outline, in some detail, the electoral systenu that exist 
in the S3 countries covered in this book, for presidential and legislative (first 
Chamber) elections.' Readers arc advised to refer to those figures for a better 
understanding of the typology offered in this chapter. 

Plurality, also known as first past the post, outperforms all other options 
in terms of its pristine simplicity. To be elected, a candidate needs simPly to 
have more voleS than any other challenger. 

, The plurality rule is usually applied in single-member districts. Indeed, this 
is so often the case that we sometimes forget or overlook that it can be used 
in multimember districts as well. For ""ample, in U.S. presidential elections, 
members of the electoral college arc elected within each state, on a winner
take-all basis (also known as the bloc VOlt), as the party slate that gets the 
highest number' of votes in the state gets all the voleS of that stAte in the 

'eleclOrai coUegc. UiI~ pluialityru~ even when voters cast as "!any indi~ 
vidual voleS ... there arc members to be elec~ (and thus can split their ballot 
between parties ifthcy wish), party cohesion usually allows the majority party 
to .weep all, or almost all, seats: 

As the bloc vote normally reSults in the elimination of minority parties 
within each district, variants were imagined in the 19th century to allow for 
some minority representation within multimember districts using the plurality 
rule. One is the now-extinct clUllu/ative vot., used in the State of minoi. until 
1980, whereby voters were granted as many votes as there were members to 
be elected bot were allowed to cumulate two or more votes on a single 
candidate: It was expected that supporters of the minority party in each district 
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focUS their voting power on a single candidate to enhance their chances 
BcI<:wiing at least one seal The Iimi/.d Val., still used for elections to the 

Senate, aims at a similar objective, though by the different device of 
each voter I"",.r votes than there are members to be elected (e.g., 

Spanish provinces elect four senators, with each elector casting up to 
votes for different candidates). Here the expectation is that the majorily 
will nol be able 10 carry all seats if the minority party presents a single 

im,lid:llIe. A varianl of the limited vote is the singl. nonlrons/.rabl. vol. 
I~N"I'V\used in Japan until 1994, where electors casl a single vote in a distriCI 
electing between three arid five members. 

Cruder procedures for ensuring minority representation while keeping the 
plurality rule were common in Latin America before PR was introduced, and 
they still.can. be found. l'osl-PioocbCl Chile has Iwo-member districts, .wh~ 
ihe ICading party gelS both se8ts only if il polls Iwice as many votes as tJie 
second party (i.e., Iwo-thirds of the vote if there are two parties).' Otherwise, 
one seat goes 10 each of the Iwo lending parties. 10 the reccolly refonned 
Mexican Senate, the lending party in each of the four-member districts gets 
three seats, nod the remaining seal goes 10 the,strongest minorilY party. 

Oul of the S3 democracies covered by this book, 4 use the plurality rule 
for presidenlial eleclions (Figure 2.1) and 13 for legislative eleclions (Figure 
2.2). 
a '1er countries have provided for presidential election systems ilial incor
~.~ the plurality rule with some qualifications. Uruguay has an original 

, system, known as the daub,. simllltaMous vole, whereby each faction (sublema) 
within a party (lema) may present its own presidential candidate. Voters vote 
for a single candidate and so, implicitly, for the lema he or she belongs 10. 

, VOles for all candidates under the label of each I.ema are added: The lending 
, lema is proclaimed the "winner," and the elecled presidenl is the candidate 

who gelS the highesl number of votes within thaI lema. This syslem ensures 
: the election of the candidate who gets a pluralily within the party Ihat secures 
I a plurality of Ihe vote. Costa Rica requires on the first ballol a plurality 

representing alleasl 40 percenl of the vole. Failing that, a runoff eleclion is 
t held. In Argenlina, which did away with the elecloral college in 1994, the 
candidate with a plurality of the vote is elected, provided thaI plurality is equal 
10 al least 4S percent of the YOle, or exceeds 40 percent of the vole coupled 

; with a lead of al leasl 10 points oyer the slrongesl challenger. Failing Ihal, a 
, runoff is held. 

Ie 

_L 
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With majority systems, we cross a small step toward greater complexity. 
Requiring a majority without further specification opens the possibility of 

. having no winner at all if there is a single-round election, or to have a 
successioo of indecisive ballots if no candidate ·is eliminated following each 
round. That problem is solved through one of the following three variants. In 
mtljoriry-runoff systems, a majority is requiIed on the first ballot. If 00 

candidate obtains a majority, a second and final ballol, known in the United 
States as a runoff, is held between the two candidates who got the highest 
number of votes in the fllst round. 

This is the system used in IS of the 2S countries with direct presidential 
elections (Figure 2.1); Mali and Ukraine use the same method for legislative 
elections (Figure 2.2). In mtljoriry-pluraIiry systems (used for French legisla
tive elections), there is no such drastic reduction in the number of contestants 
on the second ballot (although a threshold may be imposed for candidates to 
stand at the second ballot),' and the winner is the candidate who lI.els a 
plurality of the vote. Although one normally must have stood as a candidate 
on the filllt ballot to be allowed to compete at the second, there arc past 
instances of major countries imposing no such requirement.4 

As both formulas require the bolding of a second round if no majority is. 
reached on the f"lrSt pne, the aItemotive vote emerged as a less costly option 
. whereby voters, instead of casting a vote for a single candidate, rank candi
dates in order of preference. First .preferences arc initially counted, and 
candidates winning a majority of these arc declsrcd elected. Second and lower 
preferences arc taken into aCcount only if no candidate secures a majority of . 

. firstlFferenccs. The·i:aildidat~.w.b,o.:got the smallest noimbcf. of first prefer-.: .. 
elices is eliminated, and second preferences expressed on his or her ballots 
arc counted and Utransferred"to other contestants. If this operation produces 
a winner, the contest is over. If nol, the weakest candidate then remaining is 
eliminated and s\lbsequent preferences on his or her ballots (which then means 

. third preferences on transferred. ballots and second preferences on untransfer
red ballots) are similarly transferred, and so on until eliminations and transfers 
produce a majority for one of the remaining candidates. As in all other 
majority systems, transfers may result in the final victory of a candidate who 
did not get the highest number of first preferences. The alternative vote is used 
in Ireland for presidential elections (Figure 2.1) and in Australia for elections 
to the House of Representatives (Figure 2.2). 
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!cfiinilioll, PR can be used only in multimember districts, because it is 
impossible to distribute a single scat among many parties, except 

~iIOlnologlical basis, an option that no legislature to our knowledge has 

\tre are two major types ofPR systems. With 24 countries, the lisl':rystem 
far th~ m~st widely used type among the countries surveyed (Pigute 2.2). 

other,type, the single lransferable vote, is in fOlce only in Ireland. 

Devising ~ pR list. system involves making five major decisions as to 
':.dlislricti;"g, fO!'1llu.la,:ti,CI,rs.,IIm:sbolds", an" prefcrenccs"forcandidatcS. 'IberC: -, 

IUC many ~ay" of combining these variables, which explains why 
no PR systems are exacily'a1ike. 

Districts. The first choice to be made concerns district magnitude. One 
option, which ,is the most conducive to,accuracy ofrcprcsentation; is to have 
the whole countrY as a single electoral district. Israel and the Nclherlands both 
have a single national constituency electing 120 and 150 members, respec-
tively (pigure 2.2). " 

I : vast majority (22) of PR countries covered in this book have opted for 
sillier districts, the boundaries of which generally correspond to administra
tive subdivisions. For example, the 350 members of the Spanish Congress of 
Deputies are elected in 52 electotal districts: Each of the 50 provinces 

constitutes an electoral district, as well as the African enclaves of Ceuta and 
Mel ilia. The laller two are single-member districts in view of their small 

popUlation. The number of seats in the provinces ranges from three in Soria 
io 34 in Madrid.' The resulting small district magnitude has repeatedly 

allowed the winning party to get a majority of scats with a plurality of votes. 

The electoral formula. Second choice involves the method by which seats 

will be distributed within each district. The IWO basic options are highest
averages melhods, which use a divisor, and the largest-remainders methods, 
whi'ch use quotas. ' 

Highesl-averages methods require Ihe number of votes for each party to be 

divided successively by a series of divisors: Seats are allolled to the parties 

• 
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TABLE 1.1 Dislribulion of Seats by Ibe Three Highesl-Averages Melhods 

Blue. 
Vote. (57,000) 

+ 

2 

3 
4 

57,000 A 

2S,SIlO 8 

19,OOOE 

14.ZSOF 

S 11.400 1 

6 9,SooK 

7 8,143 

Scatswon 6 

+ 

1.4 

3 

5 
7 

4O.714A 

19,0008 

11.400 E 

8.1431 

9 6.3331 
II· 5.182 

ScAtswon S 

+ 

White. 
(26,000) 

26.000 C 

13.0000 

8.667 L 

6.500 

3 

Reds 
(25,950) 

Gruru 
(J 2,000) 

D'Hoadt lonuala 

ZS.95OD 
12.975 H 

B.65O 

2 

12.0001 

6.000 

",..sIDed Salnte-"""f lomuda 

IB,S7IC 

8.667F 

5.2ooK 

3.714 

3 

18.S36 D 

8.6500 

5.I90L 

3.707 

3 

8.571 H 

4.000 

·T,·, -·;9.oooD .•.. :,8,6670. 
ZS.95OC 

8,650 H 

5.190 

12.000 E 

4.000 

S 
7 

9 

1I.400F 

8.1431 

6.3331 
II 5.182 

Seats won S 

5.2ooL· 

3.714 

3 2 

r.llolO. 
(6,010) 

6.010 

o 

4.293 

o 

6.0I0K 

2.000 • 
,..... ".~.' ,'h'. 

HarE: The ku~n iDdintc the order i. which seats are ... dIed 10 panie. i_ • Il·~ cUSUicL 

Pinks 
(J,050) 

3.050 

o 

2.179 

o· 

3.050 

o 

that secured the highest resulting quotients. up to the toial number of scats 
available:. There are three such methods currently in use.' which differ by the 
sequence of divisors. The most widely known and used (IS countries; see 
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DiBtributioo of SealS by the Two Largest-Remainders Melbods 

81_ 
·wiu .... .On:cm 

ydtow, -Th/aI 

Vota QUDIo DivilkNl 

Banq_ 

S7,!1:Xl + 10,814 = 5.260 

26,000 + 10,814 = 2.400 (')' 

25,950 + 10,814 = 2.395 

12,!1:Xl+ 10,834 = 1.110 

6.010 + 10,834 = 0.550(') '. 

3,050 + 10.814 = 0.280' 

10 (2)'. 

Droapqa"'" 
51,000 + 10,001 = 5.699 C') 
26,!1:Xl';' 10.001' c 2.Ii6Q C.) 

. 25.950:' io.oOl "b'iS9-S .. 
.12,000+ 10,001.= 1.200 

6,010 + 10,001 = 0.601 

3,050 + 10,001 = 0.30S 

10 (2) 

L ScUll ,niac to Cbe particI with the Wp:a rauiDden. 
b. ToW ....... ot_ """'*" rlwo&O_""';odcn. 
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Figure 2.2) is the d'Hondt formula, wilb divisors being 1,2,3,4, and so 00 . 

The logical alternative is Ibe "pun" Sa;nt~-lagui! formula (also known as Ibe 
.add-integer number rule), where divisors are instead I, 3, 5, 7, and so on. In 
Ibis pure fonn (which can be found in Ibe mixed system of New Zealand), 
Sainte-Lague nonnally produces a highly proportional distribution of seats, a 
fcature Ibat may explain why a "modified" Sainte-lagui! formula was de

vised, Ibe single difference being that the first divisor is raised to I .4 (instead 
of I), a move that makes it marc difficult for smaller parties to get a scat. The 
modified Sainte-Lague fonnula is used in Denmark (in local districts), Ncilway, 
and Sweden. Of the three highest-averages methods, d'Handt is acknowl
edged to produce a bonus for larger parties and pure Sainte-Lague the most 
likely to produce a proportional outcome, with modified Sainte-Lague falling 

in between. 
Table 2.1 shows how scats would IX: allocated in a 12-membcf district under 

each of the three methods among the six following parties: Blues, 57,000 votes; 
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Whiles, 26,000 votes; Reds, 25,950 votes; Grcens, 12,000 votes; Yellows, 
6,010 voles; Pinks, 3,050 voles, for a lolal of 130,010 voles. 

In this case, each formula produces a slighlly differenl oulcome. The strongesl 
party, the Blues, are beller off under d'Hondl, whereas Ihesecond weakest party, 
Ihe Yellows, manage to secure a seal only under pure Sainle-Lague. 

Largest-remainders (LR) systems involve two successive operations. First, 
the number of votes for each party is divided by a quota, and the resulting 
whole number corresponds to the number of seals each party initially gels. 
Second, seats still unallocated are awarded to parties that had the largest 
surpluses of unused votes (known as remainders) following division.' The 
only variations within the LR syslem concern Ihe computation of the quota. 
The total number of voteS polled in the district may be divided either by the 
number of members to be elected (a Hart quota) or by the number of members 
10 be elected plus OR£ (a Droop quota).' 

LR-Hare is used in Colombia, Denmark, Costa Rica, and Madagascar, and 
LR-Droop in Soulh Africa, the Czech Republic, and Greece (Figure 2.2).' 
Raising the divisor by 1 unit gives a lowe.r quota. As a result, fewer seals 
normally remain unallolted after division, which slightly reduces the propor
tionalily of the outcome. 

Table 2.2 uses the same example as in lable 2.1 10 illustrate how LR-Hare 
, and LR-Droop work. The first step is to obtain a quota, which corresponds to 

the lotal number of votes (130,010) divided by 12 in the case of Hare and by 
13 for Droop. Each party's votes are divided by the quota (10,834 for Hare 
and IO,QOI for Droop), and'unallotted seals go to the parties with the largest 
remainderS., LR-Hare yields more proportional results (in our example, they 

, . '. ',are id~)i~a) t() thos,e o1!!aioed. under pure Sainle-Ug~c)thlU)=Bt~p., 
_.. • . --. 'I 

7I£rI. Although most PR countries covered in our book have settled for a 
single tier of districts (whether national or local), quite a few have added a 
second tier of distribution, generally 10 reduce dislortions resulting from the 
allocation of seats in the first tier (Figure 2.2). 

There can be two or eyen three tiers. Belgium has 30 arrondissements 
within its nine provinces. The Greeks have been the fondesl practitioners of 
mUltiple tiers, and Ihey currenlly have 56 local districts, 13 regional districts, 
and a single national one. 

The distribution of seats at the higher tier can proceed in three basic ways. 
The first approach, found in the Czech Republic, necessilates a pooling at the 
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level of remainders from local districts. In the lower tier (i.e., in the 
dectoral dislricts), party votes are divided by the quota. The higher lier 

the seats unallocated in each districl following di vision by the quota 
grouped and distributed among parties on the basis of the collecled 

j:m:oinclen from each dislrict. This procedure normally works 10 the advan
of the smaller parties insofar as il allows them 10 offsel the wastage effecl 

.' prod.,ced by the dispersion of their vole in local districts. 
One implication of this lechnique ,~ ,thai the number of seats thai are 

, allocated al the higher tier(s) are nOl predetermined by the law. Indeed, il may 
vary from one election 10 the nex!; depending on the extenl of party fraclion
a1ization-dJc: more fractionalized the eleclorate in districts, the smaller the 
number of seals awarded al this initial stago-and on the quota used. As noted 
above, a Hare quota nnrmally ,R:sults ,in a smaller number of scats being 
aIIotied at the low';' lever thaJi' ao;:o.,p·'q[;at8. ' , 

The second approach uses the higher tier as a corrective. In this cas'e, a 
fixed number of scats are resavcd, for correcting al the higher level the 
distortion between voles and scals generated by the use of local districts with 
small magnitudes. ,Sweden, for example, is divided inlo 28 basic districts, 
which together decl 310 memberS. Thele, are also 39 seats 10 be awarded' at 
the national levd 10 correcl imbalances. The distribution of those 39 seats 
involves the following operations. Firsl, the lotal number of scats, 349,(310 
+ 39), is distributed among parties on the basis of their lotal vole as if Sweden 
were a single nalional constituency, Nexl, the resulting seal a1lotmenl is 
compared with the aclual dislribution of 310 districl seats. Whenever a party 
wins fewer seats in districts than il would be entitled 10 under the national 
compulation, it gets Ihe difference as nalional seats. Thus, imbalances created 
al the dislriCI level are correcled al the national level. This kind of correcti ve 
higher tier is used in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and South Africa, Belgium's 
appannttmt"t provincial. through different procedures (which do nol pro
vide for a fixed number of corrective seats), and Auslria's second and third 
tiers also have a corrective effecl. 

A third oplion is for members elecled al the higher level 10 be selecled 
independently of members elected in basic districts. Poland has 391 members 
elected in 52 districls under the d'Hondl rule, There is also a national 
constituency where 69 seals are distribuled on the basis of nalional parly 
10lals under Ihe d'Hondl formula, bringing the total size of the legislalure 

10 460 . 
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Mulliple tien nonnally reduce distortions, provided there is no threshold 

that prevents smaller parties from getting national seats. If such thresholds 
exist, a higher tier can serve to give a bonus to larger parties. 

71Irr:sholds . . This brings us to a fourth dime~ion of PR, namely, the existence 
in quite a few PR countries of legal thresholds of exclusion. Politicians are 
rarely willing to follow a principle up to its full logical conclusion. As 

previous paragraphs make clear, there are plenty of ways, even in PR systems, 
to grant a ''bonus'' to stronger parties at the expense of the weakest. Whereas 
the effect of other techniques for dampening proportionality, like the d'Hondt 
rule or low district magnitude, is subtle and difficult to gauge except for 

trained electoral engineers, a threshold flatly states that political parties that 
fail to secure a given percentage of the vote. either in districts or nationally, 
are deprived of parliamentary representation or at least of some of the seats 
they would otherwise be entitled to. 

Thresholds are fairly common. Only nine countries having list systems of 
PR do not impose any (F"'8UfC 2.3). Eight have local thresholds; five have 
national thresholds; and Greece, Poland, and Sweden combine local and 
national ,thresholds. The law may require a fixed percentage of the national or 
district vote, or a certain number- of votes or scats at the district level. to be 
entitled to seats at the national level.. Higher thresholds may be imposed on 
coalitio~ •. The best-known threshold is the German rule, which exclUdes from 
the Bundestag any party thal fails to obtain S percent of the national ~ote or 
to electlhree members in single-member: disiricts. Thrkey goes the fanhest 
by demanding 10 Percent of the national vote to secure a locnl seat, followed 
by Poland with a national threshold 0(7 percent for national seats.'· All other· 
counliieS' ;.,q;'ire S Pen=t~ 1eSi" of nationai or region8J voll;,,:: . : 

Thresholds send a clear and frank message that marginal panics are not 
considered suitable players in the parliamentary arena. As there i. no logical ' 
reason to opt for a 'threshold of I percent rather than 10 percent, such 
thresholds arc more vulnerable to constitutional and political challenges. 
When many parties fail by a hairlJreath to reach the threshold, the total number 
of voters unrepresented may be as high as S I percent, as occurred in the 
Russian elections of 1995. 

S~I~clion 0/ candida/~s. Plurality and majority systems resull in the election 
of an individual, whereas in PR, S~O/$ are distributed. This highlights the facl 

i 
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COMPARING DEMDCRACIE S 

that the chief pn:occupation of proponents of PR is that each party gels a 

number of seats corresponding to the number of votes it polled. If election 
contests nowadays an: basically fights between party organizations, PR cer
tainly is the system that pushes this logic to its ultimate conclusion. 

This can be seen by the pn:~alence in PR countries of the closed lis/, 
whereby voters an: not allowed to expn:ss any pn:fcn:nce for individual 
candidates and members are elected in the order specified on the party list. 
No less than 14 of our PR countries follow that method (Figure 2.2). In nine 
PR systems, voters may expn:ss a prcference for one or mon: candidates 
within the party list they voted for. This can be done in various ways. Voters 
may vote for a party, and mark the name of one of its candidates (Belgium), 
or they may mark the name of a single candidate and have this vote counted 
as a party vote (Finland). Panachage, found in Switzerland, is the system that 
grants voters the highest degn:e of freedom, because they have as many votes 
as there are seats to be distributed in the district and may freely distribute those 
votes among candidates irrcspccti ve of the party they stand for. 

The Single Transferable 'V'e 

List systems of PR an: frequently vilified for granting parties too much 
control over the selection of legislators. The single transferable vote (STY)'i. 
advocated as a form df PR that docs away with party lists, thUs giving'voters 
more fn:cdomc As in list systems, members an: elected in multimember 
districts. However, candidates are grouped on a single ballot, to be rank 
ordered by voters Os in the'a1ternative vote. There is no obligation for voters . 
to expn:ss pn:feicncCs for the candidates of a single pany, which makeS ,t~ iln' 
instariceof.p~8io.,:._,~ .~,,"' : 1,' . •. ':' . .,I.~.: .... 

Only first-prcfen:nce votes, are initially counted. A Droop quota is com
puted for the distriCL Candidates whose fust-pn:fcrcnce votes an: equal to or 
greater than the quota an: elected. Surplus votes cast for the winners (i .e., the 
number of votes in excess of the quota) an: transferred to the other n:maining 
candidates on the basis of second pn:ferenccs. When all winners' surpluses 
have been transferred and seats n:main unallotted, the weakest candidates are 
eliminated and their votes are similarly transferred to remaining candidates, 
'until all seats an: filled. 

Although this system bas been warmly advocated for over a century in 
Anglo-American circles (Lak.eman 1974), In:land is the single country cov-
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book 10 usc il for elections 10 the firsl chamber, and Auslralian 
arc also cJccIcd by S'IV. 

is IcchnlcaJly possible 10 mix logelher differenl elecloral syslems 10 

a hybrid, or mixed syslem. The notion of a mixed sySlCm is nol always 
:de:firu:d very precisely in the lilcralurc. We define· a mixed system as a system 

diffi:rcal formulas (plurality and PR, majority and PRJ arc used simul-
I - ·leI·1I ~ Y ID a Slog e cellon. 

Mixed systems. were som~mcs dismissed as eccentricities, transitional 
·formulas,or i",.Ianccs of sheer manipulation doomed·I,,·disappcar. II may be 

'. . 'time to revise such generaliZations. as II of our countries (includibg GetilUiDy, .', . 
.. . J;.p.;., ilaly: and Russia) 'have mixed systems. . 

There arc al leasl three ways of mixing PR with either the plurality or 
majority rules. The simplesl way (which we propose 10 call couistO!nu) is 10 

apply PR in some parts of the national lerrilory, and either plurality or lIllIiority 
. everywhere. else. In French Senate elections, a majorily-plurality syslem i. 
used ill departmenlS having four sealS or less, whereas PR prevails in depart
menlS where five senalors or more arc 10 be elected. 

A """,rut Iype of mixed syslem involves having Iwo sels of members for 
the same national terrilory. Following !he 1994 elecloral reform, Japan offers 
an example of this kind of mixed syslem, which we propose 10 call combina
tion. Slarting with Ibe nexl election, 300 members of the House of Repre
sentatives will be elCCled in single-member constituencies under firsl paslthe 
post. The other 200 will be elected in II regional constiluencies by PRo The 
Russian system is of the same broad Iype, exceplthal PR members accounl 
for half of the lolal and arc elecled in a single nalional consliluency. Taiwan 
combines 125 members elected by the single nontransferable vOle in 27 
consliluencies, with 36 members elected nationally by PRo U 

In the Japanese and Russia.. systems, PR sealS are not distributed so as 10 

correcl party dislonions crealed by the operalion of the pluralilY rule in 
single-member districlS. Each hair of House membership is selected inde
pendently of the other. The German syslem is the besl example of a third type 
of mixed system, where PR seals arc disbibuted in a correctiv' way, so as to 
compensate weaker parties that did poorly in single-member sealS and 10 

produce a Parliament where each party gelS ilS rair share of seals. Thus, the 
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Bundestag includes 328 members elected by plurality in single-member 

districts, plus 328 PR sealS in a single national constituency. Electors cast two 
votes, first for a candidate in their single-member district, second for a party. 

The allocation of scats requires first the distribution, on the basis of second 

or "party'" votes caSt by electors, of 656 seats by PR (LR-Hiu-c method). The 
results of such computation arc compared with the actual distribution of the 

328 constituency seats among parties. The other 328 scats arc then awarded 
so as to make the final distribution of 656 scats fully proportional. In 1993, 
New Zealanders opted for a formula close to the German one. The Italian 
system of 1994 reaches the same corrective goal through more complex 
procedures." Mexico provides for PR scats so as to ensure the presence of 
some opposition members in its Chamber of Deputies, aod the ruling party 
normally sweeps the vast majority of Single-member districts. All these cases 
mix plurality with some form of PRo 

Hungary's system combines 176 members elected by majority in single
member districts with 152 members elected by straight PR d'Hondt in 20 
regional districts, but corrects somewhat the distortions that remain by pro
viding for 58 national scats to be distributed by PR 00 the basis of votes cast 
(or candidates defeated at the other two levels. Ecuador's 72-scat Parliament 
haS two sets of members: 12 national members arc elected by straight PR 
(LR-riOuble .quota) in a single national district for a term of 4' years. 'In 
addition, there arc 60 members elected in provincial districts for a shorta' 
term: Plurality prevails in the five single-member districts, II members arc 
elected ,in two-member districts by the plurality rule with some possible· 
representation' for minoriti.es, and the remaining 47 &ie' elected, by PR in 

". cJWiii:ts b~y.in~ thrcem.~\>en or',more. This complex,sYilt~in'involycs.both .. 
coexistencc and combination . . 

A country may use the same system fur elections at all levels, but it may 
also resort to dilfe=lt formulas for <liifttcnt Ievcls. Prance, for example, uses 
majority-runoff for presidential elections, majority-plurality in single-member 
districts for legislative and departmcnlalelections, majority-plurality in mul
timember districts for senatorial elections in smaller departments and for 
municipal elections in smaller municipalities, and PR d'Hondt for European 
and regional elections as well as for senatorial elections in larger departments. 
Larger municipalities elect councillors, generaJlY in a single constituency, 
through a unique procedure: Half the scats arc allotted to the list that sccures 
an absolute majority of the vote on the farst ballot (or a simple plurality on the 
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and the other half is distributed among all lists (including the leading) 

PRd'Hondl 

Political Consequences 
of Electoral Systems 

We may distinguish two types of consequences: those that take place before 
vote and those that occur after. Following Du~erger (1951), we may call 

!be fDlmcr p.rycho/ogialJ and the laner mechanicaL Mechanical effects are 
those that direcUy foliow from electoral rules. Psychological effects pertain 
to how parties and volA:rs react to these rules: They may change their behavior 
beCause of their expcctations about th.e mechanical effects of electoral systems 
lind about how other actors wi\l reacI.Psychoiogical.effcc;ts &/feci the,V.ote; . 
.. .' . .. ",' ". ' .. ' .......... r .. ,' •.. ; . "" ,'. '" - . " . 

meohanicaJ effects affect thi: outcome 'of the election, given !be' vote. (Blais' 
;"'d cany 1991):" 

Electoral rules Can affect the behavior of parties and vot~. Co~cerning 
parties, two questions may be raised. First, docs the number of parties 
contesting an election depend on electoral rules?" Blais and Carty (1991) look 
at 509 elections in 20 countries over more than a century and compare the 
number of parties running in plurality, majority, and PR systems. The average 
number is five, seven, and eight parties, respectively." Elites thus refrain from 
forming new parties in plurality systems because they know it is moredilficult 
for small parties to win seats. On the other hand, there are almost as many 
parties running in majority as in PR eJections. This underlines the fact that 
majority elections are quite different from plurality ones, a pOint to which we 
return below. 

Party leaders respond to the incentives created by electoral rules. The 
response, however, is not automatic. This is clearly illustrated by Gunther's 
(1989) thoroug~ analysis of the effcct of the electoral law' on party clites in 
Spain. Spain has a PR system, but it contains many correctives that make it 
strikingly unproporlional. The system should serve as a deterrent to schisms 
and an inducement to mergers among parties. Yetlinle of this has happened, 
partly because party leaders miscalculate their likely level of support and 
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partly because the maximization of parliamentary representation in the short 
run is less important than other political objectives. Gunther's analysis is a 

useful reminder that electoral rules only create incentives; they do not deter
mine beha~ior. Over the long haul, hI/wever, these incentives do leave their 
imprint. . 

A second question is whether electoral rules affect party strategies. The 
question is examined by Katz (1980), who shows that PR and large district 
magnitude tend to make parties more idcologically oriented, whereas party 
cohesion tends to be weaker when voters arc allowed to express preferences 
among candidates within the same party. In the latter case, as Katz explains, 
candidates must mount an independent campaign, and that weakens party 
attachments. 

Turning to voters, the question that has attracted the most attention is the 
presence or abSCllce of strategic or tactical voting in plurality systems." 
Suppose there arc three candidates in an election: A, B, and C. Consider voters 
who prefer C, then B, then A, and know C is not poplllar and has very little 
chance of winning. These voters have the choice of voting for their most
preferred candidate or of voting strategically for their secoad prelc:m:d, because 
that candidate has a better chance of defeating their least-liked candidate. 

A number of studies have looked at ho~ candidate viability affccts the vote 
i. plurality elections. Black (1978) and· Cain (1978) have shown that the 
propensity to vote for a second choice is related to the c10SClless of the race 
(as indicated by the actual outcome of the election) in a district. Abramson et 
aI. (1992) go a step further and show that the vote in American primaries 

. reHectS both pref!":Coces and perceptions. of candidateS' vi8bility. Blais and 
'.' '''Nadeau (1996) refine the anaJYSi~.and . ..pply a two-step'Procecturc to the I lI8S 

Canadian election. Around 20 percent of voters in that election were faced 
. with the decision to vote sincerely or strategically, because they perceived 

their most-preferred party as less likely to win than their second-preferred 
one. Among these voters, around 30 percent did vote strategically for their 
second choice. The propensity to vote strategically increases as the intensity 
of preference for the first choice over the second decreases, as the perceived 
distance in the race between the fll'St and second choices increases, and as the 
race between the second and third choices gets closer. Altogether, relatively 
few voters (around 6 percent) cast a strategic vote, hut this is mainly because 
most of them do not face a strategic choice. 

This raises the question as to whether strategic considerations playa role 
in PR or majority elections. We would expect thresholds in PR systems to 
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some degree of strategic voting. If a voter's most-preferred party is 
to bave fewer voles than the required thresbold, he or she h .. to 

between voting for thai party even though it has little or no chance of 
represented in Parliament and supporting another party thai is likely to 

B':":_ .. that threshold. 1be only piece of evidence we have on this is provided 
itIy'G.n~ber (1989), who shows thai sympathizers of small parties are less 

tn vOle for those parties in smal'ler districts, with high effective thresh
olds. II An even more intriguing question, which has not been examined in the 
literalure, is whether voter. in PR syslelils hesitale to vote for parties that arc ' 
pen:eived tn have no chance of being part of the government." 

In two-ballot inajority elections, the issue is ,whether votcn express their 
pure preferences on the first ballot, bowing that they will be able to bave 
another say in the sccond,bailol. There is little doubt thai "'" vote on the FIrSt 

, balhi! doeS not merely ltiIect'preferc'nees; stfiuegic cons~ooS'play a role.' ".,',' ,','" 
I~ the French legislative election of 1978, for insllince, a substantial 
number ofRPR supporICrs voted UDF in those constituencies where the UDF 
bad won in the previous election and was thus more likely to defeat the left 
(Capdevielle~ Dupoiricr, and Ysmal 1988, 29).'" We should also note an 
intriguing panem established by Parodi (1978): The electoral coalition that 
gets the more votes on the first ballot tends to lose votes aD the second. The 
exaet reasOD why this occurs has not been elucidated." It is an interesting case 
of voters reacting to the collective signal given on the FIrSt ballot . 

The electnrallaw determines how votes are to be translated intn scats. The 
most direct issue regarding the mechanical effect of electoral systems thus 
pertains to the relationship between the proportion of votes a party gets and 
the proportion of scats it wins in the legislature. Two subsidiary questions 
COncern the outcome of the election: the number of parties that get represented 
in Ihe legislature and the presence or absence of a parliamentary majority, 

Votu and Seals 

Rae's (1967) seminal book is the starting poinl." Rae regressed scal shares 
against vote shares under PR and under plurality-majority formulae. He finds 
the regression coefficient to be 1.07 for PR and 1.20 for plurality-majority. 
All systems give an advantage to stronger parties but that bias is much less 
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pronounced in PR systems. Thc averagc bonus to thc strongest party is 8 
percentagc points in plurality-majority systems, and only I point under PRo 

Unfortunately, that specific Iinc of inquiry has not bcc:n pursued in a 
cross-national perspectivc. Somc studies. havc looked at specific countries and 

refined thc analysis by incorporating other factors such as thc concentration 
ofthc vote (Sankolfand McUos 1912, 1973) and thc.rclativc performance of 
parties in constituencies of different sizes (Spafford 1970), but wc do not have 
updated and revised estimates of the basic scat-vote relationship in various 

types of electoral systems. 
Thagepcra (1986) proposes a radically new perspective to the issue. His 

starting point is the cube law of plurality elections, formulated at the begin
ning of the century, according to which the ratio of scats won by two parties 
equals the cube of thc ratio of their votes. Taa&cpera shows that the most 
appropriate exponential is not necessarily three but rather the logarithm of the 
total number of votes divided by the logarithm of the total number of scats. 
He extends the model to PR elections, in which case the exponential depends 
on district magnitude as well as on total numbers of votes and scats. 

Thagcpcra's work constitutes a major improvement. It is elegant and has 
the great advantage of proposin.g a model thai can be applied to all electoral 

. SystcrDS. For plurality election.s, Taagcpcra is very persuasive in showing that 
his model outperforms the cube law."lt is not clear, however, that it docs a 
better job than the models proposed by Spafford or Sankoff and MeUos. We 
stiUlack a systematic comparative evaluation of these various approaches. 

With respect to PR elections, l'alIgcpcra and Shugart (1989, chop. II) stress 
... the decisive effect ofdi.trict magnitude. Rae(1967) had already shown that 

. ·\idistri~t';'agnit\ideslioilgly affeCts'the degree ofpti;portionality of PRo He. 
did not, however, take into account the presence of supradistrict· adjustroent 
scats or legal thresholds. Taagcpcra and Shugart devise a. complex procedure 
fOl" computing a measure of effective magnitude that incorporates all of these 
elements. 

The NUmMr of Parti .. itt Parliamellt 

Duverger (1951) claimed that the plurality rule favors a two-party system, 
and the majority rule (with second ballot) and PR arc conducive to multipar
tyism. He also argued that only the relationship between plurality rule and a 
two-party system approached a true sociological law. Riker (1986) concludes 
that Duvcrger was basically right. There is an association, but only a prob-
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PR and multipartyism.ln Riker's view, the relationship 
11/ ,1JId' a IWo-party system is much stronger. He poiots oul only 

and 'Canada, and proposes a revised law accounting for 
_lIions. This is 001 very compelling, bowevu, because the 

supporting the law is very smallD and because Britain can 
rfal;iDtcrized 'IS a two-party system, alleasl as far as the distribution 

!be questioo of bow 10 Counl parties. One simple method is 10 

il1iIII,ber of parties represented in the legislature. UDfortlinaicly, iio 
ia'~Om"",red electoral systems on thai criterion. Allcntioo bas focused 

i\Uiingthe "effective" number of parties, which weigbts parties accord-
beir .:lcclo",,1 strength. ' . 

popular measm:e is the one proposed by Laakso' and Thogcpeia 
dh,i.t..iI by the ..;..; of Squared vOle sbatcs., M';linar 

.' .' . ~. } .'.' . .' . .' . ". . . . 
~c;,;;;P.>SClI;"', iticleii g",iOI: spcci:a1 weighllo the hilgesl pl!rt)r.,As Lijpbart 

69) shows, both measure. bave ibeir merits and limits, aDd they yield 
resulll in mosl inslaDccs. ' 

lI~ijplwt (1994b) compares the effective Dumber of parliamentary parties 
,NiIriD'DS l.y~tealS (sec this volume, Thble 1.4). The avcrsge is 2.0 in plurality, 

m~orily, and '3.6 io PR syslc<llS.'WithiD PR systems, the ooly importanl 
is ,Ibc effective threshold. Within the sample examined by Lijpbart, the 

" ~ve threshold varies from I 10 13 percenl; the number of effective parties .-1Uccd by I when the threshold is over 8 puccnl . 
• "ally, Ordeshook and Shvetsova (1994) look al how elecloral systems 

mediate theeffecl of ethnic heterogeneity on the number Df parties. Ordeshook 
.ind Shvetsova use both a simple counl of parties and the "effective" Dumber 
C!f parties as their dependenl variable and report thai the former is "001 only 
the more behaviorally meaningful ... bul also the more predictable measure" 
(1994, 121). They find thai the relationship belween number of parties and , 
ethnic heterogeneity increases with districl magnilude; bowever, "the supe
riOrity Df the interaclive model appears 10 derive solely from the fact that 
single-member di~ct states not only have fewer parties on average but also ' 
are more heterogeneous than their PR counterparts" (1994, 119). 

, Is There a Parliamentary Majority? 

! The ultimate objective of an election is to determine who will govern. A 
eiDeial question in parliamentary systems is whether the election allows the 

• 

. '. r 
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formation of a one-party majority government. Oearly. parliamentary majori
ties are infrequenl in PR systems. Blais and Carty (1987). in their study of 
S \0 elections in 20 countries. report that 10 percent ~f PR elections produced 
such a majority. Lijphart (1994b). who examines elections in. 27 counlri", 
between I94S and 1990. finds a majority in 20 percent of the cases. He also 
shows that the probability of a one-party majority government in a PR system 
hinges very much 00 the effective threshold. It is about nil when that threshold 
is very small but reaches 30 percent when the effective threshold is 10 percent. 
as in Spain. 

Parliamentary majorities. either natural or manufactured." are much more 
frequent in plurality elections. Blais and Carty (1987) indicate that 69 percent 
of plurality elections in their sample produced one-party majority govern· 
ments. Ujphart reports a much higher proportion-93 perceot-partly be
cause he includes India, which had many two-member districts in the 19SOS. 

What about majority elections? Ujphart (l994b) examines France and 
Australia; he finds a parliamentary majority in half of the cases. The same 
proportion is reported by Blais and Carty (1987). who consider many more 
cases. The latter study includes. however. multimember majority systems; the 
proportion drops to 27 percent when these are excluded. On tlJis criterion. the 
single-mem~r majority system is closer to PR than to plurality .. , 

In phirality systems. one-party majorities are nonnally won by parties that 
secure a plurality or a majority of the votes. It is possible. however.,for a party 
that comes second in terms of votes' to obtain a majority of the seats. This was 
the case. for example. in two successive elections (1978 and 1981) in New 
z.eai.u.d.This maY occur for two reasons. Either votes for 'th~ winning, P~Y 
a;ec:onceriltiitCd Iii less-papulab!d districts. or voteS for tJi~ :Iosing party are 
too highly cOncentrated (and wasted) in some, districts (Massicotte and Ber
nard 1985; Taylor and Jobnston 1979). 

The Debate Over Electoral S)stems ' 

Which is the best electoral system? Analysts and practitioners have debated 
the issue for more than a century. The debate has touched on every dimension 
of electoral systems-the ballot. the constituency. and the formula. As we 
bave seen in the first section. there is a wide range of options available. 
especially if we take account of the possibility of combining these options in 
various ways. 
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The debare has focused mainly nn the choice of an elecloraHonnula. and 
il is thus logical 10 stan with thai dimensioD. We then lurn 10 the debale over 
ihc coostihlCDcy and the ballot. Our review is confined 10 the mosl importanl 
.irgumeots advanced 10 support or oppose a given option .... 

A. we show. a good case can be made for almost any electoral system. This 
is so because there are a1tcrnati ve visions of democracy. and because electoral 
systems are meant to accomplish nol One but many objectives. which entail 
trade-off .... Thai the debate remains unsetded may' account for the recent 
popularity of mixed systems . 

• :- '" . The d~minant debate in the literature bu ,been .between plui-aIity anti PIt .. ' 
.aystems. The basic argumenl in favor of the plurality rule is that it produces 
one-party majority government. whereas PR is advocated because it produces 
broad and fair rcpreseniation." '. 

Why is one-party majority government such ... good thing. according to 
proponents of the plurality rule? For two main reasons. The fint is stability. 
One-party majority governments are believed to be more stable. and govem
ment stability is perceived to enhance political stability. There'is liUle doubt 
that one-party majority governments are more stable than co~ition govem-. . 
ments typically found in PR systems. AI the same lime. it musl be acknowl-
edged that most coalition governments in PR systems are reasonably stable 
(Laver and Schofield 1990. chap. 6). The most difficult question concerns the 
relationship between government and polilical stability. The jury is still out 
on this queslion. Powell (1982) finds no relationship. whereas Blais and Dion 
(1990) note that among nonindustrialized countries. democracy brealts 
down more often in PR systems with low government stability. More 

research is needed on this important topic to sort out the fPCCific effect of 
electoral syslems versus other factors such as presidentialism (Stefan and 
Skach 1993). 

The second virtue that is claimed for one-party majority government is 

accountability. Accountability stems from decisiveness. An election is deci
sive when it has a dircctand immediate effect on the formalion of governmenl 
(Powell 1989. 1993; Str~m 1990.72-4). II is easier for voters in a pluralilY 
system to gel rid of a, goveromenlthey do nOllike; they jUSlthrow the rascals 
out and replace them with a new government. In a PR syslem. the fate of a 

government is decided only partly and indirectly by voters. A party may lose 
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support bul still remain as a member of. coalition governmenl, be<ause Ihe 
composition of government depends on deals among the parlies,17 One· 

party majority governmenls are more accounlable Ihan Iheir coalition 

counterparts. 
For advocates of PR, the IWO key words are fairness and responsiveness. 

Almost by definition, PR is fair because it is intended 10 give each party a 
share of seats more or less equal to ils share of votes. That principle is, of course, 
qualified by the use of small districts andlor legal thresholds. Moreover, Ihe 
disltibution of sealS in Ihe legislalure may be fair, bUI the disltibution of 
cabinet seals in government is surely much less fsir,lI Nevertheless. it cannot 

be disputed that PR leads 10 fairer represenlation than the plurality rule. 
PR also allows for a greater diversily of viewpoints to be expressed in Ihe 

legislature and in government. because more parties are represented in both. 
Parties in plurality systems mUSI, of course, be sensilive to different perspec
tives if they want to attract enough votes to win. but the mere faci that more 
parties gel 10 argue Iheir positions in a PR system should make governmenls 
more aware and concerned about the diversity of opinions. 

PR is especially advocated for societies with deep elhnic or linguistic 
cleavages. The argument is thai in such societies it is imperative that minority 
groups'be fairly represented within political parties, in Parliament, and in 
Cabinet and that only under PR can Ihat goal be achieved (see Gairns 1968; 
Lijphart 1977; Sisk 1994). Crilics reply Ihat PR can induce Ihe formation of 
narrow ethnic parties that appeal to ethnic cleavages to maximize support 
(Tsebelis 1990) .. 

The choice between plurality and PR is Ihus mostly about what is deemed 
to'~rilJ\O'~e.impo((an~:, Bfcountabil:ity and (perhaps) !i~.~"ilil~., o~ the one ha~, 
fair~ess and re.sponsiveness, on the other. ,',. 

There is a Ihird oplion-majority rule. The arguments in favor of majority 
rule have not been as systematically articulated. l9 There are, we believe, two 
basic reasons for advocating it. First. the majority principle is at the very heart 
of democracy (Spilz 1984). In a direct democracy, Ihe majority wins, and in 
a representative democracy, most decisions are made by legislators through 
Ihe majority rule. It would Ihus seem nalural to apply the same logic 10 the 
selection of representatives. t 

The second argument in favor of majority rule is that it offers a reasonable 
degree of both responsiveness and accountability. It allows the presence of, 
many parties, fewer Ihan does PR but more than the plurality rule. II often 
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formalion of coalilion governments. but the process of coali
lends to be more open than under PR. Coalitions are more 

~b", famoed before the election. or at least before the second ballot. 
well after the election. because of the electoral cost involved in 
government partDen. Compared with the situation under PRo 
a more direct say in which coalition will form the government. 

iII1llCS illDO governments are more aCcounlable. although les. than under 
IUraJilly rule. The majority rule should thiu appeal to those who wish 

a mixture of responsiveness and accountability. The majority rule 
IIb,MI ...... much less Satisfactoty with respcict 10 fairness. In fact, il i. in 

.ysb:ms that disproportionality between scat shares and vole shares 
be the greatcsl." ' 

. . : ...... .:. " .... 

'The main debale bere i. about the virtues and vices of single- and multi
lIl~ber districts. ThaI debale oVerlaps. 10 some eXlent. the one over pluralily 
arid PR systems. becau ... the latter entail multimember districts and the former 
(as well as majority systems) usually resort to single-member districts. 

Supporters of single-member districts. claisn that the single-member Iype 
gi,ves voters a closer relationship with their representatives and maximize 
ac~.,tability. because district representatives can be held responsible for 
deW ,.ng constituency inl<:resl5. That responsibility is diluted among many 
representatives in multimember districts. 

, Single-member districta have alleasl one important drawback. They have 
to be modified on a regular basis 10 maintain populations of relatively equal 
oi,u. This may make for artificial units of no particular relevance 10 citizens 
a~d rai .... all the problem. involved in designing and redesigning districts 
(Baker 1986; Balinski and Young 1982). Multimember districts need nol be 
of the same size. They can be made to correspond 10 sociological or adminis
Irati ve boundaries and are thus more congruenl for voters (Niemi. Powell. and 
Bicknell 1986). Their boundaries can remain inlact even if their population 
increases or decreases because it is possible to change the number of members 
t~ be elected in the di.trict. 

, The alleged advantage of mullimember districts is that they ensure a,better 
representation of various groups. especially minority ones. There is much 
e~idence. in particular. that wo'men lend 10 be better represented in multimem-

'. , 
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ber districts, because parties strive for an overall balance (Welch and Studlar 
1990; Rule 1992, 1994; Rule and Norris 1992; sec also chap. 7 in this volume). 
Th~ consequences of multimember districts arc less certain, however, for 
groups that are territorially concentrated. [n the United States, in particular, 
blacks and Hispanics do better under single-member districts (Rule 1992; 
Welch and Herrick 1992; Davidson and Grofman 1994), especially because 
the Voting Rights Act encourages the creation of districts where racial minori

ties predominate. 
The choice between single- and multimember districts is thus one of 

competing values, mainly the advantage of having accountable individual 
representatives versus the benefit of having a more representative and respon
sive legislature. 

TIu! Ballot 

How votcn arc allowed to express their preferences depends to a great 
extent on the kind of elcctoral formula that is used. Consequently, the debate 
over voting procedures takes different forms in plurality, majority, and PR 
systems. Defore reviewing these debates, one general observation should be 
made. Everything else being equal, it seems likely that the more information 
the ballot reveals about voters' preferences, the more accurate the repre
sentation of preferences is likely to be. Thus, a system that allows voters to 
express degrees of preferences is preferable to one that docs nol At the same 
'time, however, such a system may be less simple for voicrs, and there may be 
a trade-off between simplicity and the amount of information that voters arc 
"'k~ to proVide. > .• 

-' 

The Ballot in Plurality Systems: 
One or Many Votes? 

[n single-member plurality systems," voters arc typically asked to indicate 
which candidate they prefer. There arc other possibilities. Voters can be asked 
to rank order the candidates or to vote for as many candidates for which they 
.approve. The latter apProach, approval voting, has been advocated by Drams 
and Fishburn (1982). . 

There arc two major reasons for supporting approval voting. First. it 
provides voters greater flexibility in expressing their preferences; voters are 
not forced to choose only one candidate. It thus yields a more accurate 
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of preferences, withoul undue complexity. Second, il ensures the 
lildiidBJIe with grcaIcst overall support is elected. II makes it impossible, in 

:'6!II1i<:uI,u, for 8JD extremisl 10 squeeze in as the winner when there are Iwo 
!';dltiderate candidates, something that can occur in a slBJDdard plurality election 

(1Inms and FIShburn 1988,277-8). 
'Ibc main objection to approval voting is thaI il may increase the number 

of parties and reduce the probability of a one-party majority government. The 
reason ia that when voters have to vote for one candidate in a plurality election, 
they BJrc indu~ to vote strategically for parties that have a chance of winning 
and not to support parties that appear to be weak. Although strategic voting 
may weIl occur under approval voting (Niemi 1984), the incentive for voters 
not to support weak candidates ia not as strong: They may vote for both their 
prcferred weak candidBJte 8JDdthcir second choice. As a consequence, more 
parties BJrc.I.i~ly to. get.votes 8JDd scats, and one-party majority govCf!lmcnt , : 
is likely to be·less frcqueill: . .... . .. . 

For those who BJrc ftrID believers in the virtues of one-party majority 
government, then, approval voting is not likely to be very popular. When such 
considerations are not crucial, for the election of a president, for inslBJDcc, it 
has greater appcal. Approval voting can also be used for majority and PR 
elections, where it docs not have the same disadvantage (one-party majority 
governments BJrc unlikely anyway). 

Majority Rule: The Alternative 
",Ie Versus Multiple Ballots 

Under majority rule, a candidale must obtain more than SO percent of the 
votes to win. It is possible that no candidBJte meets thaI condition and thaI no 
one is elecled. As noted in the first section, there arc two ways 10 proceed 

when this occurs. The first is to resort to mUltiple ballots. The second approach 
is 10 have voters rank order the candidates (the alternative vote). 

The case for the alternative vote is that it provides richer infonnation about 
voters' preferences: it conveys infonnalion aboul how they react 10 each 
candidatc.lZ The procedure is somewhat more compleJl for voters but it is 
less costly because they vote only once. The case for two baIlots is that il 
aIlows voters to reconsider their choice and to compare more syslematically 
the two or three "serious" candidatcs that remain on the second ballot. Citizens 
arc also faced with a simpler task, simply to choose one candidate on each 
ballot. 
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PR Systems: Can Iobters Es.press 
Their Prt!ferenu. Among Candidatu? 

COMPARING DEMOCRACIES 

The basic principle of PR is thai seats should be distributed amo"g parties 
accOrding to their vote shares. This assumes thai people vote for partics or 
lists of candidates. The problem with closed-list PR is thai volers m nol 
allowed to express prefen:nces among individual candidates. Critics claim 
thai this is an important shortcoming: Proponents reply that il is preferences 
among parties thai really matter. The bottom line ben: is the importance to be 
attached to the representation of opinions about candidates versus those aboul 
parties. It is possible, however, to allow voters 10 express their opinions about 
candidates in a PR system, througb either paoachage or preferential voting in 
a list system or the single transferable vote. 

The single transferable vote allows voters to rank order candidates and thus 
grants them maximum freedom to express their preferences. It is a more 
complex procedure. but it provides richer information aboul voters' prefer
enccs. It bas two drawbacks. First. il can be applied only if then: arc relatively 
few members 10 be elected in each districL Otherwise. there would be 100 

many candidates 10 be rank ordered by voters. BUlsmall districts entail a lowCl 
degree of proportionality in party representation. Second, il indu~ candi
dates of the Same parties to -compete againsl each other, hindering' part) 
cohesion (Katz 1980). The single transferable vote is thus aD appCaJing optiO" 
only for those who arc willing 10 accepl only a modesl degree of proportion. 
a1ity and relatively uncohesive parti~. 

The other approach is 10 keep the list system bullo allow vOlers 10 indicat, 
. their opinic!ns about candidates througb paoachage or preferentia! '-oting_ Thi, 
is a sfmpicr' prOccdu):c, and it cm ~ 'used in luge districb, thu~ ~~,,"ng ~ 
higb degree of proportionality in part) representation. However, panachag< 
and preferential voting have the same detrimental effects on party unity_ The) 
entail the coexistence of two simultancous contests, .one among parties ani 
one among candidates within the same party" 

The debate over electoraJ sys~ highlights the role of competing valuC! 
and trade-offs in deciding which rules best serve democracy_. At least two basi! 
questions need to be addressed. First. which preferences should be repre 
sented? The issue is the relative importance to be attached to preferences abou 
parties and candidates. The case for list PR, in particular. rests very much 01 

the assumption that top priority should be given to parties. The greater th. 
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lee :givcn 1:0 i1lCli,rid.w candidates, the less appealing list PR becomes. 
~ ~.~, ... is the best way to ensure that the elected follow public opinion 7 

I'nl""" is to focus on the l118kr,.up of legislatures IIIId of gOYCmDlents. 
liill"p1lion is that representatives are man: likely to be in accordance 

opinion if they resemble those they rcprescnL This is the funda-
belief underlying support for PRo A second view is to .focus on 

IIIId governments' incentives. The assumption is that rcprc
muVC>;.w,,,. follow public opinion if they think they will not be reelected 

do Dot and that we should devise a system that makes it easy to get rid' 
govcnuncnt that docs not do a good job. This is the reasoning of advocates 

plurality rule. 

. . 
',' ....... . ',' Notes . ,~ : .. ,. 

t. DaIa fw doU cbaptc< ......... !'nom BIoiJ .... _ (1996, ~. 1bc . 
..,.;" _ ...... _.ParIiamcaIaoy lhoioa (1993). upda10d by doe ........J ~ ofParlJ4. 
....uu, El.aiatU _ 0..."",.,..,.,.. pablidocd by doe ....... hrIiamoooUI7 UoIon; J(...vw~ 
II«onJ of Ilbrld _: ODd BIaus1oioo .... f\aqz ( .. eL). We ..... odicd on 1be dcclcnllaWi of 

. IDIDJ"COIIDtricIu wdJ .. OIl ...., CJIta' IOWtICS, aU of wbidl arc lilted ia BIaia md UenicoC!: 
(I996.1'oo1ho:onUn&l. . . 

2. Some ..... ,. .. ( ..... cspcciaIIy,l.- 1m: aa 1995) c:Iwao:taiD: 1be Coilcan.,...... 
II PR d·HoodI. II b lnoc ..... 1be .,...... warb ..... , "'PR d'HaouIl would. I. b ..... 1noc, 

.................. 1be .... "- ... _ .. PR .... rod·Hoadl .... ro bigl\cll.¥<ngeI.Fwdu .... .. 
doc .......... appIiea i.1be peal majorily of ias""'" i. oimp1c plunlily: 1bc "alcodin& par1ies 
eIICb Cd ~ seat. It RCmI to UI that. symm in which only DOC 01' two panics can cct dccIed CID 

lwdIy be described .. PR. 
J. The 1hR:sbo1d for '1IDIIiac II .... oa:ood baIIol ia _ 1eJWali>e c1eclioos ;. DOW 

12.S pcn=l of1be dcclooalo. 
4. The .............. Ocmwo .... idcnliaI dccli .... _ .... Wcimao" RqNbtic .... P"-

Ic&isllli.., dccli .... ia 1be 193110 (LOanaa 1974). 
S. 'Ibooc ligure.l .... f ... m .... l996c1ccli ... SccEl Pais (Madrid). Man:bS.I996. 
6. Then: b a rollllh bigbesl .. _ mcdood. knowu .. doe Imperia1l ndc .... Ocl&ian 

.....udpal e1cclioos ( ........ y ocasioo whIR doU .......... b DIOd). 1be diviaon are I. I's. 2. 2.S. 
&ad so ... Thb ....... GOb .""""y ia f._ afl""", par1ies (Van ..... JIagb 19S5). 

7. Loqcsl-ronaiodcn'aDd bigbest .. _ mcdoods an: normally cuasidaed mulOalJy 
adw.iw:. Howeva. in South Africa, !be first five scab unaUotted after diYisioo arc distributed to 
1hc patties with 1hc 1uge&1....w.dcn. w ....... 1hc cfHondl bighcal-a __ .......... b used foc 
1hc rmoaW", ....... 

B. S1ricdy q>cUin&. lbb doouId be called aH~h-Blscltoffq"""'radu _ allloop 
q ..... u 1ho: 1aIlU b • Hagcnbach-Bisdoolf qu ... ~ by ..... The diffi:raoce b .. mia.", 
doa1 Lijplw1 (1992) .... proposed .. oe1ccl1hc ......... oamc 10 oder 10 Ihcso: lWa qoolaS. A few 
Latin American coumrics....,.. 10 a so-uIled doable quota.,......, w10crcby die lim qOOla ...... 
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as a tIu<shoId. IUId du: sccood is used for a1loca1in& ..... _ Ihc: parties thai aosscd du: 

Ihr<shoId. We dassify -IJII ........ Ihc: basis of Ihc: sccood quo .... 
9. We lea .. aside Ihc: Imperi.III quoIa, wh= Ihc: IoIaI number of votel is divided by Ihc: 

.wubet of ..... plus two. This mctbod was used ill a single COIIIIIry (I"'y) IUId .. as dropped in 
1993. 

10. In Twtey, ill distriCl!lIelW11in& II least Ii .. memhen,lhc: party setMllhc: most votes 
is awarded. boous sui, .ilh du: .... of !hi: ..... awarded oo<ic< d' Hondt. The oystcm 1101 only 
disadvant.agea ........ parties but aIJo advaotap !he IIrOnJOII of all. 

II. Clcopapbical condilions may ....... i ..... ill. country wbcre PR is !he rule, !he election 
of a baadfuI of I1lI:III!aa ill singIo-... mber constilueacies. This oa:un ill Switzuland and F .... and. 
10 our view, such c .... abouId DOl be coasi<ic<edu instances of mUed IJ5IemS. • label thallhouid 
be used only .. hell Ihc: propxtion of membcn e1ec:11:d _ • cIiffaeol .y ...... i. IIlOI'e Iban S 
percent of !he 101aI. 

12. S ... 1h K .... is lOIDCfimcs ............. y axuideted. mUed oystcm because il combines 
mcmben dec:ll:d by pIunlity in singlc-member distriCl!l wllh membcn eIec:II:d IIIhc: nalionallcvel. 
Howevec,!he IaItEr OIeelec:lOdillp<opottion 10 Ihc: IOtaI of..",. won by eacb party ill local dislricts, 
oat 0Il1hc: basis of votes. We coasi<ic< thai both .... of 1DCIIIben .... e1.am by plurality. 

13. Tbree-q_ (475) of IDCIIIben of !he <lwDber of Deputiea ... eIec:IOd by p1un11ty 
iD singIe._ di._ and Ihc: ada 155 Ole eIec:II:d by IIniP< PR in oaia&le nalional 
consti_ and., !" I fly .... loc:Il<dbctweeo 2Ii resiPnaI coostituenc:ies. H_, PR ..... 
are a11oca1od 10 parties not on !he basis of Ihc:is IoIaI vote, bul ... du: basis of "1I!IIeIIdcd" port)! 
IoIaIs !hat indode only votes cast f .. cand_ dcfcat<d in singIc-__ and fur 

winninc candidatel in exa:u of whlllhc:y .-10 wI~ ;., • pIunlity of one 0'" Ihc:i< 
Jtron&Cd opponcnL In oIber wonb, only votes wuk:d II! the kJcaI level an:: c:ouidered f ... PR 
_ wilh.!be result thai parties thai do poorly in singlc-mauber dislricts are litdy 10 get 
some corrccIion under PRo , 

14. We focus, II does !he Ii ......... cmleplali ... electiOlU beId in por!iamenwy .,s ...... 
'Ib<re ha .. beeniew~ oflh,"'-tof ......... nakI ... puidenlial dectiOIU c...,,~, 
Shuprl UId Carey 1992, andSbuprt 1995}. Ulde ..... ti ...... been given 10 potaItiaI iII_tion 
effi:ds .................... ys .... 1UId ada insIitutioaal variablcs.lt is qui ... possi ..... forinstancc. 
tbaI !be con I" .; of -u... .,;,.. are qui .. cliff ..... iD poriiamcataoy and ..... idcotiaJ 
Iystems. 

15. aruiDm (1958) .... uped thallhc: causal dioection .,as ..-. thai mulliP,utyism 
caused PR~(l936. 27) sbo .. _!he eviclcnce ref .... !hat bypotbesis. . ,:. .' 

16. The numbers ref .. tD 'linglc-member districts iD !be case of pIuniity ..... inajOrity 
,ystems. 

11. We leave aside die qucstioa ofwbclha" proportioaal ~OD rosten voter tumout. 
.,bieb is eumined in cIuopICr 8 in this volume. 

18. 1bc kgal tIucshold is the minimum Iluraber or vOla • party. allbc oatioaaI or district 
level, tbaI is oequiJod by !he I.., f ... party 10 be eoIided 10 ...... . 

19. The 1994 German cIcctioa is quite iall:l'l::ltiRl iD. thai. respect. As Ibc PDP seemed not 
certain 10 get the 5 perecnl of Ihc: ..... il .-10 get 'ep<_'1Od in the BuiJdeata&, • n_ . 
of(DU·CSU IUpporIZ:n oppe8r to have decided to YO" f .. !he PDP to belp it reacb!be tIvesbold. 
nus is. ran: instaDCe or. put)' bcnefitinc &om ill appateIIl weakness. But tbc reaDD rov-csu 
.upportas .. bod IUBIOgicaIIy for Ihc: PDP is thai the om-csu aeeded !he PDP to fona • 
, ............... We may .......... tbaI if !he roU-CSU could have fo<med • lin",,-port)! majority 
Iovemmcnt. such mab:gic voting would DOl have taken place. In dail case. German volCrl voted 
II least panly on the basis of tbeir pen:cplioos of whieb parties were most likely 10 form du: 
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~lIIDcaI. III. PRdcdion.lbcn. ¥UCcn may fDnDClIpCCrations aboul which ""&liti .... ore litdy 
_ aftEr dIC dccIioa, ... y h ... pcfCICIICCI aboullbcsc c:oaIitiOlll as .uch nIha !han 

__ dIC ....... por1ics, ond may VOle puIIy OIl "'" huU of Ibcsc "PCClabOIlS and pcC=-:es . 
. ' 1IafaIIDDaII:I1. we know Y<SJ Hale aboUlIbcsc .1r ... Pc calculations. 

20. \Yo shooId ..... """ ....... pc _III is iafcm:cl hen: from "'" 'Ilo' ... ladC:C of party 
idcdificaIiaD ad vote. ThiI inflab:l the MIOUnt of suatqic voting bcc.aw:e YOtcn may vote for. 
party """ b _ .... _ docy r.d aII&chcd 10 bcc& ... of "'" Iuucs of"'" campoign. porty leadon. 
01' local cenclid,trs. The fact cbaI: Ihc numbec of parties docs not tend to diminish over time in 
PaDce JtiIIP:dIIhaI: atnIepc VDlina on the filiI ballot is limiCbt. 

11. A simi ... pa1tICIII ...... 10 IaIo: pIaa: in plon1ily dectioos. In Conada. at leas!. !he 
fraal...rumcr.ll the begiaaioa of. campaign tends to lose votes during the campaign (Jolnston ci 
aI; 1991. 11). 

12. Many authors *all with lhi, iuuc before Rae. Rae ~as the rUJI 10 cuminc: it ia • 
~fuhi ... 

23. PwdieaftWAC, one of the few cases supportin& the law. lbc United Statcl. has ocher 
iDstitutional features. prcsid!:ntialism and primaries. dW could account for the presence of • 
lW<>-party_. . 
. 24. A fIIdu:nI majority ocx:un whc:a • party P • majority of boIb votes and ..:au. A 

. ;'\; .:. i'DIDurac:bU'ed majoritY Ii ODC wberc. par11 obWniI majority ofR:all WltIlOut ha~-. aujOrity 
• o(yOtc.. . . . . 

• 

2!l. FO(a rnon: cJabora .. review. ICC Blais.(I99l)aad Dunleavy iInd MarzcIU (1995). 
16. For a "",""I _ition of !he __ so ICC Dunkavy ond MarJoIIS (1995). 
17. A. a Bcqian party _ once pul il. _1Cdi1lribub: carda """"" pia,... (parliesJ. 

bUi iI b die ......... 100 play canIa." . 
28. 'IbiJ problem is sometimes solved by • n:quiremenl rhat the executive mirrors put)' 

Jlrcnztb iii cbe.lcpdalu:re (Austrian Ubukr) or by • dccisioa. to build govc:Punc:ftl coalitions. 
including man: parIies !han is mathematically ncc:cuary 10 c:ommand a majorily ill "'" Icpslatun: 
(SwilUdond). 

29. Sec. .......... fisichdla (1984) and Blais (1993). 
10. II is in France. rorirutanc:c. tM.t lhc. index ofproportionality tends to be the: lowest (Rose 

1984b. 7S). 'Ibis occurs. however. because only flBf-baJloc votes ore taken into account 
31. We confIDe ourselves here to .ingle-member plurality ',stems and do DOt consider the 

lingle nontcansfcnblc or limited VOCe. Ujphart. Pinlor. BOd Sone (1986) &how thai in their 
consequences lhese Iystems lie somcwhctc bcrween Iingic-rIkmbcr plurafity aDd proportional 
oqxcscntation. 

12. This could oJso be: ,obtained under multiple ballots through the usc of approvaf YOling . 
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WHO 

P~SENTATION SKILLS 

Who is your audience? 
What are their expectations? 
Why do they want this presen~on? 
What do they need to know? 
What do they already know? 
What level of detail is necessaJy7 

SPEAKIIJG-

What level ofteclmological1mowledge does tho audience have? 
What will the audience 'do with the information after this 
pre s notation? 
What do they know about you? 

DO NO,T wASTE YOUR TIME AND YOUR AUDIENCE'S TIME 
BY PRESEN11NG INFORMA.110N AI:REA/JY KNOWN. OR mEY ARE NOT 
1N1ERESTED IN. ALWAYS ASK IS A PREsENrA110N NECESSARY OR WIlL SOME 
OTHER FORM OFCOMMUNICA110N, SUCH ~A WRl17F.N REPORT BE 
BETfER.? 

• WBA T ARE YOUR EXPECTATIONS 

Why are you doing this presentation? 
What do you wIlDt to happen? 
If you are ooly presenting b¢ause you have been asked to, find out 
why! 
Are you communicating infon;nation 01" ideas? 
What do you want your audience to do with the information? 

WBA T TO PRESENT 

The infonnation you want to cooununicate and the group wants to 
know. 

Prioritize Your Info~tion, 
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list your main points 
Don't overload with infunnation 
What is ~ for people to know? 
Pick KeY Ideas, Give Handouts for the rest. 
Give Hapdouts at the end of the JDeetiI!g 

Stick to TUDe Liinits (S-IS minutes maximum) 

WBA 'J' TO PRESENT 

Leave Tune For Questions & Answen 

ORGANIZE INFORMATION 

Tell Audience Why You Are Giving Presentation 
Don't Preieut Your Conclusions: Show Audience Your Reasoning 

~ow I Perceived Problem 
How I Defined and ~.Problem 
What Altematives I Saw 
What My Cpteria Were For Evaluating Alternatives 
AdvaJItases and Disadvantages of Bach Alternative 
Cooclusions 

Always Present All Sides of An Issue, Not Just Your Own Point of 
View 

ALLOW AUDIENCE TO G~ INVOLVED 

Leave Tune For Questions and Discussion 
ICYou Ask For Questions At the Beginning, You Must Be 
Prepared to Change Your Presentatioil to IncorporlllC Them 

WHEREVER POSSplLE USF; VISUAL AIDS 

DON'T READ OR MEMORIZE 
I'n\Ctice iii Front of Someone 
V\SUIllize Yourself Giving Your Presentation 
See Yourself Getting Nervous, MaJriug Mistakes 
See Yourself Correcting Mistakes 

FACE YOUR AUDIENCE, USE EYE CONTACT, USE A PLEASANT SPEAKING 
VO,CE 

DON'T PUT A PODIUM BElWEEN YOU AND YOUR AUDIENCE 
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USE POSITIVE BODY LANGUAGE 
Don~t Fiddle With Your Hair 
Don't Tug At Your Skirt, Pants, Belt 
Put YoorBody Weiah* on The BaDs of Your Feet 
Lean Forward A Bit 
Be Aware of How You Move 
When Not Using Them, Put Your lIands At Your Side 
Maintain Good Posture 

BE AWAKE OF YOUR AUDiENCE 
Are they yawning, slouching, whispering, ratt1ing papers 

DON'T BE AFRAID TO LET PEOPLE KNOW THAT YOU ARE NERVOUS 
Be open and Hooest 
It's OK To Be Silent For A While, If¥ou Get Lost 
It's OK To Stop And Think 

. Ask Your Audience To Be Patient With You 

DRESS APPROPRIATELY>, 
Don't Wear Jewelry That WdJ DiIblICt From Your Words 

HUMOR 

If You Are Sitting At A Dais, Don't Wear A Ski{t So Short ~ 
You Will Be Uncomfortable, Tugging At It 

Use Humor To Make A Point If You Can 
Don't Use Off Color Jokes, Racist lokes, ot Sexist Jokes 
Laugh At Yourself If You Make A Mistake 
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COMMON PROULEMS ENCOUNTERED IN MEETINGS 

Multi-headed Animal Syndrome: Everybody is going off in different directions at the same 
time. 

Confusion between process and cqntent: AIe we talking about how to disCllss the topic or 
what topic to discuss? 

Personal Attack: Attacking individual~ instead of discussing ideas . 

. Traffic Problem: Difficulty leaping into the conversation and getting a chanc\! to. 
participate. 

Unclear rol(!s and responsibilities: Who is supposed to be doing what? 

Mqnipulatipn by group leader: Rubber-stamp meetings and abuse of process power to 
achieve persOnal objectives. 

Data overload: Having to hold onto to too many ideas in your head at one time. 

Repetition and wheel spinning: GOing over the same old ideas again and again and again. 

Winllose approaches to decision making: Partial solutions, compromise, polarization and 
low commitment. 

Confused objectives and expectations: Why did you call the !Ileeting and what is the group 
supposed to be doing? 

Unresolved questions of power and authority: Do we have the power to make this 
decision? 

Problem Avoidance: Everything is fine. There are no problems. 

General negativity and lack of cha/len¥~: There is nothing we can do about it,so why try? 

Communication problems: Not listening to or understanding what others are saying or 
making faulty assumptions. 

Poor meeting environments: Can't hear, can't see, toq stuffy, etc. 

Persol)Giity conflicts: Lack of openness and trust, underlying tension, racism., sexism. 

~. 
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12 Winning Strategies: 
Managing Conflict Successfully 

. 1. Choose time & place carefully 
. 2. Change behaviors, not people 

e. 3. Agree on something 
4. Use "I"-language 
5. Think where you went wrong 
6. Criticize with precision 
7. When someone attacks ... agree 

e 8. Bow out for a while 
9. Have more conflicts 

10. Find the third option 
11. Agree on the future 

'12. Work it out on paper 
Adapted from "How 10 Tum HeallnlO Ligh!,· an article by Jimmy Calano and Jeff Salzman from March 1988 
Working Woman magazine . 

• 
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CHAPTER\{ 

Training Your 
~pokesperson 
It is tremendously important to develop 
good media relations skills. To build 
public support for ~ur cause, ~ur 
spokesperson must be able to commu
nicate effectively when intervi9Yled. 

One must understand the interview 
process. While it may appear to be sim,. 0 

ply a straightforward exchange of 
information be~ the interviewer and 
the interviewee, it is also an exercise in 
control. When being intervi9Yled, )tiur 
challenge is to limit the information pre
sented, and to shape it in a way that 
conveys your organization's view of the 
issll~~ . 

• 0'" following exercises have been 
designed to give ~u an advantage in 
interview situations-to help you truly 
"win." With a little practice, ~u should 
be able to: 

• develop better YIOrking relations with 
the press; 

• face interviewers with enhanced 
confidence and control; 

• more clearly express your views of 
the key issues. 

, , 

• ~'. V~VVl0t:5 Joo~: A CLt;?£v. 's 
~VlcU -+0 M.ect~ (1v1Z.~1 v.e. ~ 

\JJ ~'7 \f ot-e/';.) 0 
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Some good techniques for getting 
that extra time you need include: 

• rephrasing the question; 

• discussing issues surrounding 
the question before actually an
swering it; 

• providing background infornia
tion on the history of the issue 
while formulating your answer. 

Keep your answers succinct, put
ting the most important idea at the 
beginning. Never try to build to your 
final point by using three or four facts. 
This technique may be effective in a 
courtroom, but doesn't work with re
porters. Begin with your strongest 
point, then support it. 

D. The Ultimate Answer 
Techniques 
Since controlling the interview is a 
matter of emphasizing areas of con
versation, it is a good idea to develop 
and practice the conversational tran
sitions that make change easily 
possible. Developing transitions can 
include: 

• "Bridging" to your answer-"You 
mentioned the low rate of voter 
turnout across the state, and it re
minds me thaI... .. The "you 
mentioned" transition is always 
good hecause it unifies your. 
thoughts with something the In
terviewer has said. 

• "Follow-up" prompting the next 
question-You can invite a new 
topic without waiting for an invita
tion by saying something such 
as "That reminds me ..... or "Have 
yo~ ever found yourself in a situa
tion where; .... This will prompt the 
interviewer to move to the topic 
you want to discuss. 

• Put a 'star" in the reporters' note
books-Although as the 
interviewee, you will not and 
should not be in complete control 
of the interview, through direct
ness, a positive approach and 
the establishment of legitimacy, 
you should be able to highlight 
your positions clearly and suc
cinctly leaving no doubt inthe 
interviewer's mind as to what your 
key points are. 



f!levisionlRadio/ 
rint Interviews 
Television Interviews· 

"The pre-interview'~sually the 
reporter, host or producer will "pre
interview" you. This establishes 
what is expected of you and the di
rection the interviewer intends to 
take. It is your chance to tell the in
terviewer which points you'd like to 
discuss. You're expected to make 
your suggestions in three or four 
sentences, so get right to the 
point. 

T.'nterview 
• Use your time to best advantage. 

• Know who the show's audience 
is, as well as the current climate 
of opinion. 

• Make your answers clear. 

, Make sure your answers'are rele
vant and interesting.' . 

· Use vivid language, examples, 
anecdotes and statistics. 

· When preparing, take into ac
count the program's format and 
place in the schedule. 

· Phrase your answers so they are 
ai~rJ at your audience (rather 11'. Jeneath them or over their 
heads). 

· Prepare answers in 30- or 60-sec
ond "sound bites" to assure 
succinctness and to maximize 
the chances they will be ex
cerpted on the news. 

Be personable, enthusiastic and 
energetic. 

Follow-up 

Did you leave anything hanging 
· with the interviewer? Do you need 

• 

to provide more information? 

• Are there any other topics you 
can suggest for additional cover
age? 

• How can you improve your rela
tions with the interviewer? 

B. Radio Interviews 
1. Pre-interview 

Follow the pre-interview sugges
tions in the previous section. 
Consider interview length and pro
gram format. 

2. The Interview 
Remember that radio relies on 

voices to convey information. Sta
tions are increasingly doing 
interviews by phone rather than in 
the studio. particularly if the inter
view is to be edited for later usage. 
If you're called for a phone inter-
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view, ask the reporter whether your 
responses will be taped or trans
mitted live. If they are to be taped, 
ask to call the reporter back within· 
a few minutes. Use the time to pre
pare your answers. 

3. Follow-up 
Use the same techniques as out
lined in the TV interview section. 

C. Print Interviews 
1. Preparation 
. Print interviews are fundamentally 
different from broadcast inter
views. Generally, print reporters 
will spend more time with you and 
cover more topics. It is a challenge 
to limit and focus your comments. 

Learn as much as you can . 
about how the interview will be 
used. Where and when will the 
story run? Is the reporter from 
news, business or features? Re
search the reporter's background 
and style. 

2. The Interview 

8. Respond with accurate infor
mation. Think your answers 
through. Feel free to rephrase 
or clarify your initial statements. 

b. Don't assume that the reporter 
is well informed about the topiC. 
Provide background informa
tion that will enhance the 
interviewer's understanding of 
the subject 

c. Don't consider anything you 
say to be ·off-the-record" sim
ply because you've said it is: 
Say only what you would want 
printed and keep confidential 
data to yourself. 

d. Don't hesitate to ask the re-

porter to double-check facts 
and quotes with you after the 
interview. 

8. Encourage the reporter to call 
you for clarifications or further 
informatiori. 

f. Some reporters will remember 
to send you a tearsheet (a copy 
of the article containing the in
terview or information you 
provided) if you request it: But 
it's safer to pick up a copy your
self. 

g. Don't be discouraged if you are 
not quoted in a story. The re
porter may decide to use 
specifIc interview information 
for background purposes only, 
and weave the story around se· 
lected responses. Keep a 
positive attitude. The interview 
gave you an opportunity to get 
to know the reporter better, and 
may be a sign that you're con-· 
sidered a good source of 
information. 

III. Appearance of 
Confidence 
What To Wear for TV 
Appearances . 
Wear conservative colors and 
clothing~on't wear white (which 
creates a harsh glare on camera) or 
distractingly vivid patterns. 

For men, a dark suit without a vest 
or a solid sport coat is appropriate. A 
light blue (or another pale solid color) 
shirt will complement the suit A tie 
with either stripes or a small pattern 
is fine. 

For women, keep it simple. A solid
color tailored suit or dress works 



e_A more colorful blouse or scarf 
lay be added as an accent. Avoid 
'earing a dress with lots of flowing 
Ibric or ruffles at the neckline. Stay 
way from flashy or heavy jewelry, 
nd remember that the microphone 
liII be affixed to the dress or ja9ket 
Ipel. 

1 The Studio 
o Be concerned about your com

fort. Ask for needed adjLlstments 
in lights or seating. 

o Act as if you're on camera every 
• :nent. Sit still and in a natural 
manner. Crossed legs or ankles 
present a neater. more relaxed 
appearance. Avoid unconscious 
movements, such as touching 
your face, fixing your hair or 
straightening your glasses. 

o Don't gesture with your hands-
it's too distracting. . 

o Practice your interview posture in 
the mirror or with a friend until 
you're comfortable. 

o Assume all microphones are on, 
and don't say anything you 
wouldn't want heard on-air. 

o !lii.. -;t your attention to the person 
t!Ir,ducting the interview. The 
cameramen will get the shots 
they need of you. 

o Ignore surprising noises or dis
tractions . 

• Be yourself. Give your personality 
a chance to come across. Talk in 
your normal conversational tone. 
Concentrate on speaking clearly 
and concisely, with credibility. 

• 

• Be enthusiastic and energetic. 
Since television is a visual me
dium, success depends on style 
as well as substance. 

• After the interView, remain seated 
until the interviewer or producer 
tells you you're off the air and can 
leaye. 
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Press conferences should only be 
used for truly newslNOrthy informa
tion. Don't hold a press conference if 
the information is better suited to a 
press release with phone follow-up. 
The key to a successful, and mean
ingful, press conference is important 
news. If you invite the media when 
there really isn't a good reason, 
they're likely to remember and may 
not attend future press conferences 
even when you have newsworthy in
formation to release. 

.~ Notification 
Process 
To notify reporters about a press con
ference: 

• Send media alerts out three to 
five days in advance. When 
you've got breaking news to an
nounce, call press contacts. 
A Media Alert (also referred to 

as a "Media Advisory") alerts the 
media to a press conference or any 
other event your organization will be 

• 

holding. It should describe: what 
the .event is about; where it's to be 
held (including name of the loca
tion, street address, room name 
and number); when the event will 
take place (day, date and time); who 
the speaker will be; and who the 
press contact is (with phone num
ber) . 

Scheduling 
• Schedule the event with media 

deadlines and competing events 
in mind. Mornings or early after
noon are usually the best times to 
accommodate television re-
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porters and crews who are 
busiest in the late afternoon edi~ 
Ung stories for the evening 
broadcasts. 

• Make phone calls the day before 
and the day of the event to urge 
attendance and gauge expected 
turnout. 

Site Selection 
Logistics are a key element of a suc
cessful press conference. Site 
arrangements should be carefully 
planned and executed: 

• If your organization has adequate 
on-site space, you may want to 
hold the event there. If your head
quarters isn't suitable, select a 
public place which can be used 
gratis or for a minimal fee. An
other option is to select a location 
that relates to the topic of the 
press conference. For example, if 
you're announcing that your orga
nization will soon mount a 
registration campaign at a fast
food chain, break the news at one 
of the chain's outlets. 

• Choose a location that will be 
large enough·to accommodate 
the media, including TV camera 
crews and photographers. 

• Check the site for electrical out
lets'so you will be able to plug in 
your audio/visual equipment, and 
so crews will be able to plug in 
theirs . 

. • ' Set up a podium which can hold 
several microphones. 

• Have chairs for reporters, name
cards for speakers and an easel 
for charts or graphs. 

Visual Aids 
Visuals will enliven the presentation 
and provide TV crews and photogra
phers with a broader range of 
images to shoot. Visuals should be: 

• Displayed prominently near the 
front of the room for easy refer
ence by the speakers. 

• Clean and simple. Since visuals 
may only be seen on TV for a few 
seconds, viewers must be able to 
get the point right away. 

• Colorful charts and graphs are 
ideal vehicles for illustrating your 



points. They are also useful for vi
sualizing your organization's 
goals and achievements. 

Press Materials 
Have an adequate supply of press 

, kits on hand for reporters attending 
the press conference. Be sure to mail 

: ' kits after the event t6 those who did , 
not attend. Kits should include: 

o The speaker's statement 

I: 0 Press release 

o PhotQgraph and biography of 
speaker .0 Fact sheet 

o Copies of charts or graphs used 
in the presentation . 

Before the press conference, re
view the issues with the speaker in a 
run-through. Ask the speaker ques
tions that are likely to be asked by 
reporters covering the press confer
ence. 

Encourage members of your orga
nization to attend the event to provide 
additional information to the press if 
needed, as wall as moral support for 
your speakers. 

H;qlpful Hints 
• ,e other useful hints to consider 
when hosting a press conference: 

o Double-check the event site one 
hour before the event to make 
sure everything is properly set 
up; 

o Have a media sign-in sheet at the 
entrance. This will give you a re
cord of who attended, and will 
facilitate follow-up efforts. 

o Start the press conference on 
time-the media don't like to pe 
kept waiting. 

• 

• Limit the event to 30 - 4S minutes. 
This allows time for the speaker's 
statement, and a question-and
answer period. 

o Have either your organization's 
leader or public relations person 
introduce the speaker. 

o If budget allows, consider serv
ing light refreshments. 

Press Conferences 
Can Be A Gamble 
Even if you've planned your organiza
tion's press conference very 
carefully, there's a chance that the 
media won't show up. What do you 
do then? Almost every PR profes
sional has had this happen. 
Sometimes it's simply a matter of ele
ments beyond your control. 
Coverage of a breaking news story-
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a fire at City Hall or an explosion at a 
nuclear power plant-will always pre
empt coverage of a press confer
ence. 

Even if you are not sure of the rea
son for non-attendance, don't be 
disheartened. Contact the media by 
phone. Don't quiz them about why 
they didn't attend, just let them know 
about the issues that were covered. 
Try to arrange interviews with your 
spokesperson, and send all the in
Vited joumalists press materials. 

Press conferences are a gamble. 
Consider carefully whether taking 
such a risk is the best way to an
nounce your organization's news. 


